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A bstract
This work contains theoretical and experim ental studies of the  properties of 
three-level atom s subjected to  two single-frequency, continuous-wave laser sources 
w ith special emphasis on magnetic-field-induced sum frequency mixing (SFM) and 
electrom agnetically-induced transparency (FIT).
In sodium vapour, two resonant-enhancem ent routes for SFM were experim en­
tally  studied. In one route (3S-3P-3D ) the  output is generated on a quadrupole- 
allowed transition and on the other (3S -3P-4P), a dipole-allowed transition. Phase 
m atching conditions are studied in detail. On the second route, the two contri­
butions to the  phase m ism atch can combine to  heavily distort the spectroscopic 
lineshapes observed.
Doubly-resonant SFM is considered and two paths for excitation of the ou t­
put coherence are identified. Control of their relative strength , via the input laser 
strengths, is predicted, as well as interference between them . These are both  exper­
im entally observed on the 3Si/2~3Pi/2- 3 D3/2  transition scheme in sodium.
Theory is presented to  show how the  use of a strong upper laser in resonant SFM 
can, by F IT , greatly reduce the absorption on the lower transition w ithout similarly 
reducing the nonlinear process. A significant increase in conversion efficiency is 
predicted.
Theory is also presented on the inclusion of the local field correction, which is 
relevant for high vapour densities, in the Bloch equations for the  three-level atom . 
Nonlinear coherence cross-coupling term s arise and the  generalised equations are 
then used for two case studies; one concerning FIT , the other SFM.
F IT  is experim entally studied using continuous-wave lasers in rubidium  vapour. 
Focusing and de-focusing were observed on the probe laser beam  as it tunes through 
the  transparency window at close, bu t separate, detunings. This is a ttribu ted  to the 
radial intensity profile of the coupling laser which imposes a spatial refractive index 
m odulation on the m edium  at the  probe laser wavelength.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1 . In t r o d u c t i o n
1.1. B ackground
The work presented in this thesis concerns the interaction of light w ith the atom s 
in a gas. It is by no m eans the first work in this area.
The m odern view of this field was born when Fraunhofer discovered, experim en­
tally, th a t the spectrum  of light em itted  by the sun contained numerous, narrow 
well-defined dark bands. Later work showed th a t each line was unique to an el­
em ent and th a t a study of the wavelength of these spectral features, w hether in 
light em itted  from a sample, or from incident light absorbed w ithin a  sample, could 
be used to  determ ine the com position of the sample. Furtherm ore, it could tell 
a great deal about the atom  itself. Nowadays this form of study is called spec­
troscopy and it has a variety of applications in all physical sciences. This thesis is 
concerned with furthering the  understanding of how atoms react to  strong, coher­
ent, narrow -bandwidth optical radiation when applied at two separate wavelengths 
simultaneously. It is, therefore, spectroscopy but also falls into the more precise 
classification of non-linear optics.
In 1917 Einstein postulated basic principles for the interaction of radiation with 
the discrete energy levels in atoms [1]. These principles were basically incoherent 
in nature and involved the rate  of transfer of population between the energy levels, 
whether spontaneous or stim ulated. These rules underpinned the  la ter development 
of the laser in 1960, the  use of which has opened a new chapter in the interaction 
of light w ith atom ic systems. Laser radiation is characterised by its excellent coher-
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ence, high intensity and narrow bandw idth and, when subjected to  such radiation, 
atoms react in ways th a t cannot always be explained under a ra te  equation analysis. 
Coherent excitation [1], as this regime is called, leads to  a variety of phenom ena, 
such as the Rabi flopping of populations [2] and Autler-Townes splitting [3] (also 
called the  ac Stark effect). Its hallm ark is th a t the atom ic wavefunction th a t is pro­
duced can hold a definite phase relationship to  the oscillating fields of the incident 
electrom agnetic wave. We say th a t the atom  has “coherences” induced between the 
wavefunctions of its discrete levels. This is possible only when the incident light is 
both  coherent and monochrom atic.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Three possible three-level atom  configurations: (a) cascade, (b) lam bda 
(A) and (c) vee (V). The arrows denote near-resonant fields incident on dipole- 
allowed transitions. The th ird , unprobed, transition in each configuration is assumed 
to be dipole forbidden.
The conceptual framework for analytical study in this area is usually a simplified 
atom  of generally two or three isolated energy levels, basically a sub-set of a real 
atom ic system. The three-level atom  can come in three configurations: the cascade, 
lam bda (A) or vee (V) as shown in figure 1.1. This work looks a t three-level atom s, 
both  theoretically and experimentally, in which both transitions are excited by co­
herent, near-resonant laser sources. The way th a t the cascade system  can produce a 
higher frequency of light by combing the two input waves in a sum frequency mixing 
process is looked at in detail. Also, how the atom  responds to  input light on one
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transition, while suffering strong perturbation  on the other transition is studied in 
regard to  interference between the  two coherent excitation processes.
1.2. N on-L inear O p tics
W hen light impinges on a m edium  a polarisation is set up w ithin the atom s of th a t 
medium . Usually the light intensity is low enough th a t a linear relation between the 
polarisation induced in the m edium , P , and the electric field of the light, P ,  is an 
accurate description:
p  =  (1.1)
The constant, is term ed the linear susceptibility of the m edium  and depends 
strongly on the m edium  and the wavelength of the light. However, if the incident |
light is particularly  intense, and a laser output often is, this linear relation breaks 
down and we m ust express the polarisation as a power series containing higher-order 
terms:
P  = eox“ >£ +  • ■ • (1.2)
The study of the effects of these higher-order term s is called non-linear optics and 
is m otivated by a num ber of scientific and commercial objectives. Among the most 
im portan t consequence of the term , the second-order nonlinear susceptibility, is 
the ability of the m edium  to generate new frequencies of light [4] by: doubling the 
input frequency (second harm onic generation); subdiving the input frequency into 
two additive parts (param etric oscillation); or combing two separate input waves to 
produce a sum  or difference frequency. Similarly, the third-order susceptibility, 
can lead to the generation of new frequencies of light — among other applications 
[5].
1.2.1. Second-O rder W ave M ixing in Vapours
The principle application of second-order nonlinear processes is the generation of 
laser-like light a t frequencies where no convenient laser source exists. A simple
•J
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sym m etry argum ent [6 ] shows th a t a  centrosym m etric m edium , of either a gas or 
appropriate crystal structure, cannot m ediate a second-order process, and for such 
m edia =  0. Therefore, it is usual to  use an appropriate non-centrosym m etric 
crystal w ith a large second-order nonlinear coefficient for such experim ents. How­
ever, despite the  intrinsic sym m etry of an atom ic vapour, second-order nonlinear 
processes can be observed in them  if the vapour sym m etry is broken by some exter­
nal means. W hile vapours have lower conversion efficiencies than  crystals in general, 
with tighter tuning restrictions and being bulky in physical dimensions (generally re­
quiring vacuum equipm ent), they do have some advantages. Principally, they allow 
generation in the  ultra-violet, vacuum -ultra-violet and X-ray regions of the spectra, 
below the absorption cut-off point in nonlinear crystals around 200nm. Further­
more, they are able to  w ithstand very high input intensities th a t would dam age 
conventional crystals and are scalable to  large physical dimensions. For these rea­
sons vapours have become widely established for third-order wave mixing processes 
[5, 7], but second-order processes can be as efficient [8 ] and have been the subject 
of detailed research (see Sinclair [9] for a review). The required sym m etry breaking 
can be obtained by a variety of means including: transverse m agnetic or electric 
fields; high intensity focused laser pulses; or non-collinear beam  geometries.
2
Figure 1.2: A generic atom ic level scheme for sum  frequency mixing 
In order to realise a useful conversion efficiency, the input wavelengths in a
4
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gaseous wave mixing process m ust be tuned  close to resonant transitions, as in figure 
1.2. This is highlighted by the simplified equation for the second-order susceptibility 
in a gas [8 , 9, 10]:
wherein fXij are the transition  m atrix  elements, A ,j the  detunings, and 7 ij the  de­
cay rates. For the sum frequency mixing (SFM) process shown in figure 1 .2  the 
conversion efficiency is increased by several orders of m agnitude when either A 12 or 
A i3 are near zero, ie. when either single-photon or two-photon resonance conditions 
are satisfied. Also evident from this expression is the role of the transition  m atrix  
elements. The product of these m ust be as high as possible for efficient conversion. 
U nfortunately, selection rules require th a t in a closed three-level atom ic system  one 
of these transitions cannot be dipole-allowed. However, use of a quadrupole-allowed 
transition  can still lead to efficient conversion [8 , 1 1 ].
This work seeks to extend earlier studies of magnetic-field-induced second har­
monic generation and sum frequency mixing using continuous-wave (cw) lasers 
[9, 10, 1 2 , 13, 14, 15, 16]. The use of cw lasers allowed a detailed, high-resolution 
comparison between the observed and calculated lineshapes for the output. By using 
two independent dye laser sources, Poustie [10] dem onstrated a very high nonlin­
earity, rivaling th a t of a crystal, by tuning separate lasers on to resonance with the 
3S-3P and 3P-4D  transitions in sodium. This work uses the 3S-3P and 3P-3D  
transitions, as they have stronger m atrix  elements, and atta ins even higher conver­
sion efficiencies. The ability to probe this system stem s from the development of 
a titan ium  sapphire laser source [1 2 ] which is capable of producing the appropri­
ate wavelength for the 3P-3D  transition, 819nm. Furtherm ore, this laser allowed a 
comparison of two contrasting transition  schemes for near-resonant SFM, differing 
in the placing of the quadrupole transition: 3S-3P-3D and 3S-3P-4P. This study 
highlights the role of phase m atching in such processes and shows th a t lineshapes 
may be radically altered by this under appropriate conditions. It also clearly demon-
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strates the  advantage of having the quadrupole transition on the ou tpu t. This work 
constitutes chapter 4.
1.3. A to m ic  C oh eren ce and Q uantum  In terferen ce
By pushing the nonlinear process to simultaneous single and two-photon resonance 
a new realm  of atom ic conditions is entered. The approxim ations m ade in deriving 
equation 1.3 break down and the coherences generated on each transition  are strongly 
influenced by each other. The possibility of interference between the coherences 
arises and the SFM process needs to be re-evaluated in light of this. This is presented 
in chapter 5. The wider context of atom ic coherence and quantum  interference 
phenom ena is relevant to this work, and as background to  the  work presented in 
later chapters concerning electrom agnetically-induced transparency. A sum m ary of 
relevant pioneering work is, therefore, given below.
An early study of a quantum  interference effect concerned the problem  of a dis­
crete sta te  placed within a continuum. In his 1961 trea tm ent of such “autoionising” 
states, Fano [17] introduced the concept of the phase of the interaction between 
the s ta te  and the continuum . This was shown to vary across the s ta te ’s linewidth 
and m arkedly asym m etrical absorption curves, which had zeros in the absorption to 
one side of the m ain peak, were predicted in agreement w ith experim ental work. A ;
straightforw ard physical view of this cancellation in the absorption is of the excita­
tion through the two routes to the end product — an ionised atom  — interfering.
The two routes in this case are (a) direct photo-ionisation, and (b) excitation to 
the discrete sta te  followed by rapid decay and, hence, ionisation. Later m easure­
ments by Austin and M arr [18, 19] of the vacuum ultra-violet absorption spectra of 
cadm ium  and zinc vapours respectively, showed sharp interference features between 
close autoionising lines. These showed dram atically th a t neighbouring lines in the 
continuum  could lead to interference, and thus cancellation in absorption, as well.
Some tim e later, in 1976, experim ents in sodium at Pisa, Italy discovered a co- |
1I6
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herent quantum  interference within a closed atom ic system  [20, 2 1 , 2 2 ]. In this work 
a m ultim ode dye laser was used to  excite sodium atom s in a m agnetic field on the 
589nm Di line transition. W hen the  m agnetic field was such th a t the  hyperfine 
spacing of the ground sta te  of sodium m atched the mode spacing of the laser, a 
sharp dip in the population of the upper level was observed. Density m atrix  theory 
was presented and showed th a t the effect was due to the coherences set up between 
the  three atom ic levels and the  im portan t role of the coherence induced between 
the ground states (not directly excited or probed by any radiation) elucidated. This 
work was com plemented by detailed theory, and later experim ents, w ithin a beam  of 
sodium (to avoid Doppler broadening) by Gray, W hitley and Stroud [23, 24]. These 
results clearly showed the sharp interference feature th a t occurred at the two-photon 
resonance condition in the lam bda level scheme they were using. The physical expla­
nation presented gave rise to the concept of coherent population trapping. Briefly, 
they considered the system  via the  joint H am iltonian for the atom  and its interaction 
with the field, and this gave a basis of states wherein the two ground states m apped 
to  two new states, one of which was decoupled from the radiation. Population was 
then  optically pum ped into this sta te  via decay from the upper s ta te  and became 
trapped  there, removed from the possibility of excitation. An alternative view, via 
electrom agnetically-induced transparency (EIT), will be discussed below. Further 
work on coherent population trapping tended to concern m ulti-photon ionisation, 
and the m axim isation of yields therein, so the transfer of population was of prim e 
interest [25]. The im portan t analogy between the interference within the atom ic 
systems and th a t of Fano interference was m ade by Coleman and Knight [26] who 
also detailed how a bound sta te  could be em bedded in the photo-ionisation contin­
uum  by a strong laser, altering ion yields. This idea was dubbed “laser induced 
continuum  structu re” and was recently observed by two groups [27, 28].
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1.4. E lectro m a g n etica lly -in d u ced  T ransparency (E IT )
Recent work in this area has tended to  concentrate not so much on the transfer of 
population, bu t on the absorption and emission properties of systems displaying this 
form of quantum  interference. Generally the conceptual and experim ental structures 
revolve around a three level atom  which is being excited by a strong laser on one 
transition  (the “coupling” field), and the effect th a t this has on the absorption on 
the  other transition, which is m onitored by a weak probe field.
1.4.1. The Rabi frequency and A utler-Tow nes Sp litting
A central param eter to the m ajority  of this work is the Rabi frequency [2, 29]. The 
Rabi frequency, fî, is basically a m easure of the strength of the interaction between 
the atom  and the incident radiation. It is defined as:
(1.4)
where E  is the strength of the electric field of the incident light and is the 
transition m atrix  elem ent, as before. It corresponds to the ra te  the population 
would flop back and forward between the levels of an undam ped system. (See [1 , 2 ] 
for a comprehensive introduction.)
It also corresponds to the splitting of the atomic level caused by the interaction of 
strong, resonant, m onochrom atic light. This splitting is term ed the Autler-Townes 
(or ac Stark) effect [1 , 3, 29] and is the high frequency analogue of the dc Stark effect. 
More generally, the levels at each end of the transition split into two components 
separated by O, which is given by:
Ù = VA2 +  æ  (1.5)
where A is the detuning of the coupling field from resonance. This splitting has 
been observed in the optical range for some tim e (eg. see [30, 31, 32]) in both beam  
and vapour experim ents. However, it was not realised until fairly recently th a t the
—      ill .  i"  ■----------- :— :--------■— :— ---------------------------- ' ' ' .   ■■ K- . » '  — i-.  .-va-:.
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absorption lineshape for transitions to an Autler-Townes doublet was not necessarily 
ju s t the addition of two, appropriately split, sub-components bu t th a t between the 
two com ponents an interference was created leading to  a  greatly reduced absorp­
tion probability: electrom agnetically-induced transparency. This sharp interference 
feature occurs even when the  Autler-Townes splitting is less than  the homogeneous 
linew idth (although not when the splitting is less than  the  inhomogeneous linewidth) 
and appears as a narrow transparency window w ithin the  absorption profile. The 
position of the feature is set by the two-photon resonance, the w idth by the cou­
pling held Rabi frequency, and the reduction in absorption by a com bination of the 
coupling held strength  and the two-photon dephasing. See section 2.4.2 for some 
exam ple lineprohles and some explanation of the dépendance on these param eters.
1.4.2. Initial W ork on EIT
r 3d
r
3d
2 d
1
Figure 1.3: On the left the bare sta te  scheme considered for EIT, and on the right, 
the corresponding dressed sta te  view.
The concept of EIT  can be traced to a paper by Im am oglu and Harris [33] in 
which the authors considered the possibility of lasing w ithout inversion in a three- 
level atom ic system. The bare and dressed state  views of the problem  are shown in 
hgure 1.3. They considered the atom ic response to light a t Wp which is tuned across 
the 1-2 transition while a strong, resonant field couples the 2-3 transition. They
9
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showed th a t a strong interference occurred at the two-photon resonance condition 
and explained the phenomenon via the spontaneous decay of lifetime-broadened 
dressed states, in keeping w ith their earlier work [34, 35, 36]. However, it was 
the first two observations using an optical frequency coupling field [37, 38] th a t 
dem onstrated the power and robust natu re of EIT.
4d5d ‘D
A,c=570.3nm 
4d5p ‘D^
5s5p 'P
ST
5s' ‘S.
6s'6p7d
l=337.1nm  6s'6p7s'P°, :
6s'6p' 'Po
A.=lp64nm 
3
Ap=283nm
1
Figure 1.4: The atom ic schemes used in the Stanford dem onstrations of EIT. On 
the left the strontium  system using an autoionising sta te  and on the right the 
collisionally-broadened lead vapour system  using the near coincidence in coupling 
transition wavelength to  the wavelength of the Nd;YAG laser.
Figure 1.4 shows the schemes used in these first two experim ents a t Stanford. 
The strontium  experim ent [37] used an autoionising sta te  as the in term ediate level 
due to  its large lifetime-broadened linewidth and dem onstrated an increase in the 
transm ission from an optically thick exp(—20) to exp( —1). The following experim ent 
in dense lead vapour [38] extended observations into the predom inantly collisionally 
broadened regime, as opposed to the overwhelming natural broadening encountered 
in the first experim ent. This was an im portan t step and dem onstrated conclusively 
th a t the probe transition linewidth was unim portant in the EIT  process, rather it was 
the two-photon coherence decay (from their labelling scheme, 7 1 2 ) th a t controlled 
the transparency. Both experim ents used pulsed dye lasers pum ped by a Q-switched 
injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser. The coherence requirements of the coupling laser
10
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were stressed and single-longitudinal mode operation of this laser was critical to  the 
experim ental success.
1.4.3, D iffering V iew s of EIT
A description of the physics behind EIT  can come from different, but equivalent, 
viewpoints. Three of these are sum m arised below:
• Coherent Population Trapping. EIT  is an alternative m anifestation of coherent 
population trapping, ie. observation of this by the transition  susceptibilities 
rather than  the level populations. This view is in keeping w ith the historical 
references of the work at P isa and Rochester [20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
• Interference Between the Dressed States. By including both  the bare atom  
and the atom -held interaction in the system H am iltonian a new basis set of 
levels are generated, called “dressed states” [1, 39, 40, 41]. Since the atom -held 
interaction is included in the Ham iltonian, this basis includes Autler-Townes 
splitting intrinsically and consists of pairs of levels separated by Ù (see equation i 
1.5). (These pairs of levels are analogous to the two Autler-Townes components 
in the bare sta te  view.) EIT  is the m anifestation an interference between the 
pair of closely spaced dressed states coupled by their lifetime-broadening [33].
• Interference Between Two Routes. A conceptually useful viewpoint is th a t of 
an interference between two absorption paths [42], a sim ilar explanation to 
th a t for Fano interference and, as presented in chapter 5 of this thesis, in ter­
ference of excitation paths in resonant sum frequency mixing. The two routes 
are direct absorption to  the interm ediate level and a hyper-Ram an process 
involving a cycle of the coupling transition, see figure 1.5. Density m atrix  
perturbation  chains (of the sort presented in Berm an [43, 44] and chapter 5 of
11
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1
2
1
Figure 1,5: The two interfering routes for absorption th a t combine to give EIT. 
this work) can serve to highlight this. The direct absorption route is:
fii2 I h2Pi\
h i
P22
while the second route via the coupled transition is:
pii ^
If the density m atrix  system  is simplified and solved by stric tly  following these 
perturbation  paths then EIT  is predicted confirming th a t these are the  prin­
ciple paths involved. The central role of pia, the two-photon coherence, in 
EIT is highlighted by this analysis. This construction also clearly shows the 
interference to occur in the generation of p i2 , which then  leads to  P2 2  and the 
population effects, ie. it shows EIT  to be fundam ental to coherent population 
trapping effects. Furtherm ore, it shows why the coherence decay ra te  of the 
two-photon transition, 7 1 3 , is so im portant in determ ining the strength  of the 
EIT  feature. If this param eter is high then the second route will have a low 
strength and therefore the  interference effect is proportionately reduced.
12
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1.4.4. R eview  of Subsequent EIT L iterature
Since the original observations of EIT  in 1991 there have been several advances and 
extensions to the theoretical background, and some interesting consequences of the 
process have been presented. This includes work on EIT in nonlinear processes which 
will be trea ted  separately in the next section. The related topics of inversionless 
lasing and phasonium  are discussed in section 1 .6 .
A review of the initial E IT  experim ents, placing them  in the  wider context of 
other work, appeared soon after the Stanford experim ents in Physics Today [45]. 
This is a helpful introduction to the area, accessible to  the non-specialist. There­
after, a series of papers were w ritten by the  Stanford group on various aspects of 
the phenomena. To begin with, Harris, Field and Kasapi [46] considered the conse­
quences of the highly dispersive conditions experienced by the probe pulse during 
the EIT  window. They predicted th a t probe pulses would propagate with unusually 
slow group velocities — a sample atom ic scheme led to  a prediction of up to 250 
tim es less than  the speed of light. (A recent result from the  group claims a m ea­
surem ent of a factor of 126 between the speed of light and the  group velocity of the 
probe pulse [47].)
An im portan t set of papers concerns the m utual propagation of coupling and 
probe radiation pulses w ithin the  context of EIT. Harris pointed out th a t pulses 
w ith m atched am plitude profiles [48] would set up a s ta te  where, after a character­
istic distance, both  pulses would propagate without loss. This includes the Fourier 
frequency components of the  probe pulse which lie outside the single-atom trans­
parency window. Further work by Harris discerned the two norm al modes th a t 
are such th a t one is driven to  zero and the other is independent of space and tim e 
in propagation for this situation [49]. Simultaneously, the concept of dressed-field 
pulses (a direct analogue of the dressed states in a population trapped  system ) 
was advanced by Eberly, Pons and Haq [50] in which the com bination of coupling 
and probe pulse th a t propagates w ithout interaction w ith the m edia was isolated
13
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(equivalent to one of H arris’ norm al modes).
Field introduced the  possibility of observing EIT  w ithout a coupling field by 
using an ultra-high finesse resonant cavity to induce vacuum Rabi splitting  [51], 
and hence, inversionless lasing w ithout any externally injected coherent field. Field 
and Imamoglu also investigated the properties of spontaneous emission from the 
interm ediate sta te  in the  presence of EIT  [52]. Emission from the sta te  is unaffected 
by the interference th a t leads to  E IT  and, thus, the observed spontaneous emission 
should be unusually bright due to  the  lack of re-absorption.
The noise properties of EIT, and the  possibility of squeezing, has occupied other 
workers. Gheri and Walls [53] and, later, Fleischhauer, R athe and Scully [54] pre­
dicted th a t 50% phase-noise squeezing was possible for the probe light, if the system 
was contained in a resonant cavity. Two studies of EIT due to quantized fields have 
appeared recently [55, 56] and predict m atched photon statistics and correlation of 
high frequency phase fluctuations respectively. Taking EIT into the solid-state do­
main, the possibility of EIT, and inversionless lasing, on an intersubband transition 
in semiconductor quantum  wells has recently been advanced [57].
A nother theoretical initiative has been the proposal of radiative renorm alisation
[58] to EIT [59]. This theoretical structu re involves less coupled equations and is
designed to be well suited to the study of strong field nonlinear optical problems. It 
involves taking the Fourier transform  of the Liouville equation (see chapter 2 or [6 ]) 
and substitu ting the resulting expression for p(w) into itself. This gives a second 
order result and causes a simplification of the theoretical system.
1.5. E IT  in N on lin ear O p tica l P rocesses
Among the first of the applicable consequences of EIT to be realised was its use in 
enhancing nonlinear wave mixing processes in gases. Harris, Field and Imamoglu 
[60] considered a four-wave sum frequency mixing process (as shown in figure 1 .6 ) in 
which the m ain lim iting factor was the re-absorption of the generated sum-frequency
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wave. They illustrated  th a t use of a  strong coupling laser on the last transition could 
induce EIT, hence removing the re-absorption, but th a t this did not also nullify the 
nonlinear conversion process a t the same tim e. W hile between the  Autler-Townes 
com ponents the absorption sees an interference in routes, the nonlinear process 
does not and sees the constructive addition of the wings of the two components. 
Hence, the ratio  of nonlinear generation to re-absorption takes a sharp rise when 
the  Autler-Townes splitting is in excess of any inhomogeneous broadening inherent 
in the system, and a large increase in conversion efficiency (of up to  4 orders of 
m agnitude) results.
2
1
D.C. Electric Field
2s
Is
(3)
(2)
(1)
Figure 1.6: On the left, the original four-wave mixing system  considered by Harris 
et al. for the enhancem ent of nonlinear processes by EIT. While, on the right, the 
dc electric field coupled system in hydrogen on which it was first observed.
The first dem onstration of an enhancem ent in nonlinear wave mixing by quantum  
interference was actually via Fano interference, and not EIT, in 1990 [61]. However, 
a clear dem onstration of the  asym m etry in the linear (absorption) and nonlinear 
susceptibilities under E IT  was m ade by H akuta, M arm et and Stoicheff [62] three 
m onths later. This work used a dc electric field as the coupling radiation field to 
create the transparency and the re-absorption of second harm onic generation reso­
nant w ith the l s - 2 s,p transition in hydrogen (see figure 1 .6 ) was radically reduced.
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A ctual dem onstration of an increase in the  conversion efficiency required an in­
creased particle density and interaction length product and was indicated in a la ter 
work giving a fuller description of the  theory and experim ent [63]. The development 
of the  experim ent by substitu tion of an optical frequency coupling field instead of 
the dc electric field was la ter presented [64] and again the separate behaviours of 
the linear and nonlinear susceptibilities clearly dem onstrated. The predicted phase 
m atching point a t the centre of EIT was used to dem onstrate th a t a  nonlinear pro­
cess could be enhanced by a strong laser, even off resonance, and an increase of a 
factor of 59 in the  nonlinear conversion efficiency was observed in lead vapour [65].
Around this tim e various theoretical works emerged which also have a  bearing 
in this area. An earlier paper by Tewari and Agarwal in 1986 [6 6 ] discussed the 
effect of using an additional strong laser to change the phase m atching properties 
and re-absorption in a four-wave mixing process. W hile not using a field actually 
involved in the wave mixing process, the concepts and consequences are the same 
[67]. Later works by the same authors [6 8 , 69] continue this them e and, moreover, 
include the effects of possible am plification w ithout inversion on the  fundam ental 
waves to further enhance the nonlinear process. The effect of the various laser 
linewidths on the enhancem ent of nonlinear processes was trea ted  analytically by 
Lakshmi and Swain [70] and in particular a narrow coupling laser linewidth was 
shown to be of critical im portance. The properties of the hydrogen experim ent 
were considered by Gheri, Saavedra and Walls [71], this experim ent was shown to 
be capable of producing the second harm onic field w ith highly squeezed quantum  
fluctuations.
The application of EIT to  reduce the input wave absorption in a second-order 
three-wave mixing experim ent is presented in chapter 6  of this thesis and is shown 
to give a similar enhancem ent to th a t possible by reduction of the ou tpu t wave 
re-absorption.
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1.6. In version less Lasing and P h ason iu m
The wider context of this subject area embraces the concept of lasing w ithout in­
version. A very substantial body of theoretical work has been built up in the past 
five years and, recently, there have been dem onstrations of transient gain w ithout 
population inversion [72, 73, 74, 75]. The development of the various schemes has 
been reviewed by Kocharovskaya [76] and further references may be found in this, 
reference [77], and in the review by M andel [78]. The basic principles of amplifica­
tion w ithout inversion are th a t there m ust be small signal gain with no population 
inversion in the bare states in the presence of all the appropriate coherent coupling 
and incoherent pum p fields and th a t there m ust be some extraction of energy from 
the medium. This last specification is necessary to deli ni ate between this field and 
th a t of enhanced nonlinear processes.
Briefly, two mechanisms for am plification w ithout inversion have been isolated 
[79, 80]. Firstly, several proposals involve coherent population trapping and a hidden 
inversion in the dressed s ta te  basis (eg. see [76, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 8 6 ] and references 
therein). O ther proposals give amplification w ithout inversion in any basis set, 
so called amplification by atom ic coherence, (eg. see [53, 76, 87, 8 8 , 89, 90] and 
references therein). Some proposals can be m ade to exhibit amplification by both 
mechanisms (eg. [80]) and the driving force to this work is the possibility of the 
generation of light at new wavelengths, especially in the UV, VUV and X-ray regions 
of the spectrum . Additionally, the application of these ideas to the direct production 
of 7 -rays via quantum  coherence at nuclear-level crossings has been proposed [91].
A nother relevant concept is th a t of accessing the resonantly-enhanced refractive 
index close to  an atom ic transition  w ithout the accompanying absorption [92]. An 
atom ic system prepared in this way has been dubbed “phasonium ” as its only effect 
on the probe is one of refraction. Scully initially proposed this concept and recently 
reviewed theoretical progress [42]. No direct observation of a system  prepared in 
this way has been made to  date. Various schemes have been proposed relying on the
17
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differing inversionless laser schemes [93]. Proposed applications include improved 
resolution in optical microscopy, inverse Cerenkov detection in particle accelerators 
and m agnetom etry [42, 94] (although the la tte r could be argued to  be more an 
application of EIT  than  the concepts central to phasonium ).
It is in this area th a t chapter 8  has its im pact. The spatial consequences of an 
EIT  experim ent are studied and lensing induced by the radial profile of the coupling 
laser on the probe laser is seen. This observation has relevance for the design of all 
experim ents and devices in this field.
1.7. T h e L ocal F ield  E ffect
In m ost gaseous nonlinear optics, and all of the above work, it is generally assumed 
th a t the microscopic, local field experienced by an atom  is equal to the injected 
macroscopic electric field. However, at very high particle densities, vV, such that:
:$> 10 (1.6)
where A is the transition wavelength, it is known to be inaccurate. At densities 
satisfying this inequality the polarisation induced in the surrounding atoms has a 
significant feedback effect on the local field experienced by an atom  and this m ust 
be included in the form ulation of the  atom ic response. This is term ed the  local 
field correction, or near-dipole-dipole effect, and is an im portan t phenomenon in the 
solid-state [95, 96]. In dense atom ic vapours it can also be im portan t and the local 
electric field, E l  ^ should be expressed in term s of both  the injected macroscopic 
electric field, E", and the polarisation induced in the sample, P , thus:
E l = E  + ^  (1.7)OÊ0
This is the Lorentz-Lorenz equation and has been shown to be valid for arb itrary
tim e-dependent fields in a nonlinear m edium  [97, 98]. It is responsible for several
interesting optical effects such as the possibility of intrinsic optical bistability [99], 
u ltrafast optical switching [1 0 0 ] and resonance line shifts [1 0 1 , 1 0 2 ].
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This high density correction is relevant in the context of this thesis due to EIT. 
Usually the resonance-line absorption in m edia of sufficient density for this effect to 
be relevant is very severe (w ith penetration depths of less than  one wavelength of 
the incident light) but w ith the reduction of absorption due to EIT  such densities 
can now be probed. Therefore, the  effect of the local-held correction is im portan t to 
include in the three-level atom  model, used to provide the theoretical background 
for EIT, and this is done in chapter 7 of this work.
1.8. A  G u ide to  th e  F ollow ing C hapters
In the following chapters of this thesis the work introduced above will be dealt 
w ith in detail. The contribution of each principle chapter was m entioned in the 
appropriate context above, bu t a short sum m ary of the flow is given here.
Im m ediately following this introduction are two general chapters giving, firstly, 
the background to the theoretical structures and numerical com putations used in 
the  rem ainder of the thesis (chapter 2 and appendix A) and, secondly, a description 
of the experim ental equipm ent and atom ic systems used in the experim ental studies 
(chapter 3). Thereafter, chapter 4 contains an experim ental study of near-resonant, 
sum frequency mixing in sodium vapour. Emphasis is placed on the bulk 
phase m atching properties of the experim ent and two possible resonant enhancem ent 
routes, which differ in the placing of the dipole-forbidden transition, are contrasted. 
This is followed in chapter 5 by a detailed consideration of doubly-resonant sum  fre­
quency mixing. Two possible excitation paths for the ou tpu t coherence are identified 
and their independent control is postulated. Theoretical work and numerical cal­
culations predict interference between these two routes, and an experim ental study 
verifies both  the control and interference of the pathways. Two theoretical studies 
follow. Firstly, in chapter 6 , the enhancem ent of resonant, second-order sum fre­
quency mixing by using EIT, to  reduce a parasitic input wave absorption is predicted. 
Formal theory is developed, num erical calculations presented, and possibilities, and
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a ttendan t problems, for experim ental observation are given. Secondly, the inclusion 
of the local field correction in the density m atrix  equations for a three-level cascade 
atom  is described. This general theoretical extension for high densities is then used 
to  look a t two case studies, E IT  and SFM. C hapter 8  returns to  the experim ental 
work w ith the observation of EIT in rubidium  vapour using continuous-wave lasers. 
Focusing and de-focusing is observed on the probe laser beam  and this is traced to 
the spatial profile of the other, coupling laser beam . This novel effect, and its im pli­
cations, are discussed in detail. Finally, chapter 9 concludes the work and proposes 
some areas of possible fu ture investigation.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Numerical Modeling
...e l
2. T h e o r y  a n d  N u m e r i c a l  M o d e l in g
W hen an atom  is subject to  incident radiation the evolution of its  excited sta te  
populations, and its feedback on to  the field, are of prim e interest. For broad-band 
or incoherent excitation the response of the system may be described well by a rate  
equation approach using the Einstein coefficients. However, if the incident radiation 
(light) is narrow-band (relative to the  w idth of the atom ic level) and coherent then 
the reaction of the atom  requires a more complex description. Q uantum  m echan­
ics is used and the atom ic description is given in term s of the populations of the 
various atom ic levels and the coherences set up between them . In the first part 
of this chapter I will sum m arise the possible theoretical bases of interest and then 
proceed in more detail w ith the density m atrix  approach which is used dom inantly 
in la ter chapters. Thereafter, various simple atomic systems will be covered as ex­
amples both  of the formalism and various atomic coherence effects of interest ie. 
sum frequency mixing, electrom agnetically-induced transparency and inversionless 
lasing.
2.1. D escr ip tion s o f C oherent E x c ita tio n
2 . 1 .1 . A to m ic  P ro b a b il i ty  A m p li tu d e s
The quantum  mechanical trea tm en t of the atom  takes as its starting  point the tim e 
dependent Schrodinger equation [1 , 2 ]:
=  (2.1) 
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Here # ( r ,  t) is the overall wavefunction of the atom  and 7i the  H am iltonian of the 
system. In this approach Ti is taken as the sum of the atom ic H am iltonian, and 
atom -held interaction H am iltonian, V{t):
'H — -f V{t) (2.20
The m ajority  of the  effects dealt w ith in this work have at their base the three-level 
atom . This is a simplihed view of an atom  where only three levels have an im portan t 
role in the  atom ic response and is a useful and popular approxim ation. Figure 2.1 
is a cascade three level atom , which is of interest in sum frequency mixing among 
other phenom ena, and is the one used predom inantly in this work.
C O ,
Figure 2.1: A simple cascade three-level atom
The wavefunction of the atom ic system  is generally expressed as a linear combi­
nation of some basis set, m ost usefully the unperturbed states of an isolated atom . 
These are the solutions of the atom ic H am iltonian and satisfy the Schrodinger equa­
tion, both  tim e dependent and tim e independent. In Dirac notation [2], this is 
expressed, for level ji>  w ith energy Ci, as:
'Hq\i >=  >
The to ta l system wavefunction is by definition:
'J =  ^  üi\i >
(2.3)
(2.4)
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where a,- are the probability am plitudes for the individual levels. The physical i
observable m ost closely associated with these is the probability of finding the atom  
in th a t level and is the square modulus, \ai\^.
In order to discern the evolution of the probability am plitudes for the cascade 
system  the interaction H am iltonian, V (f), m ust be stated. In the dipole approxi­
m ation, where only dipole allowed transitions are im portan t, we m ay state  it as:
y ( f )  =  —er.E  (2.5)
in which the two electric fields included in E  are defined to be:
Ei{t) =  ~  -f c. c. ) 2 =  1,2 (2.6)
To proceed, equation 2.4 is substitu ted  in equation 2.1 and the properties of |% >  are 
used to remove several term s. The system then simplifies to:
ciiV(f)|1 Z> -|-Û2V (f)|2 >  ( f ) l ^ ihà i\l  >  -f-z^Û3|3>  (2.7)
To find the evolution of the three probability am plitudes in tu rn  this equation is
operated on by the appropriate bra  (<  %|) and the orthonorm ality of the basis set
invoked. The interaction strengths of the levels with the fields are embodied in the 
transition m atrix  elements, yL2,j, with the definitions:
< 1 |V (^)|2 > =  iJ-uEi (2 .8 a)
< 2 |y ( f ) |3 >  =  H2 3 E 2 (2.8b)
and complex conjugates thereof. We then gain equations for the rapidly-varying 
Schrodinger am plitudes, under the rotating-wave approxim ation [1 , 3 ], for example:
61  =  (2.9)
where f îi2 is the half-Rabi frequency for th e  transition, defined as:
(2 .1 0 a)
(2 .1 0 b)'23
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However, when looking over long tim e scales, especially for steady-state behaviour, 
it is useful to convert to  the interaction picture and remove the optical frequency a
oscillations of the am plitudes by the definitions:
È; =  o g g -M -" " ) ' (2.11a)
0 3  =  (2.11b)
This then gives the  com pleted coupled tim e evolution of the slowly-varying am pli­
tudes as:
ài =  iD i2d2 (2 .1 2 a)
0 ,2 — iA i2 ^2  =  d" % 1^23^3 (2 .1 2 b)
G3 — 2 A13&3 =  ii},2S^ 2  (2 .1 2 c)
wherein the detuning term s, A jj, are defined as:
A 12 — Wi — w%2 (2.13a)
A j3 =  (wi -j- ÜJ2 ) — (cui2 T  11^ 23) (2.13b)
and decay rates may be added phenomenologically by the generalisation to  complex
detunings eg.:
A 12 —> Â 12 =  A i2  —  (2.14)
Solutions to  this system  are gained in different ways depending on the problem 
under consideration. Perturbation  theory may be appropriate or linearisation with 
respect to some probe field may be used. Steady-state is often considered and for this 
the tim e derivatives are simply set to zero. Physically the population probabilities 
may be gained by the square modulus of the various am plitudes, and products of 
the form a i « 2  &re associated w ith transition rates. Many papers use this formalism 
to avoid the complications of a full density m atrix  trea tm en t eg. [4, 5] and it can be 
a relatively simple way to calculate various quantities or gain some physical insight 
into the response of the  atom .
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2.1.2. The D ensity M atrix
T he density m atrix  is an alternative and very popular formalism for dealing w ith the 
quantum  mechanics of the atom -radiation interaction. It deals directly w ith bilinear 
com binations of the probability am plitudes, and hence observables, w ith the  m atrix  
elements given by the definition [1, 2, 6]:
Px3 =  (2.15)
A part from dealing directly w ith the observable quantities the density m atrix  incor­
porates an ensemble average over the individual elements of the system , as denoted 
by the bar in equation 2.15. In this way it may handle statistical properties of the 
system, eg. collisions and its value is th a t of an average system  in the ensemble. 
Furtherm ore, the m athem atics may be simpler, but not always!
The classic texts referenced above introduce the density m atrix  in more detail and 
list its many properties. Of direct interest here, however, is the trace norm alisation 
condition:
tr(p) =  ^ p i i  = 1 (2.16)
which ensures conservation of population, and the property of index reversal:
Pij = p*i (2.17)
D e r iv a t io n  o f th e  D e n s ity  M a tr ix  E q u a tio n s
The same basis set for the atom ic system , th a t of the unperturbed  isolated atom  
states, is used here also and the Schrodinger equation may be re-stated in term s of 
the density m atrix  components. In this form it is called the Liouville equation [7] 
and is:
(2.18)dt h
ij- {ECjkPki PikECkj) ^  fc=l
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Decay phenom ena are added by appending a term  of the form —Vjipjj to  the diag­
onal elements (whose therm al equilibrium  values are zero) to  describe spontaneous 
emission out of a level, w ith the corresponding positive term  in the receiving level, if 
th a t is w ithin the system  of study. The off-diagonal elements will also decay towards 
their therm al equilibrium  values, usually zero, and contain a term  — jijPij where 7 ,^  
is generally given by:
'Jij — 2  (T» +  Fjij) +  7dep/i (2.19)
The final quantity  in this, 'jdeph  ^ takes account of any further dephasing ra te  th a t acts 
of the system, w ithout causing im portan t population decay, eg. collisional effects 
[2 , 8 , 9, 10]. The H am iltonian of the system is unchanged and may be stated , 
recollecting equations 2 .8 , as:
n ^ H o -  PijE{t)  (2.20)
Once again we consider a cascade three-level atom  and will derive the equations 
of motion for it. The now generalised system  is shown in figure 2.2 and includes 
spontaneous decay back down the cascade. Due to atom ic selection rules not all 
three transitions can be dipole allowed and hence, while 1-2 and 2-3 are dipole 
allowed, transition 1-3 may only be quadrupole allowed a t best. Therefore, /ii3 0 
as the atom  only interacts strongly with fields on 1 - 2  and 2 -3 , bu t it is im portant 
to note th a t //1 3  is not identically zero and this leads to the sum frequency mixing 
observed in such systems. The approxim ation m ade here is valid however, as the 
m atrix  element is in the order of (z/130)^ below the dip ole-allowed ones [11], where 
z is the atom ic num ber of the atom .
Once again we consider two sinusoidal interacting fields. In doing so we are 
working in the semiclassical picture, ie. classical fields but a quantised atom. We 
also assume th a t the fields are each near resonant to one of the transitions only, a 
not very stringent assumption for real systems. Including propagation term s for the
37
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Figure 2.2: A cascade three-level system for sum frequency mixing, such as the 
3S-3P-3D levels of sodium
z direction the fields are:
EiEi{z^t)  =  “  {exp[z(w,t — kiz)] -f c.c.} i =  1,2 (2.21)
The Rabi frequencies are defined as in equations 2.10 and are assumed w ithout loss 
of generality to be real, w ith real m atrix  elements. The optical frequency oscillations 
are removed by the substitutions:
Pi2 =  pi2exp[i(wit -  A:iz)]
P 23 == p 2 3  G X p — A ïgz)]
P \ z  =  P i 3  exp [i  { ( w i  +  Lü2) t  -  { h i  - f  k 2 ) z ] ]
(2.22a)
(2.22b)
(2.22c)
and the remaining rapidly oscillating term s at twice the  optical frequencies, or sums 
and differences of them  are removed by invoking the rotating-wave approxim ation 
[1, 3] as they will average to  zero for an intergration tim e of any tim e above a 
few optical cycles. The coupled equations for the evolution of the density m atrix  
components are therefore:
p i i  =  i ^ i 2 { P 2 i  ~  P 1 2 )  ~ \ ~ ^ 2 1 p 2 2  ( 2.23a)
p 22  — * T 2i 2 ( P i 2 — P 2 1 )  H" ^ ^ 2 3 ( ^ 3 2  “  P 2 3 )  ~  ^ 2 \ P 2 2  +  F 32p 33 (2.23b)
P33 =  if^23(p23 ~  P32) ~  r'32/’33 (2.23c)
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P\2 ~  ~*(A i — *7 1 2 )^ 1 2  +  ini2(/922 ~  /^ll) — ^^23^13 (2.23d)
P2 3  — — * ( ^ 2  — i'^2z)p23 +  *^23(/333 ~  P2 2 ) +  ^^12^13 (2.23e)
PlZ ~  -” i(A i +  A 2 — 1 7 1 3 )^ 1 3  4* %^12^23 — Z^23^12 (2.23f)
These equations, w ith the complex conjugates of the la tte r three, describe the 
evolution of the atom ic system  through tim e. Once again solutions are gained un­
der various approxim ations, of which, steady-state is probably the m ost common, 
whereby all the tim e derivatives are set to  zero. Analytical solutions of the system in 
steady-state have been obtained [12] bu t are very lengthy and com plicated and until 
simplified for a specific problem yield little  physical insight. Numerical solutions 
allow for exact solutions w ithout simplifying assumptions and are used extensively 
in this work with simplified analytical results derived as necessary to  highlight the 
physical processes and param eters involved a specific process.
Physical Significance o f the D en sity  M atrix C om ponents
As indicated at the head of this section the individual com ponents of the density 
m atrix  have direct physical significance. Firstly, the diagonal elements, /?»,•, are the 
average probability of finding an atom  in state  \i >; th a t is, the population of th a t 
sta te  (eg. if there are M  atom s in the ensemble, N p zz  will be in the upperm ost 
state).
The off-diagonal elements are term ed coherences. They denote the strength  and 
phase of interaction between the levels and are related to the radiating dipole of 
the ensemble which feeds back on the incident fields in term s of refractive index 
and attenuation/gain . Specifically, the induced polarisation in the m edium, P ( i) ,  is 
given by [1,7]:
P{t) — Np^ijPij (2.24)
for an ensemble of M  atoms. This expression for the polarisation may then be 
com pared to the macroscopic expression for the polarisation in term s of the m edium ’s
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susceptibility, % and the electric field:
P (t)  = toxE {t)  (2.25)
=  e o i x ' - i x ' ' ) E { t )
Doing this relates the real and im aginary components of the susceptibility to  the 
off-diagonal density m atrix  element com ponents as follows:
/  =
wherein, Çlr — {fiijE )/h ,  the full Rabi frequency of the field. Thereafter, reference to 
Maxwell’s wave equation for electrom agnetic waves reveals the physical significance 
of the susceptibility [7]. The real p art, is related to the deviation of refractive
index from the background value, n, which may be stated  in term s of a phase delay
per unit length, A k  by:
AA: =  ^  (2.28)
The im aginary part, gives the am plitude attenuation C^{pij) < 0), or gain 
{^{pij) > 0) by the function:
E (z ) =  E ( 0 ) e x p { ^ - g L j  (2.29)
2.1.3. D ressed States
A useful alternative viewpoint is of the dressed-atom [13] w ithin which the density 
m atrix  components are expressed for a basis set satisfying the combined isolated 
atom  and interaction Hamiltonians. This is semiclassical bu t incorporates many 
strong field effects, eg. ac Stark effect, in a fundam ental way. It can provide a 
straightforward m ethod of explaining resonance fluorescence pictures and is useful 
in electrom agnetically-induced transparency.
All the  above formalisms are semiclassical in nature, ie. a quantised atom  and 
classical electric field. It is possible to quantise the radiation field as well by use
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of the photon creation and annihilation operators [1, 14]. This work, however, 
will not use th a t formalism as the incident fields are fairly strong and individual 
photon statistics unnecessary and squeezing is not considered. However, the related 
concept of dressed photon-atom  states is interesting and can provide a useful physical 
explanation of some effects [14, 15, 16, 17]. For these the H am iltonian of the system 
is now taken as the sum of the isolated atom  Ham iltonian, the field H am iltonian 
and the  interaction Ham iltonian. This naturally  leads to ac S tark splitting and light 
shifts again and the infinite ladder of states created can explain some inversionless 
lasing mechanisms and phenom ena such as the two-photon laser [18],
2.2 . N u m erica l S o lu tion s and E xten sion s
Several three and four level systems were studied using the density m atrix  equations 
derived as described above. All were taken under steady-state conditions, relevant 
for the use of continuous-wave lasers, and the m ethods of solution are detailed below.
2.2.1. A nalytical Solutions
It is possible to gain exact analytical solutions for the density m atrix  equations 
if the system  is taken as being purely homogeneously broadened. U nfortunately, 
Doppler broadening requires an integration which is not trac tab le  analytically for 
these equations. Solutions, in the absence of Doppler broadening, are given by 
Brewer and Hahn [12] and are notable for their complexity. It is hard to gain physical 
insight w ithout making simplifying assumptions to them . Such assumptions may 
involve linearising the system with respect to one or more variable, such as a probe 
field am plitude for instance. Symbolic algebra packages, such as Maple, can solve 
the simultaneous equations, removing the tedium , im proving accuracy and can aid 
analytical work, especially under tightly restricted param eters eg. resonant fields.
Simplified analytical solutions will be obtained under various conditions later in 
this work to highlight physical processes and im portant param eters for the specific
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problem.
2.2 .2 . N um erical Solutions
Numerical solutions are forced by Doppler broadening and the corresponding inte­
gration which is not tractab le  analytically. They also have the advantages of being 
exact, requiring no further simplifications and can be of arb itrary  accuracy depend­
ing on the complexity and precision of the  programm ing technique. Furtherm ore, 
they are very flexible and allow scans over any param eter at will which help visualise 
the im portance, or otherwise, of them .
To proceed to numerical solutions of the density m atrix  system of equations 
2.23 in steady-state they are first converted to a set of real equations by splitting 
the off-diagonal equations into their real and im aginary parts. This is done by 
defining two real variables, and p\j as the real and im aginary parts of coherence 
pij respectively:
Pii = Pli + ipij (2-30)
and then converting the system  into 9 real simultaneous equations. One degree of 
freedom is removed by the trace invariance condition of equation 2.16 which can be 
used to substitu te  p u  =  1 — p22 — P3 3  for the lower level population throughout the 
system  leaving only 8 independent variables.
The system of simultaneous equations is then most com pactly sta ted  in m atrix
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form {Ax ~  h) as below:
(2.31)
Numerical solution of this system was achieved using LU decomposition [19, 20] 
using G rout’s algorithm  with partia l pivoting and back substitu tion. Due to the 
accum ulation and magnification of round off errors in the solution iterative im ­
provement of the solution was im plem ented [19] until the residual error was in the 
ninth significant figure.
Doppler integration could then be added to the routine. The Doppler shift of an 
atom  moving at velocity Vz in the z direction alters the detunings of the incident 
fields from resonance. This is incorporated by extending the detunings to account 
for this as follows:
Ai2 — — k\Vz — — Aj2 — kiVz
A 2 3  =  Ü J 2  ~  k 2 V z  —  W 2 3  =  A 2 3  —  k 2 V z
(2.32a)
(2.32b)
Thus the density m atrix  components are now velocity dependent and are integrated 
over the  M axwell-Boltzman velocity distribution, ie.:
/•CO
Pij =  I  m ) p i i { V , ) d V .  (2.33)
where f{Vz)  is the fraction of atom s with velocity between Vz and % -j-
m )  = u7T U
( 2 k B T \
V M ) (2.34)
— F21 F32 0 0 0 —2 0 1 2 0 2 O23 P22 0
0 — F32 0 0 0 0 0 — 2023 P33 0
0 0 712 0 0 —A% —0 2 3 0 P1 2 0
0 0 0 713 0 —O23 —Ai — A2 0 1 2 Pl3 0
0 0 0 0 723 0 O12 - A 2 P2 3 0
—2^li2 —012 Ai R23 0 712 0 0 P\2 —0 1 2
0 0 O23 Ai -j- A 2 —0 1 2 0 713 0 . Pl3 0
^23 —0 2 3 0 —O12 A 2 0 0 723 .  ^23 . 0
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This was im plem ented in C in a UNIX environm ent on Sun SPARC workstations 
w ith the integration carried out by Simpson’s rule [20]. The m ain control algorithm  
is detailed below:
• Set A9., O i2 , ^ 2 3  etc.
— Loop over the velocity from -5u to 5u in small steps
* Calculate A{j including Doppler shift
* Solve equation m atrix  for pij
* Iteratively improve solution
* Add to integration totals: cef{Vz)pij{Vz) 
where a  is the appropriate Simpson factor (1,2 or 4)
— End inner loop, next velocity point |I• M ultiply results by overall integration factor |
I• Save Doppler integrated da ta  point j
1• End outer loop, next input param eter point I
jThis was capable of calculating a scan of 100 da ta  points including integration |Iover 1000 velocity points for each d a ta  point in under two m inutes on the faster i
workstations. (A tim e of up to  30 m inutes was possible on the slower workstations 
for integrations of 6000 points, the most accurate num erical im plem entation used.)
W hile not a traditional program m ing language for such tasks, C proved to be fast 
and flexible for this application.
2.2.3. E xtensions  
Incoherent Pum ps
Incoherent pum ps such as discharges, flashlamps and excitation followed by sponta­
neous decay were included for modeling of the inversionless laser concept. A small
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am oun t of population generally needed to be transferred to the upper level for laser 
action, and incoherent means were preferred due to conceptual ease and to avoid 
disturbing the coherences already in the  system. The term s were added phenomeno- 
logically to the Liouville equation or the derived system  evolution equations in one 
of two ways.
Firstly, for excitation by collisions induced in a discharge or high excitation fol­
lowed by spontaneous decay simple pum p term s of the following form were included:
/ i l l  =  . . .  — l ï p i i
p2 2 =  • • ■ +  n />22
where If is the incoherent pum p rate. For excitation via a therm al incoherent 
radiation bath  (eg. [2 1 ]) transitions can be stim ulated both  ways and so the term s 
become:
P \ \  —  • • • +  R \ 2 { P 2 2  — />ll)
P22 — > > ’ — R \ 2 { P 2 2  — P i i )
where R \ 2  is related to  the incoherent radiation intensity. The dephasing between 
the levels is raised by the action of either of these incoherent pum ps and appropriate 
additions (eg. R 12/ 2 ) should be included in these [2 1 ].
P ropagational Effects
As the incident radiation propagates through a strongly polarised m edium the field 
am plitudes and phases will evolve due to  attenuation and the refractive index ex­
perienced. This evolution can be incorporated by integrating over small pa th  steps 
and updating the field am plitudes accordingly. The feedback to the fields can be 
approxim ated as follows starting  from Maxwell’s equations. In one dimension we 
have:
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where D  =  CoE-fP as normal. The polarisation induced in the m edium  is, as before, 
calculated from the appropriate density m atrix  component;
P {t) =  (2.36)
Substituting this into equation 2.35 and invoking the slowly varying am plitude ap­
proxim ation we may derive for the  change in am plitude for a small length in the 
vapour:
dAi — —ic^kipoAfpijpijdz . (2.37)
This is then used to alter the field Rabi frequency and then the system  is recalculated 
and so on. In this way absorption can be taken into account, im portan t in resonant 
sum frequency mixing, and the evolution of fields w ithin the experim ental path  
length followed.
2.3. N  L evel R u les
Various other level systems were used in this work and im plem ented as described 
above. Some of these will be described la ter in order to shed light on a certain 
problem or issue, while other systems not im portan t in the overall th rust of this thesis 
will not be looked at in detail. However, after dealing with these various systems it 
became apparent th a t certain em pirically derived rules could be used to write down 
the system  m atrix  for m any systems w ithout reference to  the Liouville equation, 
hence saving a full and tim e consuming derivation. These rules are sum m arised in 
A ppendix A and are very useful if used w ith care and an appreciation of the nature 
of these systems.
2.4. S p ecim en  S ystem s
As well as the cascade three-level system  — described and discussed above — other 
three and four level systems were derived and are relevant to this work. Along with
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the cascade system two others, the lam bda three-level atom  and ram an inversionless 
laser, will be discussed below to dem onstrate the power of these num erical models
and fhfir  infmrnrffatinn
(b) (c)(a)
Figure 2.3: The three m ain atom ic systems discussed: (a) the  cascade and (b) the 
lam bda configuration three-level atoms; (c) the “R am an” inversionless laser.
2.4.1. Cascade T hree-level A tom
For sum frequency mixing in vapours the cascade three-level atom  forms the basis of 
the enhancem ent structure. The incident lasers are tuned close to two transitions in 
series and the sum frequency ou tpu t is produced on the re tu rn  transition. Commonly 
the two input transitions are dipole-allowed and the re tu rn  is dipole-forbidden, bu t 
allowed by a higher order process, and this forms the cascade system. The system 
is used throughout this work and has already been displayed (see figure 2 .2 ) and its 
density m atrix  system  equations have been derived (see equations 2.23).
The system was modelled using wavelengths and decay rates appropriate for the 
3S-3P-3D level scheme in sodium. The sample outpu t discussed below considers 
the case of a resonant lower laser and a scanning upper laser. Doppler broadening 
was included and the field strengths were relatively low, although well above the 
homogeneous saturation intensity levels for these transitions. The upper laser scan 
is chosen due to  the experim ental problems associated with a lower level scan ie. 
swiftly changing linear absorption and phase m atching and the greater difficulty
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w ith interpreting simultaneous changes in single- and two-photon resonances. 
P o p u la t io n s
0.03-10.973-1
0.072 0.025-
pj 0 .971- 0.02 -
0 .97-
0.015-
Pu P 0.01-0 .968-
0 .005-0 .087-
0.00.986
0 1 33 4 ■4 2 40 1 2
A 2  D etuning (GHz) A 2  D etuning (GHz)
Figure 2.4: The population components of the density m atrix  for f l i 2 =  O23 =  
0.03GHz.
The results for the populations of each of the levels are p lo tted  in figure 2.4. Due 
to  the steady, resonant lower laser field there is a constant low level of population 
transfer from level 1 to level 2 of around 3%. However, as the upper laser tunes across 
two-photon resonance (A 13 =  0 ) some population is excited into the upperm ost level 
and this perturbs the others. The m ost notable factor in the predictions is the w idth 
of the resonant feature which is well below the Doppler w idth of some 2GHz. This is 
due to  velocity selection in the excitation [4, 22]. This occurs as a velocity subset of 
atom s may have the correct Doppler shift to simultaneously bring both the atomic 
levels into single- and two-photon resonance (in this case, trivially % =  0 ) and a 
narrow resonance is observed. This effect will be discussed further in Chapter 5 as 
will the detailed shape of P22 which is due to an interference effect.
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C oherences at th e  Laser W avelengths
The feedback of the atom ic system  on the light at w% is governed by the coherence 
element p i2 . This is p lotted in figure 2.5 and shows the fairly constant linear ab­
sorption experienced by this wave due to the negative im aginary part. Again as 
the upper laser tunes across two-photon resonance this is pertu rbed  and the  wave 
experiences some refractive index variations and a slight change in absorption.
1.0-1 0.4-1
0 .5 - 0.3-
O  0.0 O  0.2-
P  - 1 . 0 -
o•* -2.0-
-0 .3
-0 .4T4—4 —8 —2 —1 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4
A #  D e t u n i n g  ( G H z ) A  g D e t u n i n g  ( G H z )
Figure 2.5: The coherence elements p i2 and p2 z for the same param eters as the 
previous figure.
The upper laser experiences a typical absorption and refractive index change 
for a wave tuning across an allowed transition sharpened by the velocity-selection 
mechanism. Note th a t the m axim um  absorption is an order of m agnitude down 
on the level of th a t on the other field due to the lower population available in the 
interm ediate level and the lower cross-section for two-photon absorption.
Sum  Frequency O utput
The usual splitting and linking of the real and im aginary parts of the coherences 
w ith refractive index and gain respectively, is not valid for p \ 2  as there is no input
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field driving the coherence to reference against. Any polarisation produced on this 
transition  will, if the m atrix  element is non-zero, lead to  an ou tpu t power propor­
tional to  the length of the coherence phasor, ie. \pi2,\^. The natu re  of p i3 is shown 
in figure 2 .6 .
4-1
,—V 3 -
O
- l -
- 2 -
-3
40 1 2 3
12 -
10-
b a -
2 -
30 1 2 4
A ,  D e t u n i n g  ( G H z ) A  g D e t u n i n g  ( G H z )
Figure 2.6: The coherence elem ent p\z and its square m odulus for the same param ­
eters as the previous two figures
Striking initially is the apparent swap of the functional forms of the real and 
im aginary parts in this coherence generated by the other two. However, the modulus 
behaves as may be predicted, showing a velocity-selected resonance. The Doppler 
broadened background is ju st visible as a pedestal to the m ain feature and enhances 
the flanks a little. Later chapters will deal in more detail w ith the features and 
behaviour of this coherence.
2.4.2. Lam bda (A) Three-L evel A tom
The “Lam bda” configuration three-level atom  is similar to the cascade system  but 
w ith the top level folded down. Figure 2.7 shows it in detail. The lower levels may 
or may not be close together but this is only im portant if dealing with Doppler shifts 
which can cancel if cji is close to uj2 - Transitions 1-3 and 2-3 are dipole allowed and
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have incident waves near resonant w ith them , while transition  1-2 is forbidden. This 
system , much studied for electrom agnetically-induced transparency and inversionless 
gain, is in its “ideal” form if level 2  is m etastable and hence the population decay 
ra te  ( r 2i) , and the coherence decay ra te  (7 1 2 ), are both  approxim ately zero.
CO,
a 3
Cp23
Figure 2.7: A Lam bda configuration three-level atom
This system is associated with coherent population trapping, amoung other non­
linear optical coherence processes, as the first observation of this phenom ena was 
in such a system in sodium [23, 24]. The lower levels were the ground sta te  (3S) 
sublevels and the upper level a 3P sublevel. In the strong field regime, ie. with field 
strengths greater than  the saturation intensity for the various transitions it behaves 
in an analogous way to the cascade system and much of the m athem atics and re­
sults can be taken over directly. The density m atrix  system  equations are stated  
by Imamoglu, Field and Harris [21] and include incoherent pum ping term s to allow 
for inversionless gain. After conversion to a steady-state set of real simultaneous 
equations the system in m atrix  form is:
— ^ 2 3 •^23 +  ^ 32 0 0 0 0 0 2 O 23 P22 0
R 23 -  ^ 1 3 — ^ 2 3  — 2 R i 3 — (T 3 2  +  T s i ) 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 i 3 - 2O 23 P33 “ ■^13
0 0 712 0 0 A 2 — A i - O 23 - O i 3 c n Q
0 0 0 713 0 —0 2 3 - A i 0 P l3 0
0 0 0 0 723 ^ 1 3 0 —A 2 ^23 0
0 0 A i  -  Ù.2 f^23 - (^ 1 3 712 0 0 4  2 0
—n i 3 —2 0 1 3 O 23 A i  0 0 713 0 4  3 - f ^ l 3
^ 2 3 - O 23 1^13 0 A 2 0 0 723 . -  4 a  . 0
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where Ri^  and R 2 3  are the incoherent pum ping rates as defined in the paper.
Coherent population trapping is easily predicted in this system  if the  population 
of level 3 is monitored. Using a probe field of flia =  0.5MHz and a coupling field of 
^ 2 3  =  3MHz (w ith spontaneous decay rates of Fai =  2MHz and F32 =  5MHz) and 
keeping in the homogeneously broadened domain, figure 2.8 was produced. The pop­
ulation of level 3 drops sharply to  zero on two-photon resonance, with the peaks on 
either side split by 2 ^ 23 . This is exactly the effect observed by early workers [23, 25] 
and dubbed coherent population trapping. It should be noted th a t there is no thresh­
old level for the coupling laser strength  in a purely homogeneously broadened system  
of this kind and very narrow trapped  regions are possible. Electrom agnetically- 
induced transparency (EIT) is the same effect looked at in term s of the absorption 
of the probe laser instead of the upper level population. As shown on the right 
of figure 2 .8  the coherence shows a similar sharp feature on two-photon resonance. 
The lineshapes consist of two homogeneously broadened resonances with their peaks 
separated by twice the coupling Rabi frequency (Ugs)- However, where they over­
lap instead of adding constructively the two features tend to  cancel out due to a 
quantum  mechanical interference in possible pathways.
These results were taken for the ideal case, tha t is for 712  =  0. Only in this case 
will the trapping be com plete and the m edium completely transparent on double 
resonance. Numerical models allow these param eters to be easily changed and the 
general assum ption of a very weak probe laser to be lifted. As an exam ple figure 2.9 
shows the effect of increasing 712  which is the restricting param eter in this effect. 
As 712  is increased the level of transparency lowers.
W hy this is so can be appreciated by looking at the contributory term s to piz 
for this system. In steady-state equation (le) of reference [21] may be w ritten as:
_ _  -  P l l )  -  ^ i i ^ 2 3 P l 2  on\
-  ( h s i  -  iAx)
The first term  in the num erator is fairly constant across two-photon resonance as
the probe field only excites a small level of population into level 3 (a m axim um  of
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Figure 2.8: Coherent population trapping in the population of level 3 (left) and EIT  
in the probe absorption (right) for a lam bda system.
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Figure 2.9: The effect of increasing 712 on EIT.
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6 % in the above exam ple). It is the feedback of P12, the second term , th a t leads 
to  the transparency and any additional damping on p \ 2  will reduce its value and 
degrade the result. The other dephasing rates have little  im pact in the mechanism. 
A greater 713  leads to  a broader linewidth, w ithin which the transparency manifests, 
bu t does not reduce it (see [26] for experim ental proof of this) and 7 2 3  has very little
effect at all as the strong coupling laser outweighs it.
A prediction of inversionless gain m ay be straightforwardly produced by a  non­
zero incoherent pum p ra te  i?i3 while a more detailed discussion on the mechanism 
and further requirem ents is given in reference [21] and other papers. Here, in figure 
2 .1 0 , an exam ple is given with B 13 =  0.7F31 and gain is clearly seen at the head
of the transparency as the coherence becomes positive. The inset shows the three
populations, w ith over 80% of the population remaining in the  ground state , level 
1 , throughout proving the inversionless nature in the bare s ta te  basis.
0 .0 -
- 0.02 -
CLiu.- 0 .06 -
A ,, Detuning (GHz)
- 0 .08 -
0.040.04 ■0.02 0.0 0.02
A 1 3  D etuning (GHz)
Figure 2.10: Inversionless gain in the Lam bda configuration
2.4.3. R am an Inversionless Laser
The “R am an” four level inversionless laser system [27, 28] (see figure 2.11) has
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1
n.
Figure 2.11: The Ram an four level inversionless laser scheme.
been proposed as a useful system  which combines two inversionless gain mechanisms 
[29] and can provide gain even when subject to Doppler broadening and collisions. 
The system  consists of two closely spaced ground states bo th  coupled to  two upper 
levels. A strong coupling laser, cuc, prepares the system  and incoherent pumps 
provide for inversionless gain on the probe laser, cUp, under suitable conditions. (See 
the cited papers for the density m atrix  system  equations for the Ram an inversionless 
laser. The numerical system used below was created via the rules of Appendix A.)
Previous theoretical treatm ents assumed generally low levels of Doppler broaden­
ing for such systems and so a model was developed, based on the 5S to  5P transitions 
of rubidium , to  test whether inversionless gain could still be predicted under vapour 
cell conditions. The lower states were spaced by 3GHz, applicable to  the ®^Rb iso­
tope, and the pum p and probe laser wavelengths chosen for the  5Si/2“5Pi/2 and 
5 S1/ 2- 5 P 3 /2  transitions respectively. W ith an appropriate level of incoherent pum p­
ing and a sufficiently strong coupling laser gain could still be predicted, see figure 
2.12. Here strong gain is predicted at ±4G H z on either side of the ground sta te  
centre w ith only about 17% of the population in the upper laser level.
A numerical model such as this could be extended to deal w ith the evolution of 
the system  as the laser field grows and deal w ith propagational effects in the medium, 
but th a t is not included in the scope of this work. However, their practicality  and 
usefulness has been dem onstrated in the examples above. Further results will be
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Figure 2.12: Probe gain in the Ram an system  for a coupling laser strength  of Q.c — 
3GHz and a pum p rate  of II4 =  25MHz. (F4 =  40MHz, Doppler broadening included 
for 600K.)
given in chapters 5-8 in the appropriate context when dealing with: interference 
effects in sum frequency mixing; the use of electrom agnetically-induced transparency 
to reduce fundam ental wave absorption; the local field correction for dense media; 
and lensing in EIT, respectively.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Equipment and Atomic Systems
3 .  E x p e r i m e n t a l  E q u i p m e n t  a n d  A t o m ic  
S y s t e m s
This chapter details the experim ental equipm ent assembled and used to study reso­
nant sum frequency mixing in sodium vapour and electrom agnetically-induced trans­
parency in rubidium  vapour. Modifications to  one of the titan ium  sapphire lasers 
used in order to generate a mode-hop free scan are detailed. Later, the atom ic sys­
tem s used experim entally are described with their im portan t param eters and the 
various level structures explained.
3.1. Laser S y stem s
This work concentrates on radiation-atom  interactions w ith two im portan t features. 
Firstly, the radiation m ust be coherent and powerful, thus im plying the use of laser 
sources, and secondly the system  m ust reach a steady-state, requiring these lasers 
to  be continuous-wave in operation. Furtherm ore, the input sources were chosen 
to  be of narrow spectral w idth in keeping with the assum ption of m onochrom atic 
radiation and allowing sub-Doppler resolution in the vapour systems. Due to the 
wavelengths required by the atom ic systems three tunable laser sources were used: 
a dye laser and two titan ium  sapphire lasers.
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3.1.1. P um p Lasers
Continuous-wave (cw) m ainfram e argon-ion lasers provided the prim ary power source 
for the tunable lasers used in this work. Initially one Spectra-Physics 2030 laser [1] 
running at around 14W was split 50:50 to  pum p the two secondary lasers, and the 
work in C hapter 4 was carried out w ith this arrangem ent. Later, however, in order to  
increase the available power a second pum p laser was added, a Spectra-Physics 2080 
laser w ith B eam L ock^^  [2]. This allowed independent pum ping of the secondary 
lasers and greatly increased the slope efficiency of the titan ium  sapphire laser, its 
ou tpu t power and the experim ental flexibility.
3.1.2. D ye Laser (% 589nm)
Argon-Ion Laser Pump Beam Stabilisation System
Intensity Monitor
Vertical Dye Jet
Slave
Etalon
Brewster
Plates
Reference
Etalon
Unidirectional Air-Spaced Biréfringent M4 
Device Etalon Filter
Laser Output
Figure 3.1: Schem atic of the Spectra-Physics 380D Ring Dye Laser
A dye laser was the ideal source for the provision of tunable radiation around the 
orange ‘D ’ lines of sodium, ie. the 3S-3P transition. The Spectra-Physics 380D 
used is a cw, frequency-stabilised, single-mode scanning system  with a linewidth 
of approxim ately IM Hz and could scan up to 30GHz under the m anufacturer’s 
electronic control [3, 4]. The cavity design is a figure of 8 ring arrangem ent with a
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unidirectional device and air-spaced étalon to ensure single-frequency operation, see 
figure 3.1. Rhodam ine 6G dye was dissolved in ethylene glycol to  provide the lasing 
medium  and typically had an operating lifetime of around 6 weeks between dye 
changes. W ith  a 7W all lines argon-ion laser pum p source the dye laser produced 
up to 250mw at 589nm and constituted a reliable scanning source.
3.1.3. Schwartz T itanium  Sapphire (750 —> 820nm)
Pump Ti:sapphire
Lens crystal
Argon-ion Laser Pump Beam
BiréfringentFilter
LaserOutput SolidEtalon Brewster Unidirectional Plates Device
1
&
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the modified Schwartz Electro-O ptic T itan-C W
The first titanium -sapphire laser (hereafter abbreviated to Ti:sapphire) used was a 
modified Schwartz Electro Optics T itan-C W  model and very similar in concept to 
the dye laser. It is described in detail by Shepherd [5] and the cavity is displayed 
in figure 3.2. A single un-coated solid étalon of thickness about 1mm was sufficient 
to hold the unidirectional ring to  a single longitudinal mode and galvo-mounted 
Brewster plates allowed the cavity length to be scanned. No commercial scanning 
or stabilisation system  was included bu t the free-running linewidth was m easured 
to be < 5MHz over short periods as long as the laser was insulated from acoustic 
noise [5, 6]. W ith an independent argon-ion laser pum p the Ti:sapphire laser was 
capable of producing up to I.3W  of single-frequency radiation a t a slope efficiency
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of some 11%. (A second system including galvo m ounted étalon and Brewster plates 
was evaluated for a period during efforts to  develop a system  capable of mode-hop 
free scans which, due to optim ised output coupling and a improved crystal and 
optics, could extend single-frequency operation to  greater than  2.4W .) The m odular 
construction of the laser on its breadboard m ade modifications easy to include in 
the cavity and considerable effort was pu t into developing a scanning capability.
Scanning the Schwartz T iisapphire laser
Being able to scan the Tiisapphire laser smoothly over several GHz to m onitor spec­
tra l lineshapes was necessary for this work. Two elements need to  be synchronised 
for this. F irstly  the Brewster plates are tilted  at the same ra te  in opposite direc­
tions to  change the optical path  length of the cavity. In this way the circulating 
laser mode is not deviated in spatial term s and the longitudinal mode frequencies 
of the cavity change linearly with angle. These modes are spaced by 250MHz in 
this laser and if the intra-cavity étalon remains stationary the laser will hop to a 
more favourable mode after around 125MHz cavity frequency shift. Therefore, it is 
necessary to move the peak of the étalon transm ission band in precise synchrony 
with the cavity frequency change. The change in étalon peak position, in frequency ^
term s, for angular changes from norm al incidence is approxim ated by:
A . =  g  (3.1)
so the étalon angle, m ust move as the square root of the Brewster plate angle.
Initial a ttem pts at scanning the laser involved dead-reckoning of the voltages to  
be applied to the two gal vos controlling the solid étalon and Brewster plates [5].
P artia l success was achieved bu t the scan range was lim ited to less than  lOGHz 
and day-to-day reliability was poor. The tolerances required on the galvanometers 
and electronics were simply to great and other workers report similar performances 
and conclusions [7]. W here the nature of the experim ent would not show up the 
occasional 250MHz hop this m ethod was suitable and allowed quick scanning. Im-
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provements by com puter generation of square root ram ps, closed-loop galvanometers 
and more stable m ounts could not significantly improve either perform ance or reli­
ability. Therefore, an active feedback and lock technique was required in which the 
étalon was dithered over a small frequency range and an error signal was derived 
and used to keep the transm ission peak on the cavity frequency. This has been 
used successfully by one group [8], however, other published system s incorporate an 
air-spaced thick étalon into the cavity and lock this to remove mode-hops [9, 10, 11].
Scanning by Solid E talon Lock
Due to  the expense and intra-cavity loss associated with a thick air-spaced étalon 
(some 50-60% in the dye laser) development of a d ither and lock technique for the 
solid étalon was pursued. The concept followed th a t of Adams [7] and the Microlase 
MBR-110 commercial system  developed from th a t work.
In this scheme the th in , solid étalon is dithered in angle by a small ac signal. 
This leads to  two possible error signals which can be detected. In the first m ethod, 
the intra-cavity power is m odulated due to  the changing étalon loss — which can be 
detected externally as a m odulation on the laser output. W hen detected with a phase 
sensitive detector, referenced to  the original dither, an error signal is produced. If the 
étalon is correctly centred over the cavity mode the error signal is zero and on either 
side it has a finite value with sense appropriate to the direction of misalignm ent. 
A lternatively, the étalon reflection is m odulated as the étalon transm ission frequency 
is changed and the product of this and the intra-cavity power may be detected 
by tilting  the étalon a degree or so off axis and imaging the reflected beam  on 
a photodiode. Phase sensitive detection leads to  an error signal exactly as before. 
E ither of these error signals m ay then be integrated and applied either as an addition 
to an estim ated étalon tuning voltage or on their own.
Using un-coated solid étalons of various free spectral ranges between 115GHz 
and 225GHz both  of these error signals were used to try  to gain a reliable lock.
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D ither was applied either directly down the galvanometer (<  IkHz) or by a split 
piezo arrangem ent at higher frequencies. A good error signal was detected with 
a strong background, and locking achieved by subtraction of this. However, when 
scanning was a ttem pted  the background would alter and lock would be lost when 
the  background had changed by a sufficient am ount, typically after l-2G H z. This 
background had a  sinusoidal nature, in contrast to the square law offset observed 
by Adams, and was measured to  have a period of about 16GHz and was thought to 
be due to some weak étalon in the cavity. A ttem pts to remove it failed and while 
use of 20% reflection coated solid étalons improved the error signal to  background 
ratio they did not help sufficiently. Furtherm ore, a ttem pts to sample the offset and 
correct for it by com puter control proved unreliable and slow. Therefore, locking by 
the solid étalon alone was abandoned.
At this point it is interesting to note th a t during a ttem pts to scan the Tiisapphire 
laser in this way notable hysteresis was observed in the mode-hopping behaviour.
Such hysteresis has been studied in an argon-ion laser [12] but to our knowledge has 
not been observed in the titan ium  sapphire laser. Due to the com plicated cavity 
and m any optical elements no system atic study was m ade of this and it is left for 
later detailed study.
Scanning by A ir-spaced E talon Lock
Due to the problems experienced in removing mode-hops with the solid étalon alone, 
an air-spaced étalon was incorporated in the laser cavity. Such étalons are spaced 
by a piezo-ceramic element and can be precisely scanned w ithout changing the in-
]tracavity  loss. They generally have a shorter free spectral range and so have b e tte r I
discrim ination between adjacent cavity modes and due to their design have better 
stability. U nfortunately they may be expensive and may introduce substantial loss 
into the laser cavity, bu t they have been used satisfactorily in scanning dye laser 
systems for some time.
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The air-spaced étalon used was a recovered Coherent 599 dye laser étalon of free 
spectral range lOGHz. The patented  design of this étalon uses Brewster cut inside 
faces to  reduce loss and the piezo scanning components are so m ounted as to keep 
the  optical path  length of the cavity constant while the étalon pass band is moved. 
The coatings were wide-hand and specified usable for Styryl-9 dye which lases up 
to  900nm [13]. This étalon was incorporated in the cavity and could be scanned by 
the application of a voltage w ithin the  range 0-900 volts. The laser ou tpu t power 
was not lowered significantly by the introduction of the étalon, probably due to the 
low-loss Brewster angled faces. A 2KHz dither was applied and the error signal 
m onitored via the  m odulation impressed on the laser ou tpu t power. Phase sensitive 
detection and integration provided the feedback and a high voltage amplifier then 
powered the étalon. This system is shown in figure 3.3.
Laser
Output
Photodiode (-[>p Attn. 
& Flip
H.V.
Amp.
Bias & Amp
Ramp
Adder
i > -
PSD
(ref)
Dither
Int.
Solid Etalon Brewster Plates Air-Spaced 
Galvo Driver Galvo Driver “
Ti:sapphire Laser
Etalon
Figure 3.3: Dither-and-Feedback system for scanning the Tiisapphire w ithout mode- 
hops. (A ttn  & Flip =  A ttenuation and direction control.)
Results were good for this system , the error signal strong and the lock steady. 
As the étalon rem ained at near norm al incidence in the cavity and the cavity optical
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leng th was not altered by the dither, due to  the étalon design, there was no changing 
offset on the error signal. The th inner solid étalon was still necessary in the cavity 
to prevent lOGHz hops between the air-spaced étalon modes bu t its specifications 
were relaxed and an un-coated 115GHz free spectral range device proved sufficient. 
Reliable scans up to lOGHz were achieved using a simple linear feedback on to 
the th in  étalon. Further range, if required, could be achieved by more accurate 
synchronisation of the th in  étalon via a square root circuit and improved high voltage 
amplifier range, which was lim ited to 0-200 volts in this work (sufficient for a shift of 
two free spectral ranges of the air-spaced étalon pass-band). This scanning capability 
was used for the  experim ental work described in chapter 5.
3.1.4. M icrolase T itan ium  Sapphire ( «  780nm)
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the optical arrangem ent of the Microlase MBR-110.
For the later work in rubidium  vapour (chapter 8) a second titan ium  sapphire 
laser was required as the two transition  wavelengths both fell outside the  range of
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the dye laser. In order to  m eet fu ture requirem ents, which include the possibility of %
rubidium  beam  work, the Microlase MBR-110 laser system  was chosen as the spec­
ifications included high stability  and frequency scanning operation. The design is, 
like the  Schwartz system, a unidirectional ring and is shown in figure 3.4. However, 
the Microlase system  incorporates frequency stabilisation via side-of-fringe locking 
in an external, tem perature-controlled confocal étalon [14]. W ith  this locking active, |
linewidths of <  200kHz are specified. Furtherm ore, microprocessor controlled scans S
of the laser (up to  some 30GHz) may be in itia ted  by the control unit and mode-hop 
free operation is attained by the servo lock of the single solid étalon in the cavity.
Excellent passive stability is gained by the monolithic block within which the  res­
onator is housed. O utput powers were strongly dependent on the s ta te  of cleanliness 
of the laser (which degraded over a few days) but a slope efficiency of between 12 
and 20% was realised for 6-12W  argon laser pump input power.
3.2. O ther E xp er im en ta l E quipm ent
3 .2 .1 . L a se r  d ia g n o s tic s
Single-frequency operation of the lasers was m onitored using separate piezo-tuned 
confocal Fabry-Perot interferom eters of free spectral range 1.5GHz. They were also 
used as a guide to detuning m easurem ents from a given point and when the voltage 
ram p was removed provided 1.5GHz m arker fringes as a frequency axis for laser 
scans. A low-finesse étalon of free spectral range 300MHz was used to  m onitor the 
scanning of the Microlase Tiisapphire laser in the rubidium  work.
In order to measure and set the absolute frequency of the laser systems a 
Kowalski-style travelling wavemeter was used, capable of 1 p art in 10® accuracy.
This was achieved in a  double Michelson interferom eter arrangem ent w ith a scan­
ning arm. Fringe-counting com pared the wavelength of the incident light with th a t 
of a polarisation-stabilised helium-neon laser and the operating wavelength range 
was very wide due to the use of alum inium  coated reflective optics. A full descrip-
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tion is given by Kane [15]. Accuracy was sufficient to place the lasers w ithin an 
étalon mode of the relevant atom ic transition, typically w ithin a few GHz.
Spectroscopic means were also used to  determ ine absolute frequency. A sodium 
spectroscopic cell, described below, was used to determ ine single or double resonance 
conditions in the sum frequency mixing schemes by m onitoring sideways 589nm 
or 819nm fluorescence. Fluorescence was also monitored from the  rubidium  cell, 
principally 421nm radiation from the 6P-5S transition, which was produced via 
spontaneous decay from the 5D levels.
3.2.2. Signal D etection  and C ollection
A schem atic of the whole sum frequency mixing experim ent is shown in figure 
3.5. The dye laser beam  was chopped a t a few hundred Hertz and phase sensitive 
detection used to raise the signal-to-noise levels. Prim ary sum frequency detection 
(at either 342nm or 330nm) was by a H am am atsu 931B photom ultiplier tube. The 
initial radiation fields were screened off by 1 or 2 U G ll filters, and during work on 
the 3S-3P-4P system  an ex tra  BG38 filter removed the residual infra-red Tiisapphire 
radiation th a t leaked through due to a small parasitic pass band in the  U G ll filters. 
N eutral density filters or graduated wheels were used to  control input beam  powers 
and similar filters were used to cut down the strong UV signals detected, which at 
tim es overloaded the phase sensitive detectors (Brookdeal Type 401, later Stanford 
Research Systems SR510).
For sum frequency mixing the beam s could be introduced into the oven either 
unfocused or focused. For the experim ents of chapter 5 the beam s were always un­
focused, while the description surrounding the results presented in chapter 4 specify 
which lens was used.
The experim ents on electrom agnetically-induced transparency in rubidium  used 
a different experim ental configuration, due to the requirem ent for counter-propagating 
probe and coupling laser beams. This setup is shown in figure 3.6. The coupling
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beam  was focused into the  vapour cell by a 50cm lens, while the probe laser was 
focused in from the other end by a 40cm lens. This com bination of optics was chosen 
to  give the tightest coupling laser beam  waist while still retaining a confocal param ­
eter of similar length to the 10cm long vapour region. The shorter focal length lens 
in the probe beam  ensured th a t the probe beam  was contained w ithin the coupling 
laser beam  at all tim es within the vapour. The probe radiation was reduced in power 
to the sub-m illiw att level by ND filters to  avoid saturation of the initial transition. 
A pellicule beam splitter after the lens sampled a portion of the  transm itted  probe 
radiation for detection, either on a  wide area photodiode, or a CCD camera.
D ata collection in both  experim ents was achieved via a 12-bit 16-channel A-to-D 
board (Amplicon Liveline PC30AT) fitted within a 486 PC (Elonex PC-433). Soft­
ware allowed tim ed sampling either from a commercial program  (Amplicon Dash- 
300) or in-house w ritten  utilities for more specific applications using provided soft­
ware drivers. A m ulti-channel connection box was constructed to  feed the individual 
channels to standard  BNC connectors via 12V diode clamps for on-board chip protec­
tion and by variable potential dividers to  cut large voltages down to the switchable 
operating range (m axim um  ±12V ) of the board. The board also incorporated two 
D-to-A output channels (used during Tiisapphire scanning trials) and several digital 
in /o u t control lines. It proved to be a relatively cheap and flexible interface between 
com puter and experim ent.
3.3. V apour S y stem s
The sodium and rubidium  vapours used as the atomic m edia for study in this work 
were produced in simple ovens and cells. The oven was used when high densities 
of vapour were required (ie. tem peratures in excess of 200^0) and therefore m ainly 
during SFM experiments.
The oven is shown schematically in figure 3.7 and consists of an insulated cylin­
drical body w ithout any lining. Heat-pipe ovens include a wick and can produce
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more uniform vapour regions[4, 16] bu t th a t was not necessary in this work where 
the oven was merely designed to restrict the vapour region to between the poles of 
the m agnet. Cooling water running through flanges at the ends of the oven helped 
condense the sodium within the oven to reduce contam ination of the oven windows, 
which were held out from the oven by glass tubes. However, after prolonged use 
at high tem peratures the sodium m etal w ithin the oven would m igrate to  the ends 
where the cooled surface ensured it did not re-evaporate and thus it was effectively 
removed from the active region of the oven. W hen this occurred, simply opening 
the oven, under a flowing nitrogen gas environm ent, and scraping the m etal back 
into the oven centre returned the m etal for use. The tem perature was controlled by 
a three-term  device (FGH Controls Ltd S900-K-2-0-240) and monitored by a type 
K therm ocouple. The vapour tem perature was somewhat lower than this reading, 
due to heat gradients in the walls and vapour region, by up to 40 degrees at high 
tem peratures so it was an approxim ate measure only.
To Vacuum System
I
End Window
1
Thermocouple ^  Cooling water
I
17cm
I
Insulation
Figure 3.7: Schematic of the sodium vapour oven
Loading of the sodium m etal was carried out while flowing nitrogen through the 
oven. The m etal was cut from blocks stored under paraffin and washed in petroleum  
spirit before dipping in ethanol to remove the oxidised surface layer. A second rinse
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in petroleum  spirit then preceded loading into the oven. Once sealed the oven was 
pum ped down and cycled a couple of tim es through heating and pum ping to  let the 
system  outgas and remove any im purities. During norm al operation a  quantity  of 
buffer gas, usually l-2 m b ar argon, was added to  the oven to reduce sodium -sodium  
collisions.
Smaller vapour cells were also used in this work. A quartz sodium cell of length 
13cm and diam eter 2cm [16] was used for satu rated  spectroscopy and for experim ents 
out of the m agnetic field. The body was heated to 190°C from  the,m ains supply 
using a Variac transform er to  reduce the voltage to around 20 volts. The tip-off stem  
was kept 10-15° C lower in tem perature so th a t sodium tended to  condense here and 
not on the end windows, and this was controlled by a Digitron 3800-K tem perature 
controller. A static  240:15V transform er and a separate variable transform er allowed 
some degree of control on the current in the heating element so th a t the on-off cycles 
were slowed down.
For rubidium  experim ents a similar quartz cell was purchased from Opthos In­
strum ents Inc. of length 10cm and diam eter 2.5cm. This was supplied having been 
evacuated to 10“®torr before filling with Rb and sealing. It was heated in the same 
jig used for the above sodium cell.
To calculate the vapour densities produced the empirical relation of Miles and 
Harris [17] was used. This is valid for vapour pressures around 1 to rr (as typical in 
this work) and is:
9.66084 X  lO^ -*_ ---------—--------- exp|^—— -1-d (3.2)
where N  is in units of atom s/m ^, T  is the Kelvin tem perature and the constants a 
and d are given in table 3.1 for the  appropriate element.
A transverse m agnetic field, required for sym m etry breaking in second order 
nonlinear processes, was produced by a Newport type A electrom agnet. This had 
pole pieces of length 10cm which roughly m atched the vapour length in the sodium 
oven. Fields of up to  0.4T could be produced with a calibration of 0.045T/am p
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Element a d
Na 12423.3 17.3914
Rb 9140.07 16.0628
Table 3.1: Vapour pressure constants, 
gained from Zeeman splitting m easurem ents.
3.4. A to m ic  S ystem s: N a  and R b
The atoms used in this work were alkali m etals and were chosen for their suitability 
for study with dye and Ti:sapphire lasers. These atoms have the advantage of 
having one unpaired electron in the outerm ost orbit and, as such, are am enable to 
theoretical study. However, the energy levels are not single well spaced levels due 
to  the effects of fine and hyperfine structure removing the degeneracies of the sub- 
levels. In the next subsection I will sum m arise the relevant aspects of the  coupling 
systems and then detail the param eters for the two elements.
3 .4 .1 . S p in -O rb it  C o u p lin g : F in e  S t r u c tu r e
Spin-orbit couping has been trea ted  in many texts [18, 19] and is caused by the 
intrinsic spin of the electron interacting with the m agnetic m om ent caused by the 
electron’s orbit. Therefore, it is strongest in states of lower quantum  num ber and 
only occurs where the orbit has angular m om entum , ie. L > 1.
The two angular m om enta, orbital and spin, are coupled to produce states labeled 
by J  and m j, where J  =  L -f- S. Therefore, by the Clebsch-Gordon series there are 
discrete states for |T — 5] <  J  <  L  S  with degeneracy 2 J  -f 1 as denoted by 
the m j  value. Spin-orbit splitting is inversely proportional to radial distance from 
the nucleus and thus is large for low lying P states and, while much smaller, still 
im portan t for D states. In one electron systems the J=L-S  and J= L -fS  states are
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separa ted by A E p  where A E p  is related to the fine structu re constant, A p  by:
A E p  =  +  1) (3.3)
The new wavefunctions can be related to the original L, S, ttil and m s  basis by 
means of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients or the 3-j symbols which describe the coupling 
of two angular m om enta [18, 20].
3.4.2. H yperfine Structure
A further, and weaker, pertu rbation  on the atom ic Ham iltonian is caused by the 
finite size of the nucleus causing a nuclear magnetic m om ent. This can then couple 
to the to tal angular m om entum , J, and cause further sublevel structure. In general 
the  splittings, term ed hyperfine structure, are very small, especially for levels whose 
wavefunction has m inim al overlap with the nucleus. The ground and, to  a lesser 
extent, the first excited states of alkali atom s, however, exhibit fairly strong coupling 
and have structure on the order of a few MHz to a few GHz.
The coupling of J to  the nuclear spin, denoted by I, leads to  a basis described 
by F and mp, where F =  J +  I. This basis has sim ilarities to th a t of spin-orbit 
coupling by again being the coupling of angular m om enta. In the  S states, where 
there is no spin-orbit coupling as T =  0 and J  = \ i  hyperfine structure can be said 
to directly replace fine structu re and the m athem atics are directly analogous with 
the substitu tion oi J  F , L  —* J  and S  I .  Here again, the new basis is related 
to the  original atom ic basis by 3-j symbols. For states where there is spin orbit 
coupling (L >  1) the hyperfine structure provides further structure, on a smaller 
scale and the coupling of the three angular m om enta can be described by means of 
6-j symbols [18, 21].
For */ =  I  states the two hyperfine structure states, F  =  /  -f- |  and F  =  /  — |  
states are displaced by A E h f  which is related to the hyperfine dipole constant [22], 
A h  F by:
A E „ f (F ) = ^ [ F { F  +  1) -  / ( /  +  1) -  J (  J  +  1)] (3.4)
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The J  — \  s ta te  structure depends also on the quadrupole hyperfine constant, BHF^ 
and is described by:
3
2 4
w ith K — F ( F  -T 1) — "h i) — «7(7 4-1).
7(27 -  1)7(27  -  1) (3.5)
3.4.3. T he Sodium  A tom ic Levels
Sodium exists in one stable isotope, ^^Na, and has been extensively used for research 
into the interaction of radiation and atom ic systems due to the  fortunate spacing of 
the 38 ground sta te  and 3P excited states, the so called D lines, corresponding to  a 
visible orange wavelength of 589nm. Figure 3.8 shows the levels relevant to  this work 
and the  wavelengths for transitions between them . The wavelengths quoted are for 
air assuming a refractive index of 1.0002766 [23], which is an im portan t correction 
for high resolution spectroscopy. W here the levels have im portan t fine or hyperfine 
structure within the Doppler w idth, bu t greater than  the homogeneous linewidth, 
the appropriate splittings are shown in detail in figure 3.9.
Level
3P 343.7
4P 112.5
3D -0.592
Table 3.2: The fine structure constants for sodium
The fine structure of the relevant sodium levels was m easured some tim e ago [24] 
and the constants for the 3P, 3D and 4P levels are given in table 3.2. Note th a t the 
D states of sodium are inverted in their fine structure due to  a relativistic effect and 
hence are quoted with a negative fine structure constant. Furtherm ore, the hyperfine 
structure of these levels has been the subject of several investigations, reviewed in
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4P 169GHz
3D751.4nm
818.9nm
516GHz330.3nm 342.7nm
589.0nm
589.6nm
Figure 3.8: A partial energy level diagram  for sodium. Selected transitions are shown 
and the large fine structu re splitting for the 3?  and 4P levels. Dipole-forbidden, 
quadrupole-allowed transitions are indicated by dotted arrows.
F = 2 
1
F = 3 
2 
1 0
3 S i /2
3 ^ 3 /2
1.77GHz
58.9MHz
34.1MHz
15.4MHz
F = 2 
1
J = ^/2 
5/2
3 P i /2
3D
188.6MHz
1.48GHz
Figure 3.9: The small scale splitting of sodium atom ic levels relevant to this work.
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[22], and table 3.3 lists the appropria te constan ts and tolerances. (The 38 constan t 
is now known to  a degree of accuracy in excess of the num ber of significant figures 
displayed.) Only the 38 and 3P levels are included as they are the only levels to 
have significant struc tu re. The hyperfine splitting for the 4P levels is around 8MHz 
and hence w ith in the na tu ra l linew id th and the 3D levels have similar unresolved 
struc tu re.
Level A h f / ^ H z B h f /M H z
38 885.813
3P 1/2 94.3 ±  0.1
3 P 3 /2 18.7 ±  0.1 3.0 ±  0.2
Table 3.3: The hyperfine struc tu re constan ts for sodium
Level ^spont/^^
3P ( J  =  i )  16.14 ( J  =  I)  16.09
4P ( J =  1) 107 ( J  =  1) 106
3D ( J  =  I )  19.44 ( J  =  I)  19.47
Table 3.4: N a tu ral lifetimes for the sodium energy levels
The na tu ra l lifetimes of the various levels have either been measured or calculated 
by various means. Theodosiou [25] has undertaken calculations of extensive numbers 
of levels in alkali atom s and compares them  to  experim en tal data , where th a t exists. 
His results are displayed in table 3.4 and experim en tal values are with in 10%, or 
much be tter, of these. The na tu ra l linewidths, na^ y^ be calculated from:
1AU:spont - spont (3.6)
and are lOMHz, 8MHz and 1.5MHz for the 3P, 3D and 4P levels respectively.
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3.4 .4 . T he R ubidium  A tom ic Levels
The o ther alkali m e tal vapour used in th is work was th a t of rubidium . This element 
was chosen as having several transitions ideal for study using a Tiisapph ire laser, 
and in the fu tu re by diode laser technology. The first excited s ta te  transitions, 5S 
to 5P, are 795 and 780nm — near the peak of the Tiisapph ire gain curve and readily 
suited to  present diode lasers.
5D
768.8nm2323GHz
904.2nm
1.50 m
7123GHz 5P
780.0nm 794.8nm
5S
4D
Figure 3.10i A partial energy level diagram for rubidium . Selected transitions are 
shown and the large fine s truc tu re  splittings for the 5P and 6P levels are indicated. 
Dipole-forbidden, quadrupole-allowed transitions are indica ted by do tted arrows.
Rubidium  is two places down group one in the periodic table and , as such, is 
more reactive than sodium and m elts at a lower tem pera tu re, 39° C. It has atom ic 
num ber 37 and the lone ou ter electron is in a 5s orbital making the energy level 
s truc tu re  similar to sodium, bu t at n-f2, as shown in figure 3.10. U nfortunately, 
from the experim en ter’s poin t of view, it exists in two stable isotopesi ®^Rb and 
®^Rb. The rela tive abundances are 72.12% for ®®Rb and 27.83% for ®^Rb and the
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nuclear spin varies between them , 7 =  f  for ®^Rb and /  =  |  for ®^Rb [26].
Isotope »GRb «7Rb
Level A h f / M H z B h f / M H z A h f / M H z B h f / M H z
5Si /2 3417.35 1011.9
5P 1/2 120.72 406.2
5 P 3 /2 25 26 84.8 12.6
Table 3.5: The hyperfine s truc tu re  constants for rubidium
The difference in nuclear spin between the two isotopes and different hyperfine 
s truc tu re  constan ts leads to a relatively complex sublevel struc tu re . The fine s truc­
tu re  constan t for the 5P level is Ajr =  4.749THz [24] and the hyperfine struc tu re 
constan ts are tabulated  in table 3.5 [22]. However, due to the smaller Doppler 
w id th in the D line transitions (approx. 500MHz) the two isotopes are resolved in 
their unpertu rbed  transitions from the ground state. Figure 3.11 shows the hyper­
fine s truc tu re  on the 5S to 5P transitions. Note the large ground s ta te splitting, 
especially in ^^Rb.
Theodosiou [25] does not d iscrim inate between the isotopes in his lifetime calcu­
lations and ob tains values of 27.04nsec and 25.69nsec for the 5Pi/2 and 5 P 3 /2  levels 
respectively. The quoted experim en tal results indicate th a t these are reasonable 
figures and th is gives a na tu ra l linewidth of around 6MHz for these transitions. The 
5 D3 /2  and 5 D5 /2  levels have calculated lifetimes of 239.72nsec and 231.48nsec, re­
spectively, im plying 0.7MHz linewidths. However, the A coefficient for the 5P-5D  
transition is somewhat lower than th a t calculated from th is decay ra te as the 5D 
spontaneous decay is split between the 6P and 5P levels. From [27] the oscillator 
streng th  for the 5P-5D  transition  is quo ted as 3.44 x 10”  ^ which implies [28] a  decay 
ra te on the 5 D5 /2  —> 5 P 3 /2  transition of A =  254 x 10^s“ .^
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F=3 (194)F=4 (100)
267
5IÎTTÏ3T *72
F=0 (-302)
F=2 (305)
362 812
F=2 (-211)
F=1 (-508)
794.8nm 780.0nm
F=2 (2.56)
F=3 (1.26)
3.0361/2 6.835
F=2 (-1.77)
F=1 (-4.27)
8 5 R b  8 7 R b
F igure 3.11: The hyperfine s truc tu re  of the rubidium  D lines for each isotope. Note 
th a t the unit for the ground s ta te splitting is GHz, while MHz is used for the two 
5P levels.
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3 .4 .5 . R a b i F r e q u e n c ie s  an d  M a tr ix  E le m e n ts
W hen dealing with the coherent in terac tion of laser radia tion and an atom ic system  
a key param e ter is the Rabi frequency. This is defined as the ra te a t which the 
s ta te probability am plitudes oscillate back and forth, or flop, [18, 29] in undam ped 
systems. W ith in  an ensemble, spontaneous emission ensures th a t the atom s lose 
relative phase and the system  as a  whole reaches a steady-state. However, o ther 
phenom ena such as the dynam ic (or ac) S tark effect are observable under such 
conditions and depend on the Rabi frequency for their streng th . The Rabi frequency, 
n , is defined as:
a  = f  (3.7)
(Note th a t in the numerical work in th is thesis a definition of fl =  ^  is used for 
m a them a tical ease, and simply refers to  half the above value.)
The definition combines the two elements for the in terac tion of radia tion and 
m a tter — the electric field streng th  of the radiation, F , and the m a trix  element 
of the transition, fi. Th is la tter param e ter measures the s treng th  of overlap of 
the two s ta te  wavefunctions as coupled by the relevant field in terac tion ie. dipole, 
quadrupole etc. For transitions w ith degenerate levels no single m a trix  elem ent, 
and, hence, Rabi frequency is appropria te. However, a useful definition is the RMS 
Rabi Frequency [18]. In calculating th is we rela te the spontaneous emission ra te, 
A,j, for a transition of energy hujij to the m a trix  element (in SI units) thus:
(3.8)
U>ij
and hence, may deduce for the RMS Rabi frequency, in term s of the inpu t in tensity:
Q \ 3
(3.9)
Here, Qij is in units of radians per second, while I  is measured in W m “ .^
W hen dealing with individual levels in degenerate systems individual Rabi fre­
quencies may be calculated by use of angular m om en ta coupling coefficients. The
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m atrix  elem en t m ay be broken up in to two parts:
Av =  s /S { i , j ) G ,{ i , j )  (3.10)
where S { i^ j)  is the reduced m a trix  element and G q{i,j)  contains the dependence on 
m agnetic quan tum  num bers due to  atom ic orien tation. The subscrip t q is the A M j  
of the induced transition and depends on the selection rules for the system. The 
geometric factor, Gg, is defined in term s of a 3-j symbol as [18]:
/ J  I J ‘ (j) — max( J , J ')  — M j  (3.11)
~ M j  q M'j
Further inform ation on 3-j, and the rela ted 6-j, symbols m ay be found in m any 
tex ts, for exam ple W eissbluth [21], Condon and Shortley [20] and Shore [18]. They 
describe the coupling of angular m om en tum  systems, 2 for 3-j symbols and 3 for 
6-j symbols and are necessary when combining fine and hyperfine struc tu re , bo th 
angular m om en tum  systems, to the orbital angular m om en tum  L  and spin S. Com­
pac t expressions th a t m ay be calculated by a straightforward com pu ter algorithm  
are given by W eissbluth. Note th a t when in a hyperfine s truc tu re  basis w ith F  as 
a good quan tum  num ber the above form ula is valid w ith the substitu tion  J  F  
throughout.
The reduced m a trix  element may be then further reduced by one or more 6-j 
symbols giving the rela tive streng ths of lines in a m ultiple t un til the desired basis 
is a tta ined. For examples of the construction under various atom ic basis sets see 
Shore. (For the sodium D2 line see ref. [30] and for nonlinear susceptibilities see 
ref. [31]). The m a trix  elements for the sub-level transitions between the 3P and 3D |
levels of sodium will be calculated la ter, in Chap ter 6. 1
iBy reference to the param eters in 3.4.4 and equation 3.9 the following conver-
ision between in tensity [W m“ ]^ and and Rabi frequency [Hz] m ay be calculated for
irubidium : 1
=  3.6 X lOV (3.12) ;:j
1
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Therefore, m odera te continuous wave powers of around 750mW lightly focused to 
around 130/zm may induce Rabi frequencies of couple of hundred MHz of pure 
frequency or abou t 1.5GHz of angular frequency, below the Doppler w id th bu t sig­
nificantly in excess of the homogeneous linewidth. More discussion will be given, as 
relevant, in chap ters 6 and 8.
3.4 .6 . Zeem an Sp littin g
During the sum frequency mixing experim en ts a transverse m agnetic field was ap­
plied to break the in trinsic sym m e try of the vapour system. This also had the effect 
of inducing the well known Zeeman effect on the atom s. The in terac tion of a s tatic  
m agnetic field has the effect of lifting the degeneracy of the various sublevels by 
inducing energy level shifts.
The application of the Zeeman effect to the relevant levels of sodium has been 
covered by Sinclair [4], Poustie [16] and Shepherd [5] and in various classic tex ts 
(eg. [20]) and will no t be repea ted here. In summary, however, the streng th  of the 
m agnetic field as used in th is work was sufficient to induce Zeeman shifts greatly in 
excess of the hyperfine s truc tu re  in all levels bu t the ground 3S%/2 s ta te, where only 
fields over 0.2T could be classed as the Paschen-Back, or strong field, case. For the 
3P and 4P levels the splitting was approxim ately linear and very weak com pared to 
the fine struc tu re. The 3D levels, though, were in the in term edia te regime between 
fine struc tu re and Zeeman splitting and their behaviour had to be calculated from 
the Breit-Rab i formula in a sim ilar m anner to th a t of the 3S state.
W hen dealing with transitions between the Zeeman sublevels it is most useful 
to  employ the m/, m , basis. Expressions for calculating the level adm ix tures a t 
arb itrary  field streng ths exist [4, 5, 32] and with reference to the various selection 
rules may provide relative transition streng ths.
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Chapter 4
The Consequences of Different Resonant 
Enhancement Schemes for Sum Frequency 
Mixing in Vapours
4 .  T h e  C o n s e q u e n c e s  o f  D i f f e r e n t  
R e s o n a n t  E n h a n c e m e n t  S c h e m e s  f o r  
S u m  F r e q u e n c y  M ix in g  in  V a p o u r s
Sum frequency mixing in vapours can provide a useful way of generating short wave­
leng th radia tion where no convenient source exists. It also can provide a good testing 
ground for elements of quan tum  electronics theory and the in terac tion of coherent 
radia tion  with atoms. In th is chap ter two possible sets of atom ic levels, differing in 
the ordering of dipole allowed and quadrupole allowed transitions, are considered 
for sum frequency mixing and experim en tally studied. Theore tical calculations can 
predic t the m ain features observed and are compared. The m ost obvious changes in 
behaviour occur in their reac tion to  phase m ism atch, via the inciden t wavelengths 
and the particle density, and th is is stud ied in depth.
4.1 . In trod u ction  to  Sum  Frequency M ix in g
Vapours have established themselves as useful nonlinear m edia for frequency con­
version to  short wavelength regions [1, 2, 3]. Conventional nonlinear crystals may 
have very large nonlinear coefficients bu t are no t transparen t in the deep UV, VUV 
and X-ray regions of the spec trum  and, to date, there is no useful direct source of 
laser light for the shorter wavelength end of this region. Therefore, harm onic gen­
era tion and sum frequency mixing (SFM) in vapours can provide a useful means of
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converting light from conventional laser sources to very much sho rter wavelengths 
for applications in th is spectral area.
Due to  the in trinsic sym m e try of vapour systems th ird-order nonlinear processes 
are most common in vapours [3], bu t second-order processes are also possible
if an ex ternal means is used to  break the sym m e try of the system. Various methods 
have been used, including transverse electric or m agnetic fields, high power pulsed 
excitation, and non-collinear beam s (see Sinclair [4, 5] for a comprehensive review 
and references). Due to the levels involved in th is work, and the, desire to use 
continuous-wave lasers for high spectroscopic resolution, a transverse m agnetic field 
is used in th is work, as it has been in previous work in th is labora to ry  [4, 5, 6 , 7, 8 , 
9. 10].
One of the disadvantages of using a vapour as a nonlinear m edium  is the low par­
ticle density and hence, low second-order nonlinear coefficient at m ost wavelengths. 
However, the efficiency of nonlinear processes may be im proved by m any orders of 
m agnitude by tuning the inpu t lasers close to allowed atom ic transitions for resonant 
enhancem ent. We may see the effect of th is by considering the excitation of pi3 for 
a cascade three-level atom  system, following the derivation in section 2.1.2. (If the 
two inpu t fields and LO2 are tuned close to the transitions 1-2 and 2-3 then the 
sum frequency wave, W3 =  w% wg, will be generated with a streng th  proportional to 
IpisI- ) Consider the application of fields such th a t wi is de tuned sufficiently from 
level 2  for there to be inconsequential population transfer ou t of the ground state. 
Therefore, w ith p u  =  1 and P2 2 % P33 0 in steady-state we m ay write:
- _ _________ ^12^23________
( A i 2 — zq'i2 ) ( A i 3 — 2713)
and, w ith reference to the atom ic polarisation induced, infer:
I " '
This situation is reasonable in ac tuality  as detuning from single photon resonance 
removes parasitic linear absorption on the wave at cJi and is used experimentally.
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From equation 4.2 we can see th a t the ou tpu t is proportional to  the produc t of the 
th ree transition m a trix  elements involved and inversely proportional to  the detunings 
from single- and two-photon resonance, shown schem atically in figure 4.1. This 
implies th a t for the grea test conversion efficiency the inpu t waves should be tuned as 
close as possible to  sequential transitions of strong m a trix  elem ent. It also provides 
an insight as to  why other wavelength generation processes (a t 2wi, 2wg and 
are no t observed — they are far from resonan t enhancem ent.
,L.^<
2
F igure 4.1: A simplified sum frequency mixing resonan t enhancem en t system
Unfortunately, selection rules in troduce a problem  w ith the m a trix  elements. 
The strongest m atrix  elements correspond to dipole-allowed transitions, which by 
selection rules involve a parity  change between the two levels [11]. Therefore if 
two of the transitions involve a parity  swap the last transition  m ust be between 
states of equal parity  and involve a higher-order in teraction. The nex t strongest 
in teractions after electric-dipole are magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole and, 
while much weaker, the la tter has been shown to lead to useful and easily de tec table 
ou tpu t [12]. (The requirem en t for the transverse sym m etry-breaking m agnetic field 
is also h idden with in the m a trix  elements. For the transitions used, collinear inpu t 
waves cannot lead to the excitation of a quadrupole com ponent able to rad ia te in 
the forward direction [4, 10, 13].) O ther solutions to th is problem  may involve 
non-collinear excitation or mixing parity  states by an applied dc electric field.
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Both the resonan t-enhancem en t schemes considered in th is work form a cir­
cuit of two dipole-allowed and one dipole-forbidden quadrupole-allowed transition. 
However, the ordering of these transitions is open and two different solutions are 
investigated here. The first uses the 3S-3P and 3P-3D dipole-allowed transitions in 
sodium vapour for the inpu t waves and the sum frequency wave is genera ted on the 
quadrupole-allowed re tu rn  transition. In con trast, the second rou te uses the 3 P - 
4P quadrupole-allowed transition  for the second inpu t transition  and generates on 
a dipole-allowed re tu rn  (4P-3S). These resonan t-enhancem en t schemes are shown 
in figure 4.2 which also in troduces our shorthand labels for them : DDQ for the 
3S-3P-3D system; and DQD for the 3S-3P-4P.
3D
819nm (D)
589nm (D) /  343nm (Q)
DDQ
4P
751nm (Q)
330nm (D) 589nm (D)
DQD
Figure 4.2: The two con trasting resonan t-enhancem en t rou tes com pared in this 
chap ter, differing principally in the placing of the dipole-forbidden transition
The study in th is chap ter is concerned w ith non single-photon resonan t excitation 
(A i2 >  Ai/dopp, where Audopp is the Doppler w idth) on the first inpu t wave. This 
removes parasitic linear absorp tion from th is wave and eases the analysis by keeping 
ou t of the rapidly changing refractive index around resonance. Furtherm ore, little 
popula tion transfer is induced allowing simplified pertu rba tion  solutions for the 
atom ic suscectibility. The vapour pressure can be varied widely by changing the 
tem pera tu re  which, as will be discussed below, allows the phase m a tch ing conditions 
to be changed radically. Bo th inpu t lasers, as described earlier, are continuous-
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wave single-frequency sources allowing spectroscopic resolution to  be lim ited only 
by Doppler broadening on the Zeeman sub-levels and allowing the system  to  se ttle 
to steady-state.
If phase m a tch ing is neglected, the overall powers of the two rou tes are still 
no t equal under similar vapour and inpu t laser conditions as the m a trix  elements 
for the various transitions are different. The DQD rou te has a m a trix  element 
produc t of about 1/25 of th a t for the DDQ rou te which fundam en tally reduces 
powers on th is rou te. Furtherm ore, as the sum frequency wave is produced on a 
dipole-allowed transition it is vulnerable to re-absorption which will further reduce 
and lim it ou tpu t on th is rou te. This work, though, concerns itself with the detailed 
changes in behaviour between the two rou tes, principally in the phase m a tch ing 
behaviour, as opposed to comparing their m axim um  powers, as they are taken as 
typical, ra ther than  specific, examples of their transition systems. The results have 
wide relevance in the design of frequency converters to shorter wavelengths than 
those produced here (which could be done using m odern nonlinear crystals) and 
give an in teresting insight in to  the feedback of the atom ic transition  scheme on the 
param e tric process, dic tating th a t the choice of such transition  circuits canno t be 
arbitrary.
4 .2 . P h ase  M atch in g  in  V apours
The principle difference in opera tion between the two resonan t enhancem en t schemes 
considered in th is chap ter manifests in their susceptibility to phase m ism atch. The 
refractive index conditions experienced by the th ree waves in the process differs sub- I
s tan tially  between the two routes and causes some suprising results to be obtained.
Before considering the experim en tal results, the factors governing phase m atch ing 
in vapours are reviewed. Thereafter, the different theore tical calculations of the 
predic ted ou tpu t variations are sum m arised and some results displayed to show the 
effects of im portan t param eters. The dep th  of the study was necessary to adequa tely
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explain the observations and the work considerably ex tends the previous study of 
phase m a tch ing in vapour phase sum frequency mixing of Poustie and D unn [8 , 9].
As well as conservation of energy, which d ic tates the relation: W3 =  wi wg, 
conservation of m om en tum  m ust also be satisfied in the nonlinear process. The 
m om en tum  of a photon is given by ^k,-, where k, is the appropria te wavevector for
the photon, and hence we have the following condition:
ks =  k i +  kg (4.3)
for efficient generation. If th is condition is no t satisfied the waves experience phase
slippage and, for a plane wave in the absense of pum p depletion, the power generated 
in the sum frequency wave follows the expression [14|:
sin2 (AM')
where I is the vapour leng th, M  the particle density and the phase m ism atch, AA;, 
is defined, for collinear beam s, as:
A k  —  k ^  —  k \  —  k
-  ( 2  " S  ~ S )
W ith in  the above equation the sho rthand n,- refers to the refractive index experienced 
by the wave a t u;, in the vapour.
4.2.1. M ethods of Phase M ism atch Control
There are various m e thods of phase m ism atch control open to the experim en ter. 
Poustie [8 ] reviews these and they are briefly summarised below. The first, atom ic 
dispersion is not stric tly  speaking a control mechanism, it is the original spanner in 
the works th a t the o thers try  to  re-dress.
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A tom ic D ispersion
In the region of an atom ic transition the refractive index of the vapour is altered 
by the a tom ic polarisation induced in response to  the propagating wave. A good 
approxim ation for the refractive index experienced by a non-resonant wave with 
wavelength A, is the Sellmeier equation [3]:
( « )
The sum proceeds over all atom ic states of relevance w ith f i j  the oscillator streng th  
of the transition, o,- the fractional popula tion of the lower level, A,j the transition 
wavelength and — 2.818 X  10“ ^^m, the classical electron radius.
Therefore, the waves will experience differing refractive indices due to their tun­
ing, and close tuning to a transition  is likely to  lead to a substan tial phase mism atch. 
Furtherm ore, the dependence on A f implies th a t at low particle densities the phase 
m ism atch will be m inimal bu t it shall increase linearly as the density rises.
Buffer Gas C om pensation
The addition of a substan tial quan tity  of buffer gas can com pensa te for a phase 
m ism atch if A k  < 0 w ithout it [15]. This is because the refractive index of an inert 
gas a t the wavelengths of in terest is always positive. Generally the quan tities of 
buffer gas required are fairly high and can lead to significant collisional dephasing 
of the sum frequency coherence. Changing the vapour tem pera tu re  or wavelengths 
involved implies changing the buffer gas pressure to  m atch, which compels precise 
control of the partia l pressure of the two gases, a difficult experim en tal requirem en t. 
However, where wavelengths are fixed th is m e thod can be used profitably.
N on-collinear B eam s
If A k  is originally negative, once again, non-collinear inpu t beams can com pensate 
[12]. Since m om en tum  is a vector quan tity  the two inpu t wavevectors can be in tro­
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duced to the m edium  a t an appropria te angle to  remove A k .  Unfortunately, this 
also shortens the in terac tion leng th over which the crossing beam s overlap w ith in the 
vapour. For the continuous-wave laser sources used here, often focused, the reduc­
tion in pa th  leng th would outweigh any benefits from non-collinear phase m a tch ing 
[8],
P eriodic P hase M atching
If the sum frequency process is induced by a transverse field, reversing this field jus t 
before the sum frequency wave back-coverts, ie. at each coherence length, can lead 
to a continual grow th in the ou tpu t wave [16]. Experim en tally, reversing the field 
repea tedly in a short region can be hard  to  realise and a fixed electrode geometry 
can only com pensate for a fixed phase mism atch.
Intensity  D ependent R efractive Index
The nonlinear refractive index, given by n =  no -f- ng /, can be used to change the 
refractive index of the vapour. Unfortunately, the in tensity required is generally 
very high (in the order of several hundred M W cm “ )^ and quite outside the realms 
of the continuous-wave powers used here.
Therefore, in all experim en ts an appreciation of the effects of atom ic dispersion 
is param oun t as the la tter two m e thods above may be ruled ou t completely for many 
experim en ts and the o ther two can only com pensate for a fixed negative A k .  Atom ic 
dispersion, on the o ther hand, is always present and changing with wavelengths 
and vapour pressure throughout all experim ents. This work will concen trate on its 
effects. If necessary one of the control mechanisms can then  be added to  a wave 
mixing process to improve its efficiency if control of atom ic dispersion is not possible.
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4.2.2. A tom ic D ispersion  on th e D D Q  route
The wavelengths used in the DDQ rou te are 589, 819 and 343nm. Of these, there is 
a significant refractive index deviation only on the 589nm inpu t wave. The 819nm 
wave is near resonan t w ith a dipole allowed transition bu t there is little popula tion 
in the lower (3P) level and, therefore, little dispersion associated with it. The 
343nm wave is resonan t w ith a transition  with population in its lower s ta te  bu t th a t 
transition is only quadrupole allowed and as such, has a very weak m a trix  element 
which makes refractive index con tribu tions m inimal (approxim ately 2 or 3 orders of 
m agnitude lower).
The refractive index con tribu tion around the 589nm area was calculated using 
the Sellemeier equation, in tegra ted for inhomogeneous broadening, and the per atom  
phase m ism atch it produces on the wave a t wi is shown in figure 4.3. It shows the two 
strong resonances corresponding to  the fine struc tu re com ponents of the 3P level and 
the crossover between them . This crossover is useful and allows the experim en ter to 
set the con tribu tion to  the phase m ism atch to  be positive, negative or zero by tuning 
the laser around the doublet. Con tribu tions from o ther dipole-allowed transitions 
in the vapour are negligible for wavelengths th is close to these strong lines.
Therefore, in the DDQ rou te the to ta l phase m ism atch has only one m ajor con­
tribu tion  and m ay be approxim ated by A k  —AA i^, where A k i = 27r(ni — 1)/A i, 
as the o ther two waves experience a refractive index of essentially unity. Control of 
th is may be exercised by the tuning of the dye laser and altering the particle density 
of the vapour.
4.2.3. A tom ic D ispersion on th e D Q D  route
The DQD scheme, however, has two m ain sources of relevant atom ic dispersion. 
Firstly, the 589nm wave experiences the influence of the 3S-3P transition as detailed 
in the previous subsection. However, now the ou tpu t, 330nm, wave is resonant 
w ith a dipole-allowed transition to  the ground s ta te and sustains a fairly strong
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F igure 4.3: The per atom  phase m ism atch, —Afci/AT, con tribu tion from the dye 
laser wave due to the 3S-3P transitions in sodium. (W avelength axis is for vacuum 
values.)
refractive index pertu rba tion  also. The 4P level is split by fine coupling in to two 
sublevels, the 4Pi/2 and the 4 P 3 /2  which are separa ted by 168GHz. Due to th is 
wide separation they can be considered independen tly and we use the 4P 1 /2  level 
in the work below. The per a tom  con tribu tion to the overall phase m ism a tch from 
th is transition, A ks, is shown in figure 4.4 for an applied transverse m agnetic field 
of 0.27T. This was calcula ted including the positions of all the Zeeman sub-levels 
involved in the transition  and Doppler broadening. It consists of two close Zeeman 
split sublevel clusters which lead to  the overall asym m etric double resonance shape. 
The overall m agnitude of the refractive index change is sm aller than  th a t for the 
3S-3P transition due to the lower oscillator streng th  for the transition  and the  much 
shorter range of the abscissa axis should be noted. The asym m e try caused by the two 
closely spaced contribu tions leads to im portan t effects and should be appreciated. 
The wave a t 751nm experiences very little refractive index as it is resonant w ith a 
dipole-forbidden transition with m inim al lower level population.
W hereas for the DDQ scheme the  phase m ism atch is set by the dye laser tuning
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F igure 4.4: The per a tom  phase m ism atch con tribu tion from the ou tpu t wave due 
to the 4P-3S transition in sodium. (A 12 constan t.)
rela tive to the 3S-3P transition  which varies very little during a scan across two- 
photon resonance, the DQD phase m ism atch varies swiftly during a scan over two- 
photon resonance due to the ou tpu t transition  con tribu tion. During such a scan the 
phase m ism atch will be m odula ted due to  Aka  and will sit on a fairly steady offset 
determ ined by AA:i. As I shall show later the relative m agnitudes of these two can 
lead to radical effects, bu t for now, consider the two regimes shown in figure 4 .5 . 
Bo th traces show the to tal per a tom  phase m ism atch, A k / N "  ~  { l /A f) {Aka  — Ak^)^ 
for a scan across two-photon resonance bu t for different dye laser wavelengths as 
shown above each graph. In the left-hand trace the offset on the m odulation is suf­
ficient th a t phase m a tch ing is never achieved a t appreciable vapour densities, while 
on the right-hand, phase m a tch ing is achieved on one sub-com ponent only. Once 
the vapour density is sufficient th a t the m odulation in A k  is over a few phase m a tch 
m inim a this phase m a tch poin t will give one subcomponent a d istinc t advantage in 
conversion efficiency and will lead to  a severe distortion in the ou tpu t lineshape.
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F igure 4.5: Two sample areas of operation for the DQD rou te. On the left, phase 
m ism atch is no t achieved a t reasonable densities, while on the right, it is always, 
bu t only for parts of one subcom ponent. (Wavelengths quo ted, here and th roughout 
th is chap ter are vacuum values.)
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4.3 . P h ase  M atch  B eh aviou r C alcu lation s
Three useful phase m a tch  behaviour calculations used la ter will be reviewed here. 
They become progressively m ore general starting  with the assum p tion of plane waves 
and then  ex tending to  gaussian beam s w ith equal confocal param e ters and focii and 
ending w ith two arb itrary  gaussian beams.
4.3.1. P lane W ave
By the in tegration of plane waves propagating in a m edium  of constan t phase mis­
m a tch, Aky  the behaviour of the sum frequency power w ith particle density, W , or 
in terac tion leng th, /, is [14]:
sin  ^ (Ps oc (4.7)
(^ )
In th is, Pi and P2 are the powers of the two inpu t waves. For a vapour with readily 
changeable particle density it can be m ore useful to  re-express th is in term s of the 
per atom  phase m ism atch deno ted by A k ' ,  where A k '  — AkJA f ,  and we have:
This removes the “h idden” dependence of A k  on Af. Thus a t low particle densities, 
ie. when Af A k ' l j 2  <C tt, we can simplify equation 4.8 to:
oc PiPgW'Z" (4.9)
In th is condition the rise of F3 will then be proportional to  the square of the particle 
density and, la ter, after the first phase m a tch ing m axim a the power will experience
sine squared oscillations. This behaviour is shown in figure 4.6 against increasing
tem pera tu re w ith the particle density following equation 3.2. The functional form 
is the same for bo th  A k  > 0  and A k  < 0 and the oscillations merely s ta r t at lower 
tem pera tu res for regions of greater
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F igure 4,6: Plane wave phase m a tch ing behaviour for increasing tem pera tu re  for 
Ai =  588.6nm in the DDQ rou te.
4.3.2. Identical Focused G aussian B eam s
If the inpu t waves are focused in to the vapour cell such th a t the confocal param e ter 
is approxim ately equal to or less than  the vapour leng th the assum p tion of plane 
waves is no longer valid. The focused gaussian beams alter the behaviour of the 
process in two main ways. Firstly, due to  the propagation in and ou t of the focus 
a certa in non-collinear elem ent is in troduced to  the originally collinear inpu t beams 
which leads to  the op tim um  confocal param e ter to length ra tio  to  be 1:2.84 [17]. 
Secondly, a wave propagating through a focus is phase re tarded in comparison to 
an unfocused wave by tt radians. In the SFM process th is transla tes to  a phase 
slippage w ith in the sum  frequency beam  where there was none before. If bo th  the 
inpu t beams propagate completely through a focus they are bo th  re tarded  by tt 
radians. The sum frequency wave will then  be generated after the focus w ith  a 27T 
phase lag compared to  the plane wave case, assuming no phase m ism atch { A k  =  0) 
in th a t case. The SFM wave genera ted before the focus will accum ula te only a tt 
lag from propagation through the focus and will therefore have a tt lead compared 
to  the wave generated after the focus.
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It is due to  th is th a t the behav iour is no longer sym m e trical for A k  positive or 
negative. If A k  > 0 the first m ax im um  is reduced in size as it takes less inpu t wave 
phase m ism atch to  add on to  the sum frequency slippage and reach the first m inim a 
and for A k  < 0 the first m ax im um  is increased as it takes additional m ism atch to 
offset the tt lead and reach the first m inim a. The m axim um  power is produced for 
A k  negative in a strongly focused situation.
T he formal theory of phase m a tch ing for second harm onic generation and sum 
frequency mixing was presen ted by Boyd and Kleinman [17]. Their expression for 
the sum frequency power, simplified for a medium  with no absorp tion or double 
refraction (relevant for off-resonant processes in a vapour), is:
P3 0cPiP2lh{cT,^,fl) (4.10)
where the function /i(cr, fi) contains the phase m a tch ing inform ation. The three 
param eters are: cr =  —(l/2)6Afc, the phase mismatch*; ^ = l/b, the focal streng th; 
and fi — (/ —2 /) / / ,  rela ting to the focal position, / .  Using these, /i(cr, (^,/i) is defined 
as:
/  '7T^ '\ 1 AYTïfî lT'T-l ^ (4.11)
This is best converted to  separa te real and im aginary parts for numerical evaluation 
as follows:
, . . . /  1 \  K(i+/^) cos e rr-f-r  sin <rr , , sin <jr — r  cos a r  , ^
+ (4.12)
Examples of focused phase m a tch ing behaviour are given in figure 4.7 using the 
above analysis. P lane wave behaviour is overlaid on the same graphs and equivalent 
axis scales are used. They clearly show the advantage to be gained in ou tpu t power 
by focusing and how negative A k  leads to  greater powers in the first m ax im a. (The 
focusing param e ter used is ^ — 3 which is roughly th a t obta ined by use of a 20cm 
lens in the experim en t.)
'A  m inus sign lias been introduced here due to the different definition of Ak  in [17]
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F igure 4.7: Focused phase m a tch ing behaviour with increasing particle density for 
Ai =  588.6nm (A/j > 0) and Ai =  590.4nm [ A k  < 0) in the DDQ rou te for focusing 
param e ters of: ^ =  0.1 (do tted line) to  approxim ate plane waves; and =  3 (solid 
line) for focusing.
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4.3 .3 . A rbitrary Focused G aussian B eam s
Phase m a tch ing behaviour is calcula ted for beams of different confocal param e ters by 
C uba and Falk [18] bu t the most general approach is by Lago, H ilber and W allenstein 
[19, 20] who consider wave mixing w ith an arb itrary  num ber of different gaussian 
beam s in an arb itrary  gas density d istribu tion.
The full theory is, unsurprisingly, very involved bu t if the op tim isation param e ter 
considered is the density of the gas the behav iour of the process w ith phase m ism a tch 
may be described by the dimensionless function, where:
G<") =  (4.13)
The superscrip t n  refers to the num ber of inpu t waves and allows results to be 
gained for different order processes. Here n =  2 and we assume a top-hat density 
d istribu tion of the form:
V (z )  =  I  ^  -  I  (4.14)
[ 0  for |z| >  ^
where the origin of the 2: axis is taken a t the centre of the oven of leng th I. O ther 
density d istribu tions were considered and a 0  to tt sine curve im plem en ted, bu t the 
results only differed slightly and so will no t be discussed here. Using the vapour 
distribu tion as above and simplifying the functions for second-order sum frequency 
mixing the function may be expressed as:
.b iAk  
— I — - — u du dr'
(4.15)
where
a[u,e'^) — [1 — — C j)^ (u )](l-1- 2£ i) ( l - f  262)
( t\  ^ 3  [61^1 (1  4- ^€2) -f- 62^2 (1  4- ^^1)]
W --------------- ^ K 4 ) ----------------
A(«) =  - ^ +1 T  ici 1 -f- ic2 
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Normalised confocal param e ters and wavevectors have been used, with the defini­
tions bj — bi/bj and kj — k j /ks ,  and furtherm ore, the following o ther definitions are 
incorporated:
2^ =  ^2 (^ 1  — 2 AZ2 ) ; A z2 —
F inally, the focal positions for the two gaussian inpu t beam s are 2:0,1 and 2:0 ,2* The 
function is then evaluated num erically by in tegrating over the vapour pa th  (u) and 
then the beam  profile radius (F).
This theory then allows us to calculate how unequal confocal param e ters affect 
the phase m a tch ing behaviour. For our single-lens experim en t the confocal param ­
eters for the two beam s are no t equal and no a ttem p t was m ade to m atch them . 
For a 20cm lens the confocal param e ters were 61 =  3.6cm and 62 == 2.5cm and these 
values are used in figure 4.8 to predic t the ou tpu t. Also shown in the same graph 
are the curves for equal confocal param e ters and it can be seen th a t the m ism atch 
does no t significantly alter the functional profile or the m agnitude.
The focal position is approxim ately the same for the two beam s bu t may be 
easily moved w ith in the oven by changing the distance of the lens from the oven 
window. Th is proved to be a very im portan t param e ter and th e  effect of moving 
the focal position w ith in the 10cm vapour region is shown in figure 4.9 for the same 
wavelengths as previously. W hen the focus is no t cen tral the m inim a tend to  be less 
pronounced as the vapour is no longer d istribu ted sym m e trically abou t the focus 
and com plete cancellation is impossible. The phase shift on going through the focus 
is partly  moved ou tside the vapour region and so bo th curves tend to  a similar form 
as the difference between positive and negative phase m ism atch is reduced.
An advantage of th is formalism for phase m a tch calculations is the in tegration 
over the beam  profile. The in tegration may easily be removed and the ou tpu t 
beam  profile displayed. Figure 4.10 shows the beam profile a t the ou tpu t window 
of the oven and it can be seen to be of gaussian-like form. No ring struc tu res or 
unusual beam  profiles were produced for sum frequency mixing calculations under
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F igure 4.8: Theoretical calculations for phase m a tch ing behav iour a t Ai =  588.59nm 
{A k  > 0) and Ai =  590.09nm { A k  < 0) using the confocal param e ters displayed in 
the legend.
any conditions tried, however, such profiles m ay be found in difference frequency 
mixing [20].
4.4 . In itia l E xp er im en ts
To begin with, before looking a t the phase m a tch ing behaviour in detail, the conven­
tional, low particle density behaviour of the sum frequency schemes are presented. 
O u tpu t lineshapes for bo th  rou tes are predic ted and com pared to observations. 
Thereafter, the m axim um  conversion efficiency measured — and the conditions re­
quired for achieving it — is stated.
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Figure 4.9: Phase m a tch ing behaviour w ith changing focal position, / ,  in the oven, 
rela tive to  the oven centre. The confocal param e ters 6 % =  3.6cm and 62 =  2.5cm 
were used and all the curves are normalised to  unit height to show the changing 
form.
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Figure 4.10: The theore tical ou tpu t sum  frequency mixing beam  profile against the 
beam  radius a t the oven end for Ai =  590.09nm, at a vapour tem pera tu re  of 300°C 
and confocal param e ters as above.
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4.4 .1 . Low Power Behaviour
At low vapour tem pera tu re, transverse m agnetic field, and laser powers the non 
single-photon resonant sum  frequency ou tpu t power varies as follows [4, 8]:
Ps oc (4.16)
Th is expression is true for bo th  rou tes and was experim en tally verified. The experi­
m en tal dependence on inpu t laser powers is shown in figure 4.11 for the DQD rou te 
and can be seen to  be linear against either laser power. The rise of SFM power with 
the square of the particle density constitutes figure 4.12, m easured here on the DDQ 
rou te, a t tem pera tu res below the onset of significant phase m ism atch. The rise of 
the ou tpu t power w ith transverse field (figure 4.13) was m easured a t the cen tre of 
the lineshape and clearly shows the quadra tic rise un til the line profile s ta rts to  split 
in to two com ponents [4].
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; The ou tpu t sum frequency power variation w ith inpu t laser powers,Figure 4.11 
m easured on the DQD rou te
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F igure 4.12: The ou tpu t sum frequency power variation w ith particle density (or 
equivalently vapour tem pera tu re), m easured on the DDQ route.
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Figure 4.13; The ou tpu t sum frequency power variation with transverse m agnetic 
field streng th. M easured a t the centre of the DDQ line-profile and fitted with a 
quad ra tic for the first 8 experim en tal points.
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4.4.2. L ineshapes
The lineshapes of the two routes, when detuned from the in term edia te level, m ay be 
calcula ted by an in tegral pertu rba tion  solution to the density m atrix . The formalism 
is quite complex as it m ust incorpora te the effects of the m agnetic field on the level 
energies and transition streng ths. Once again, an in tegration over the Doppler profile 
is required and a knowledge of the operative selection rules is needed. Theory for 
second harm onic generation is given by Uchiki [13], and separa tely by Sinclair [4], 
and th is has been generalised for sum  frequency mixing by Shepherd [10]. Due to 
the complexity of the final result it is no t s ta ted  here and the reader is direc ted to 
the  cited works.
The theore tical expressions were evaluated by com pu ter and the results for in­
creasing m agnetic field streng ths on the DDQ rou te are given in figure 4.14. They 
are very similar to  those for second harm onic generation unless the dye laser is tuned 
quite close to  one of the 3P levels when different routes can be selectively enhanced 
and the trace may become quite asym m etrical. The lineshape was observed by 
scanning the dye laser and the experim en tal results for the same m agnetic fields as 
the theory are displayed in figure 4.15. The agreement is very good and the use of 
single-frequency sources rewarded. It should be noted th a t the DDQ lineshape a t 
high m agnetic fields is no t merely two Doppler broadened lines bu t two clusters of 
closely spaced sublevel transitions. Furtherm ore, the DDQ lineshape is observed to 
be unaffected by any phase m ism atch as scanning across two-photon resonance does 
no t change A k  significantly.
For the DQD rou te the theore tical calculations followed a similar line bu t w ith
the different transitions (3S-3P-4P i/2) involved. However, observation of the basic 1lineshape proved to be quite difficult due to phase m a tch ing m odulations which will 
be discussed in detail la ter. However, at low tem pera tu res an approxim ation to 
the lineshape could be gained before the signal levels becam e too low to detect. A 
comparison of theory and experim en t is shown in figure 4.16 for th ree m agnetic field
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F igure 4.14: Theoretically predic ted SFM ou tpu t lineshapes for the DDQ rou te a t 
0.0225, 0.045, 0.09, 0.135, 0.18, 0.225, 0.27, 0.315 and 0.36 Tesla m agnetic fields, 
labeled 1 to 9 in order.
5  600
CL 200
I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I
Dye Laser Tuning1.5GHz
Figure 4.15: Experim en tally observed SFM ou tpu t lineshapes for the DDQ rou te 
for the same m agnetic fields as the theore tical traces. Confocal m arks of frequency 
separation 1.5GHz are shown below the figure to provide a frequency scale.
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streng ths and shows reasonable agreement.
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Figure 4.16: On the left theory, and on the right experim en t for the DQD rou te 
lineshapes a t 0.18, 0.27 and 0.45 Tesla m agnetic fields. Confocal markers of l.ôGH-z 
separation are shown under the experim en tal trace.
4.4.3, M axim um  O utput C onditions
For m axim um  efficiency of conversion to  the sum frequency wave the dye laser 
should be tuned on to resonance w ith the 3S-3P transition to  gain single-photon 
enhancem en t as well as two-photon enhancem ent. For the DDQ rou te, with the 
stronger transition m a trix  elements, some effort was expended to m axim ise the 
conversion efficiency and the conditions for m axim um  conversion are detailed below. 
The efficiency of the DQD scheme was typically around two orders of m agnitude 
below the o ther one for th ree reasons. F irstly  the m a trix  elem ent produc t was 
around 1/25 of the o ther rou te. Secondly the ou tpu t was genera ted on a dipole- 
allowed transition, and hence, was subjec t to re-absorption. This is a common 
problem in four-wave sum  frequency mixing and lim its the ou tpu t at some balance 
between generation and absorption. Lastly phase m ism atch effects were harder to
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control and the tolerance on the correct tuning, when close to resonance, was very 
tight.
For the DDQ scheme the m axim um  ou tpu t power de tec ted was l l f i W  for cw 
inpu t powers of 140 and 300mW on the dye and Ti:sapph ire lasers, respectively. ï
This was measured using a  calibra ted UV-100 photod iode and was sufficient for 
a  deep blue spot to be visible to  the naked eye when im aged on a card (figure 
4.17). From the focusing and vapour leng th the estim a ted effective non-linearity was 
around 0.5pmV"^. This is grea ter than some nonlinear crystals, eg. KDP, despite 
use of the quadrupole transition. The conditions for th is conversion were however 
quite tight. The vapour tem pera tu re  was 230-240*^0 and a 20cm focusing lens was 
used. The dye laser was strongly absorbed on resonance and could no t pene tra te 
the en tire oven length. Th is parasitic absorption reduced the in terac tion leng th and, 
therefore, the efficiency. However, use of a strong m agnetic field (approx. 0.27 Tesla) 
split the sub-components of the transition  apart by more than the Doppler w id th 
and by tuning the lasers w ithin the com ponents the m axim um  power was observed.
A compromise between absorp tion and close detuning appeared to  be struck a t the 
best points.
C hap ter 6 will propose a m e thod for removing th is parasitic absorp tion on res­
onance and further im proving th is efficiency by using electrom agnetically-induced 
transparency.
4.5 . T h e D ip o le-D ip o le-Q u a d ru p o le  Schem e
The two rou tes differ in m axim um  conversion efficiencies, bu t more in terestingly in 
term s of the role of phase mism atching. A theore tical model was developed, which 
explains well the effects of each transition. Separate sections are used for reporting 
on the study of the two routes due to  the ra ther different approach taken due to  the 
different circumstances.
The behaviour of the DDQ rou te with phase m ism atch was stud ied by raising
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F igure 4.17: The blue flourescence induced on a card by the 342nm ou tpu t wave 
imaged a t the end of the oven.
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the oven tem pera tu re and following the ou tpu t power variation. The Tirsapph ire 
laser was continually scanned back and forth  in a swift dead-reckoned scan so th a t 
the m axim um  ou tpu t power was always registered, countering the  problem  of laser 
drift on th is unstab ilised system. Unfocused and focused beam s were stud ied and 
the deviations from theore tically predic ted behaviour analysed.
4.5.1. P lane W ave B ehaviour
W hen unfocused the near-collim ated laser ou tpu t beams were a good approxim ation 
to  plane waves. By tuning the dye laser wavelength to  various poin ts around the 3P 
levels A A: could be chosen in sign and as the oven tem pera tu re  was increased jAib| 
would increase a t a ra te  determ ined by the per atom  phase m ism atch con tribu tion. 
Figure 4.18 shows two such results w ith the experim en tal poin ts overlaid by the 
theore tical fit for a positive (left) and negative (right) phase m ism a tch region. The 
oscillations have very good con trast w ith well defined m inim a and are quite regular. 
The value of the per a tom  con tribu tion to  |AA;j was increased experim en tally and 
the oscillations were seen to set in a t lower tem pera tu res and m ore would be seen 
in a given high tem pera tu re  range. The slight fall off in m axim um  am plitude a t 
high tem pera tu res could be due to  dephasing effects w ith high particle densities, 
absorp tion from sodium dimers [8] or uneven vapour densities a t high tem pera tu res 
where only a degree or two separates the peaks and troughs.
The A k  =  0 poin t at 589.555nm (vacuum) between the two 3P sublevels was 
also experim en tally investigated, and the result shown in figure 4.19. The rise in 
power with tem pera tu re is unbroken and continued to  the m axim um  tem pera tu re  
allowed for our appara tus. This poin t is po ten tially very useful for vapour-phase sum 
frequency mixing and allows the use of dense, high tem pera tu re  gases giving good 
conversion efficiency w ith low inpu t and ou tpu t wave a ttenua tion. Such doublet 
struc tu res give the near-ideal situation of close resonant enhancem en t and precise 
phase m ism atch control. The m axim um  conversion efficiency reached would be
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F igure 4.18: Experim en tally observed plane wave phase m a tch ing behav iour for the 
DDQ route. The solid line is the theore tical predictions and the crosses the experi­
m en tal points. (Due to the poor correspondance between indicated tem pera tu re and 
vapour tem pera tu re in the appara tus, the experim en tal results on the left hand trace 
were fitted to the peak and dip positions by a smooth tem pera tu re  offset curve. The 
same curve was used on the right hand trace with good m atch ing of the oscillations.)
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determ ined by: dephasing elfects, especially on the ou tpu t coherence; the accuracy 
of tuning to the A  A: =  0  point; and the parasitic effects of the rising sodium dim er 
density.
Ak=0
t
280 300 320 340 360 380
Estim ated Vapour Tem perature (°C)
F igure 4.19: Experim en tally observed steady rise in SFM power a t the A A: =  0 poin t 
between the 3P levels, =  589.55nm.
4.5.2. Focused Input B eam s
As predic ted theoretically focusing the beam s into the vapour oven radically altered 
the phase m a tch ing behaviour. Various lenses were used from a 40cm lens (6 i =  
14cm, 62 =  10cm) for a weak focus to a 20cm lens (61 =  3.6cm, 62 =  2.5cm) for a 
tighter focus. Most results will be presen ted for the la tter as the effects were more 
no table for th is lens and the powers were higher due to the proxim ity of the focusing 
param e ters to the ideal 2.84 as quo ted in [17].
Figure 4.20 shows the m easured ou tpu t power variation w ith tem pera tu re in a 
positive (left) and negative (right) phase m ism atch region. These should be com­
pared to the theore tical predictions in figure 4.8 and show the main features ex­
pected. The first peak is shifted, com pared to the plane wave position (see [10] for 
an experim en tal proof of th is), as expected, and is small for A A: > 0 and large for
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F igure 4.20: Experim en tally observed phase m a tch behaviour for inpu t beam s fo­
cused w ith a 20cm lens.
Functionally the fit is quite good for positive phase m ism atch, w ith ju s t the m in­
im a no t being of as good con trast as expected, bu t poorer for the negative m ism atch 
case. This regime showed very radical changes with the experim en tal param e ters 
while the positive m ism atch variations did no t change significantly from the form 
shown in the previous figure. The five most im portan t param e ters governing the be­
haviour were found em pirically to be: the sign of A ^, the s treng th  of focusing, the 
position of the focus, the vapour uniform ity and, to a lesser ex ten t, the collinearity 
of the beams. The difference between the confocal param e ters of the two beams 
could not be controlled in the single-lens experim en t and from theory presen ted ear­
lier should have little functional effect. Beam distortions could also be presen t but 
deliberate astigm atism  in troduced on the dye laser beam  had little effect, nor did 
spatial filtering. Of the five m ain param e ters listed above, the first two m atched well 
between theory and experim en t. Less strong focusing produced ou tpu ts com parable 
to relevant theory and the differences poin ted out for the sign of A/c above are again
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as predicted.
The process, however, proved to  be very sensitive to  changes in the focal position. 
As the lens was moved rela tive to  the  oven window the focal position was moved in 
the vapour and four traces taken a t various positions are shown in figure 4.21 for a 
negative m ism a tch region, as the effects were stronger here. The predic ted ex trem es 
are close to observations w ith regular oscillations of low con trast. W hen moved 
abou t the oven centre the ou tpu t power variations show some strong similarities to 
theory (cf. figure 4.9) bu t are never an exact m atch. Inaccuracies in measuring the 
focal position are likely bu t no t on the scale of more than  a  cen tim e tre’s tolerance, 
suggesting some vapour asym m etry in the appara tus. This would act very like an 
offset in focal position as the process would no t be the same on either side of the 
focus and exact cancellation could no t occur.
+ 3 cm
+ lc m
—3 cm
In crea s in g  V apour T em p era tu re  (n o n lin ea r )
Figure 4.21: Experim en tally observed ou tpu t power behaviour w ith increasing tem ­
pera tu re for Ai =  590.10nm, a 20cm lens and focal position offsets from the oven 
cen tre as shown.
Vapour uniform ity could also be suspect in the radial direction as well. This 
was implied by observations of sample portions of the ou tpu t beam  using a  pinhole. 
W hen this was done different portions of the beam  acted as if experiencing different
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phase m ism atches, w ith m ax im a and m inim a occurring displaced in tem pera tu re  
for different points. The traces did, however, have good con trast oscillations and î
looked similar to  theore tical predictions for focused behaviour, bu t for a focusing 
param e ter a b it less than  the one expected. In tegra tion of these different regions 
over the whole ou tpu t beam , giving the to ta l ou tpu t power, would explain the poor 
con trast oscillations and the deviations between theory and experim en t. None of 
the theories considered above took in to account possible AA: variations in a radial 
direction and so could no t predic t the results of this. However, the  unfocused phase 
m a tch ing traces appeared im mune to  such problems and so the problem  is unlikely 
to  be completely due to  a radial change in vapour density. It is as if there is a radial 
effect overlooked in the calculations or being in troduced in the experim en t giving 
th is m ix of different A  A: values seen in the ou tpu t beam.
The most striking way of observing these radial effects was to  look at the ou tpu t 
beam  profile using a CCD cam era to record the sum frequency beam  profile at 
different tem pera tu res. The fundam en tal inpu t waves were filtered off and the results 
for the sum frequency beam  is shown are figure 4.22, w ith cross-sections shown in 
figure 4.23. At low tem pera tu res, before the first phase m a tch  peak, the beam  
profile consists of one gaussian-like fea tu re as expected and predic ted (cf. figure 
4.10). However, a t high tem pera tu res, above the first phase m a tch  peak, a broken 
ring was seen to move outwards from the cen tral m axim um  and die away. As the 
tem pera tu re continued to rise, a subsequent second ring appeared and expanded.
By changing the alignment of the beams the ring geom etry could be changed to 
a fringe pa ttern  in the plane of the misalignment and back again. Therefore, we 
concluded th a t the problem was no t due to non-collinearity and the beams were 
well aligned for the most radially sym m etric situation. T he incorpora tion of the 
effects of th is radial change in phase m ism atch into theory is not a ttem p ted  here 
bu t the results displayed suggest th a t very careful consideration m ust be paid to the 
vapour conditions if theory is to  predic t accurately observations under conditions of 
appreciable focusing.
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F igure 4.22: The SFM ou tpu t beam  profile for focused inpu t waves a t low (left) 
and high (right) tem pera tu res clearly showning the beam  breakup due to  phase 
m ism atch ing effects.
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Figure 4.23: Cross-sections through the SFM beam profiles for low tem pera tu res on 
the left, and high tem pera tu res on the right.
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4.6 . T h e D ip o le-Q u a d ru p o le-D ip o le  S chem e
As discussed above, the DQD rou te contains two transitions th a t significantly con­
trib u te  to  the phase m ism atching. This results in considerably “d is to rted” lineshapes 
being observed as the phase m ism a tch m ust change during a scan of either laser. 
Theory is developed which gives a good qualitative description of the presen ted 
experim en tal results.
4.6.1. L ineshape A lterations due to  Phase M ism atching
W hile in the DDQ rou te it is possible to set the phase m ism a tch by the coarse 
tuning of the dye laser alone, th is it no t the case for the DQD rou te. Now, as 
discussed previously, the scan across two-photon resonance introduces a second sig­
nificant variation in phase mism atch. As it would be experim en tally difficult to set 
the Ti:sapph ire laser accurately to  a given phase m ism atch due to  the swift change 
across resonance the results discussed here will be for scans across two-photon res­
onance. Moreover, no difference between results taken in th is rou te for increasing 
tem pera tu re and the previous rou te would be expected.
W hen the two-photon de tuning is scanned across resonance, by a scan of either 
laser (bu t in th is work the dye laser), the Zeeman split lineshape would be expected 
to  be observed. However, due to  phase m ism atch ing — and the rapid change of 
th is — what is observed is the lineshape m odulated strongly by phase m a tch ing 
changes. In order to  predic t the ou tpu t a numerical model was developed. This 
takes the SFM lineshape, as calculated from detailed theory (see subsection 4.4.2) 
and m odulates the lineshape w ith the result of a phase m a tch ing prediction for the 
relevant A k  at each detuning point. The phase m ism atch theory used was th a t of 
Boyd and Kleinman [17] (see subsection 4.3.2) for a focusing param e ter of if =  3 
and is close enough to gain a good insight in to the expected result.
The controlling param e ters are the tem pera tu re of the vapour and the tuning of 
the dye laser. This second param e ter is critical to the behaviour of the ou tpu t. If
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the offset provided by the nearly s ta tic  AA;i is small (ie. Ai ~  589.5nm) then  phase 
m a tch ing will occur a t one or more poin ts during the scan. If, on the o ther hand, the 
tuning of the dye laser is such th a t the offset from A k i  outweighs the m odulation 
from Ak^  then phase m a tch ing is never achieved and the m axim um  ou tpu t power 
is lim ited. Figures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 display results of these calculations for the 
indica ted dye laser wavelengths. In the first two, the offset from A k i  is sufficient so 
th a t perfect phase m a tch ing is never achieved in a scan. The peaks can be seen to
340°C
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Dye Laser Tuning (GHz)
10 ” T15
F igure 4.24: Theoretically predic ted m odula ted ou tpu t lineshapes a t the vapour 
tem pera tu res quoted for a dye laser tuning of Ai =  588.963nm.
be a mass of phase m a tch oscillations a t high tem pera tu res and distorted a t lower 
ones. Also the differences in positive and negative phase m a tch  behaviour can be 
seen. For figure 4.24 the phase m ism atch is positive and as seen previously for this 
case (see figure 4.7) the results tend to  a  steady level a t higher tem pera tu res. For 
figure 4.25 the m ism atch is smaller bu t negative and hence a t th is dye laser tuning 
m axim um  power is recorded a t in term edia te tem pera tu res and drops off" a t high 
order oscillations (cf. figure 4.7).
However, the most intriguing result is for a dye laser tuning of A% =  589.623nm 
(figure 4.26). The appropria te A k  was shown in figure 4.5 and achieves perfect phase
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F igure 4.25: Theoretically predic ted m odula ted ou tpu t lineshapes a t the vapour 
tem pera tu res quo ted for a dye laser tuning of Xi =  589.363nm.
m a tch ing on one subcom ponen t in two places. The predic ted lineshapes are now 
very one sided and an increase in s treng th  w ith the particle density is seen a t the 
phase m a tched points. The o ther, non-phase m a tched, subcom ponen t is dom inated 
completely by the phase m a tched one and drops ou t of view a t higher tem pera tu res. 
At th is tuning then we would expec t to see only one m ain line a t high tem pera tu res.
4.6.2. E xperim ental O bservations
Lineshapes were recorded for the DQD rou te under various vapour tem pera tu res, 
m agnetic fields and dye laser tunings. All showed distortions which changed with 
each param e ter. A 20cm focusing lens was used in the experim en t, which produced 
a confocal param e ter to m atch the theore tical predictions.
Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the lineshape variations as the tem pera tu re was in­
creased for dye laser tunings of Ai =  588.963nm and Ai =  589.363nm, corresponding 
to  the predictions in figures 4.24 and 4.25 respectively. The traces are shown nor­
malised here so th a t the detail can be seen bu t the overall peak power variation
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F igure 4.26: Theoretically predic ted m odulated ou tpu t lineshape a t the vapour 
tem pera tu res quo ted for a dye laser tuning of Ai =  589.623nm.
u -
Dye Laser Tuning
Figure 4.27: Experim en tally observed SFM ou tpu t power for a scan across two- 
photon resonance via a dye laser scan of 21 GHz abou t Ai =  588.963nm a t three 
increasing vapour tem pera tu res (from bo ttom  to top) for a m agnetic field of 0.27 
Tesla. A 1.5GHz confocal m arker provides the frequency scale along the base. Am ­
plitudes have been normalised for ease of viewing.
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F igure 4.28: Experim en tally observed SFM ou tpu t power for a dye laser tuning of 
Ai =  589.363nm. O ther param e ters as before.
w ith tem pera tu re  for fixed laser tunings was also observed. This showed a very 
flat ou tpu t power trace (only a gentle 1 0 - 2 0 % deviation) for the first tuning, figure 
4.27, (a AA; >  0 region), which is as expected for the sm oo thed ou t oscillations a t 
the high tem pera tu re end of such a phase m ism atch region (cf. figure 4.8). For the 
second tuning (figure 4.28) the ou tpu t power went through a d istinc t m ax im um  a t 
about the vapour tem pera tu re of the second trace in the figure and dropped swiftly 
on either side, the o ther two traces in the figure being around 2 0 % of the peak 
am plitude of the cen tral one. This is, once more, as expec ted as the region is a 
AA; <  0  area which accords m axim um  power on the first phase m a tch peak and 
drops thereafter (cf. 4.8). Both figures show distortions to the lineshapes, changing 
w ith tem pera tu re, bu t do no t show any swift oscillations during tuning, thought to 
be due to the same blurring effects as discussed for the DQD rou te. (Focusing was 
used throughout these experim en ts due to  the lower efficiency of the DQD rou te.) 
The detail in the lineshapes does no t m atch the predictions very closely — there 
is no breakup of each resonance into m ultiple phase m a tch ing com ponents and the 
4 peak shape of the first trace in figure 4.28 is unexpected — bu t the broad sim­
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ilarities in the peak am plitude variations and the fact of d istortions indica te some 
agreement. More accurate predictions of the phase m ism atch and the conditions in 
the vapour cell would be needed to  gain a b e tter experim en tal fit.
However, a t the tuning for one line to  dom inate strongly, Ai =  589.623nm, th is 
is exactly w hat is observed. As the tem pera tu re  is increased the higher frequency 
peak grows un til it dom inates in the ou tpu t, as shown in figure 4.29. This should be 
com pared to the theore tical predic tion of figure 4.26. A good tes t of the theory is 
th a t at a tuning slightly down in wavelength the o ther peak should dom inate as the 
offset is sufficient to  bring the m odulation m ostly below A k  =  0  w ith only the top 
of the left hand resonance clipping it. This is precisely w hat is seen in figure 4.30 
for a dye laser tuning of Ai =  589.54nm. M aximum power observed from the DQD 
rou te is of course achieved here due to phase m a tch ing bu t th e  ou tpu t lineshape is 
radically different to th a t predic ted w ithout including the effects of the phase m a tch 
variations during the scan.
<  :
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F igure 4.29: Experim en tally observed SFM ou tpu t lineshape for a dye laser tuning 
of Ai =  589.623nm. O ther param e ters as the previous two figures.
These results give excellent confirmation of the physical concept involved. While 
close detail is no t m atched, the blurring effects observed in the DDQ rou te can
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F igure 4.30: Experim en tally observed SFM ou tpu t lineshape for a dye laser tuning 
of Ai =  589.54nm. O ther param e ters as the previous th ree figures.
account for this. However, the most radical observation, th a t of one line dom inating 
to the exclusion of the o ther a t higher tem pera tu res for certa in dye laser wavelengths, 
is predic ted well by phase m a tch ing theory and the conditions for the selection of 
either line m a tched between theory and experim en t. This selection of either line is 
rem arkably strong and quite straightforw ard to  achieve. The im portance of including 
the change of phase m ism atch ing effects across two- photon resonance is underlined 
by these results.
Changing the m agnetic field changed bo th  the spacing of the resonances in the 
ou tpu t lineshape and the distortions. This is to be expec ted as the shape of the 
phase m ism atch m odulation will be altered due to  the increased Zeeman splitting. 
Also observed was ou tpu t from the SS-SP-dPg/g level scheme when the Tiisapph ire 
laser was tuned to come in to two-photon resonance with th is new upper level. The 
lineshapes and affects were broadly similar to those observed on the 3 S -3 P - 4 P i /2  
rou te, which has been considered throughout this chap ter, including the dominance 
of one peak when the dye laser wavelength was tuned close to the crossover in atom ic 
dispersion between the 3P sublevels.
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The physical background to the m odulations of the DQD lineshapes has been 
detailed here. In the fu tu re a be tter fit between theore tical and experim en tal results 
could be pursued. Some consideration should be given to  the exact form of the 
phase m a tch ing m odulation including the different subcom ponen t streng ths which 
were assumed equal here. However, the m ost im portan t advance would be a m e thod 
of predic ting the blurring features seen for bo th  the DDQ and DQD routes. This may 
require an accurate vapour density m ap of the oven and inpu t beam  characteristics 
and is beyond the scope of th is work.
4 .7 . F in al R em arks
In th is chap ter I have described experim en ts on two different resonan t enhancem en t 
schemes in sodium vapour for sum  frequency mixing differing in their phase 
m a tch ing behaviour due to the placing of the dipole-forbidden transition. The 3S- 
3P-3D level scheme is shown to  be well suited to  a study of phase m a tch ing in 
vapours under different conditions and is able to  be phase m a tched by tuning the 
dye laser to a crossover poin t in the atom ic dispersion of the vapour. The 3S-3P- 
4P level scheme is shown to have strong distortions on its ou tpu t lineshapes and 
these are explained by the phase m a tch ing m odulation th a t occurs during a scan 
across resonance. It is possible to  select either of the two lines to  be phase m a tched 
independently, thus completely altering the observed lineshape.
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Chap ter 5
Route Interference in Resonant Sum 
Frequency Mixing
5. R o u t e  In t e r f e r e n c e  in  R e s o n a n t  S u m  
F r e q u e n c y  M ix in g
This chap ter considers sum  frequency mixing (SFM) in vapours with close single 
and two-photon resonances. Theory is presen ted to show th a t there are two possible 
rou tes of excitation of the ou tpu t coherence and th a t they can be controlled in 
relative s treng th  by the rela tive inpu t laser powers. Furtherm ore, these routes can, 
under the appropria te conditions, interfere destructively. Resonan t excitation of 
the upper level is considered, and experim en tally m onitored; in th is case the two 
routes do no t in terfere and canno t be changed in rela tive streng th . Experim en tal 
SFM results are presen ted and the features th a t were observed are shown to  agree 
w ith the theore tical predictions. A cancellation of 94% of the SFM ou tpu t power is 
m easured under the conditions of strongest destructive interference found.
5.1. R eson an t Sum  F requency M ixing
Having dealt in the previous chap ter w ith some of the aspects of sum frequency 
mixing in vapours w ith a near resonan t in term edia te level I will now consider the 
case where the single-photon detuning, A 12 , is very small, typically less than  the 
Doppler width. W hen the in term edia te level is brought into resonance in th is way 
the efficiency of the wave mixing process should increase over the non-resonant case 
according to equation 4.2, bu t the assum ptions used in deriving th is equation are 
broken. Therefore, th is theore tical approach is no longer valid and a full density
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m atrix  approach is required if the efficiency of the process is to  be calculated.
Sum frequency m ixing w ith close single and two-photon resonances has no t been 
discussed in detail, to  our knowledge, except for the work of Poustie and Dunn [1,2].
In th a t work resonan t sum frequency mixing in sodium vapour on the 3S-3P-4D  level 
scheme was stud ied using two continuous-wave dye lasers for the  experim en t. The <
background theory consisted of num erical solutions of the density m atrix  system  bu t 4
a full exploration of the param e ters involved was no t undertaken. Some numerical 
results showed a Doppler broadened lineshape for the pis coherence th a t drives the 
sum frequency wave, and o thers a narrow lorentzian shape. No explanation was 
given for th is change or for the in term edia te case where a loren tzian hole was seen |
in a broader resonance. The experim en ts were carried ou t a t low laser powers and 
the change in lineshapes w ith different laser powers was no t explored.
This work will show th a t these experim en ts were inadverten tly  carried ou t in 
one ex trem e of sum frequency mixing conditions and th a t very different lineshapes 
can be seen if the rela tive laser streng ths are varied. The wide Doppler broadened 
profile and the narrow Lorentzian lines th a t are predic ted are identified separately 
with the two excitation pathways for pi^, and I will discuss how the relative streng ths 
of these may vary and show th a t they can interfere and lead to  a cancellation of the 
ou tpu t under a critical param e ter set.
5.2. E x c ita tio n  o f P op u la tion
Previous work in the in terac tion of two resonant fields in a cascade three-level atom ic 
scheme was often concerned with the excitation of popula tion to  the upperm ost level.
Two im portan t applications required th is calculation: sub-Doppler spectroscopy 
(performed by m onitoring fluorescence from the upperm ost level); and m ultiphoton 
ionisation yields (requiring m axim um  popula tion in the pre-ionisation excited state).
From th is in terest, two processes yielding sub-Doppler spectroscopic inform ation 
from the upperm ost level were developed. These are discussed below and shown in
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1
F igure 5.1: On the left two-photon Doppler-free spectroscopy With counter-
propagating, equal-frequency laser beam s and on the right sub-Doppler spectroscopy 
using a resonant in term edia te level and velocity-selection.
figure 5.1.
Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy (see any laser spectroscopy tex t eg. [3]) 
uses two coun ter-propagating equal frequency light beams to excite atom s via a two- 
photon transition. The Doppler shifts of two oppositely travelling photons impinging 
on the a tom  cancel and sharp, Doppler-free resonances are observed. U nfortunately, 
the transition  ra te can be low if there is no in term edia te level situated conveniently 
to resonan tly enhance the process [4, 5].
However, a second technique can be applied using two unequal frequency lasers 
and tuning the first laser directly onto single-photon resonance. A second laser then 
excites these atom s to the th ird  level. This simultaneously produces the highest 
possible transition ra te and also gives Doppler-free inform ation [6 ]. Bjorkholm and 
Liao first presented theory and results using th is second technique and were able to 
gain high resolution spectroscopic inform ation with very low inpu t intensities and 
particle densities. The mechanism for sub-Doppler excitation here is different to 
conventional two-photon spectroscopy and either co- or coun ter-propagating beams 
m ay be used. The mechanism for th is process relies on the first laser exciting a 
well defined velocity group of atom s to  the in term edia te level — those with the 
correct Doppler shift to  be w ith in the homogeneous linewidth. This small velocity
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subset may then be excited in a second step to the upper level when the second laser t
frequency is such th a t their Doppler shift brings them  in to homogeneous resonance 
with the upperm ost level also. This velocity-selection relies on a  sufficient num ber 
of atom s being in the correct velocity group and therefore is only observed for close 
resonan t tuning of the lower laser,
5.2.1. Population E xcitation  R outes
T he la tter sub-Doppler technique is of in terest here as it uses the same inpu t laser 
conditions th a t resonant sum frequency mixing does. W hile we are in terested in the 
excitation of pis for th is end, the excitation of the popula tion, described by P3 3 , is 
also instruc tive. Previous work has concen trated on pss due to  the spectroscopy or 
ionisation applications considered.
The lineshape of excitation to the upper level consists of two d istinct features 
[6 , 7]. One is a Doppler broadened feature and the o ther a narrow Doppler-free 
fea ture from velocity-selection. The origin of these two features and their different 
resonance conditions lie in two different routes for the excitation of population.
Berm an [7, 8 ] displays density m atrix  pertu rba tion  chains highlighting this. The 
first rou te is direct two-photon excitation following the chain:
m . I  I  I  I  I  I  %  ,33 (5.1)
[  ^ 2 1  J  [  P 3 1  J  [  P32 j
The process is resonan tly enhanced by the close resonance w ith the in term edia te 
level bu t does no t lead to any population transfer in to or ou t of this level. It leads 
to  a Doppler broadened lineshape and has the two-photon resonance condition:
A 2 =  — A i, in the absence of any frequency-pulling effects [6 ]. It dom inates for off- 
resonan t and nearly-resonant excitation and will be referred to as two-photon (TP) 
excitation hereafter. The second rou te is a two-step process involving the creation
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of a popula tion in level 2  by the route:
'
P ll  ^  ^ P\2  ^ Giÿ ^  < P 23
P32
2^3 p33 (5.2)
Due to  the velocity-selection of popula tion to  level 2  th is rou te is Doppler-free and 
has the two-photon resonance condition: Ag =  (A:2 /^ i )A i ,  where ki and k 2  are the 
wavevectors of the two inpu t fields. A straightforward hole-burning argum en t for 
th is resonance condition is as follows. For a given lower laser detuning, A i, there will 
be some velocity, Vg, such th a t atom s moving a t th a t velocity are Doppler-shifted 
on to  exact resonance, ie. A i  — kiVz — 0. These atom s may be excited by exact 
resonance to the upper level if the condition A i -f- Ag — (A;i -{- Aj2 )K  =  0  is satisfied. 
Substitution of K  from the first equation into this yields the appropria te resonant 
condition for the upper field tuning. This rou te dom inates when the num ber of 
atom s w ithin the velocity subgroup for the selection process is appreciable, ie. A i 
is with in a Doppler w id th of resonance. Due to the in troduc tion of popula tion to 
level 2 th is pathway is known as two-step (TS) excitation. Note th a t both  routes 
use bo th  fields tw ice, merely using them  in a different order, and, therefore, have 
s treng th  proportional to (OigOga)^-
The fact th a t two d istinc t rou tes were involved in the transfer of popula tion be­
tween two levels via a resonant or near-resonan t in term edia te level was first formally 
s tated  by Shen [9] for the case of resonance Ram an sca ttering versus hot lum ines­
cence. In th is work he states th a t under steady-state conditions the two rou tes may 
be differentiated by different linewidths bu t cannot be separated. Berm an [7, 8 ] con­
siders the routes as they are affected differently by collisions bu t states, similarly, 
th a t w ithout collisional pertu rba tions the formal split is academic under steady- 
s ta te conditions. Only in their tim e dependencies can they be separated. Consider 
the sudden removal of the lower laser field: the two-step rou te will decay away as 
the level 2  popula tion relaxes to the ground s tate, while the two-photon rou te will 
depend on the decay of pi3 . This difficulty of separation is encapsulated by the
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Schrodinger a tom  calculation for the upper level population. From second order 
pertu rba tion  theory the popula tion of level 3 is [6]:
2
War = 12A623 (5.3)
using the no ta tion  and definitions of section 2.1.1. In tegra tion over the Maxwellian 
velocity d istribu tion, via the detunings, leads to  both features and the resulting to tal 
lineshape. A set of examples is shown in figure 5.2. W ith  the lower field on resonance 
the narrow velocity-selected rou te dom inates in the lineshape. As the lower field is 
de tuned the streng th  of th is feature is reduced and the Doppler broadened line 
becomes visible and in tu rn  dom inates a t large in term edia te detunings.
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Figure 5.2: Excitation to level 3 calculated for different in term edia te level detunings 
of A i =  0 ,l,2 ,3 G H z  as indicated on the figure, using a simplified density m atrix  
system.
5.3. E x c ita tio n  o f p i z
A sim ilar analysis w ith pertu rba tion  chains may be carried ou t for the excitation of 
pi3 . It is found th a t there are again two routes. One is a two-photon (T P) rou te
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and one is a two-step (TS) process. The T P  chain has merely two links:
<
P12 , 0 3 , P 13 ' ► ( 5 . 4 )
, ^31 ,
while the TS chain has four:
(5.5)
This analysis shows im m ediately th a t the two routes may now be separated by 
control of the inpu t field am plitudes. The TS pa th  is of order 0^2^23» while the T P  
pa th  is of order 0x2^23. Therefore, a t high values of D%2 the narrow TS rou te will 
dom inate in the ou tpu t and a velocity-selected sub-Doppler SFM line-profile will be 
observed, while a t low values a Doppler broadened SFM profile will be generated. 
This is in stark  con trast to the popula tion case where bo th  rou tes were sym m e trical 
in their use of the fields and the TS rou te always dom inated on resonance.
5.3.1. Sim plified D en sity  M atrix  A nalysis
To gain a more quan titative view we m ust refer to  the density m atrix  equations for 
the three level cascade system  of chap ter 2 . Under steady-sta te conditions equation 
2.23f for the slowly varying SFM driving coherence p i3 may be w ritten:
D i 2/Ô23 “  ^23/0x2^13 — (5.6)(Ax 4- A 2 — *7 x3 )
The first term  in the num era to r is identifiable as the last link in the TS chain and 
the second term  the end of the T P  chain. Substituting for the coherences, to first 
order, back down the pertu rba tion  chain th is becomes:
D x 2f ^ 2s (^33  —  P 2 2 )  ^ I 2 ^ 2 3 { p 22 ~~ P l l )
P l 3 — (5.7)(Ax +  A 2 — %7i3)(A2 — 2 7 2 3) (Ax T A 2 — %7i3)(Ax — 2 7 x2 ) 
neglecting the higher order term s for px3 * Assuming the applied fields are of low 
streng th  (which in a Doppler broadened m edium  is easily satisfied) the populations 
may be approxim ated by pn  % 1 , /?22 ~  0 and /Î33 «  0. Incorporating th is and
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substitu ting  down the rest of the TS chain, using to deno te the im aginary part, 
we finally have:
20x2^ 23 J 1P l 3 T 2 i ( A i  4 -  A 2  —  ^ 7 i 3 ) ( A 2 —  2 7 2 3 )  (  ( A x  2 7 1 2 )
Dx2^23 ( 5 . 8 )
( A x  4 -  A 2  —  2 7 x s ) ( A x  —  2 7 1 2 )
The TS pa th  is described by the first term  on the right hand side with the predic ted 
field dependence. Doppler in tegra tion will lead to velocity-selection and note th a t 
it is inversely proportional to the spontaneous decay ra te  of level 2. The T P  pa th , 
on the o ther hand, is purely dependen t on coherence decay ra tes, ie. 7 x2 and 7 x3 .
5.3.2. Interference of th e Two R outes
The second difference between the behaviour of the rou tes in SFM as opposed to 
population movements is now obvious from equation 5.8. T he two term s on the 
right hand side are of opposite sign indicating tha t the routes m ay interfere destruc­
tively. As a detuning scan is perform ed the two routes will change in phase and 
m agnitude bu t on simultaneous single and two-photon resonance they are exactly in 
an ti-phase and can cancel ou t completely if they are of appropria te streng ths. Since 
the streng ths can be adjusted by the relative inpu t wave powers, it will be possible 
to null any SFM ou tpu t by adjusting these when tuned direc tly on resonance a t 
both  the middle and upper levels. Th is is a most surprising and in teresting result. 
One view is to compare it to Fano interference or electrom agnetically-induced trans­
parency. In bo th  of these processes two pa ths to the same end interfere. For the 
former the two pa ths are, direct ionisation and ionisation via a short-lived auto- 
ionising level. It is the same idea here with the interference between the T P  and TS 
rou tes to /?X3 -
To look at th is in detail the two term s from equation 5.8 were separately in te­
grated over the Maxwellian velocity d istribu tion and the resulting real and im aginary 
parts of each are displayed in figure 5.3. The field streng ths are chosen to illustra te
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near cancellation and the lower field is taken as resonant. Th is figure illustra tes the
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Figure 5.3: Separate solutions of the T P  and TS term s split in to real (left) and 
im aginary (right) parts. In tegra tion over the Doppler shift was for 500K and the 
o ther param e ters used were: H i2 =  D23 =  O.OOlGHz, F32 =  F 2i =  0.05GHz, 712  =  
7 2 3  =  0.025GHz, 7 i3 =  O.OIGHz and A i =  0.
different broadening conditions for the two routes and opposing phases. Perhaps a 
b e tter view is in the complex plane using phasors. The two phasor lobes m apped 
ou t by each of the two term s is shown in figure 5.4 for the sam e param e ters. (The 
corresponding to tal SFM outpu t is shown in an inset.) Two individual phasors, one 
for an upper level tuning of exact resonance (labelled “0” ) and the o ther for lOOMHz 
detuning (labelled “100”) are displayed w ith in the figure. These show th a t, starting  
on resonance, the two routes are in anti-phase and as the upper laser is tuned off 
resonance the T P  phasor ro tates slowly in a clockwise direction while the TS pha­
sor ro tates much more rapidly and in an anti-clockwise direction. The difference in 
ro tation ra tes is due to the difference in linewidths and a t arb itrary  detuning points 
a vector addition between the two phasors is necessary to  produce the resultan t 
ou tpu t, shown by a do tted phasor lobe.
This m e thod of visualisation is helpful when A i ^  0. For detunings around
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Figure 5.4: The locus of points swept out by the phasors for the T P  and TS routes, 
and the resulting to tal, for the same param eters as the previous figure. Phasor 
arrows are displayed for A 2 =  0 and A 2 =  lOOMHz.
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the Doppler w id th the routes combine w ith a dispersive-like feature. Figure 5.5 
shows the calculations for the two term s when A% =  2GHz, w ith other param e ters 
unchanged. Bo th rou tes have moved their resonance position in different directions, 
as described earlier, and the TS rou te has dropped m arkedly in streng th  relative to 
the T P  rou te. This is due to  the smaller num ber of atom s in the correct velocity 
group for the selective excitation. The to tal SFM lineshape is an inset in figure
1.0-1
T P
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0.0 0.8-
Ph -0.fi- 0.4-
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Figure 5.5: Solutions for the TS and T P  routes w ith param e ters as before, except 
A i =  2GHz
5.6 which shows the phasor lobes for th is situation. The TS lobe is as before bu t 
much smaller while the T P  lobe has been ro tated  abou t the origin due to the phase 
offset from the in term edia te level detuning. The to tal phasor follows the T P  rou te 
un til the point when the TS phasor grows quickly. The vector addition then doubles 
briefly back on itself before being ex tended and the to ta l m agnitude undergoes a 
brief dip and then peak on the falling edge of the TP  rou te. At in term edia te level 
detunings higher than th is the T P  rou te can have fallen alm ost to zero before the 
TS rou te becomes im portan t and so the combination is triv ial and almost scalar in 
manner.
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F igure 5.6: The locus of poin ts swept out by the phasors for the T P  and TS routes, 
and the resulting to tal, for the same param e ters cis the previous figure.
5 .3 .3 . F u ll N u m e r ic a l  M o d e l
To accurately predic t the experim en tal situation and test the assum ptions used 
in deriving the simplified equations full numerical solutions were sought. The field 
streng ths used were raised to above the sa tu ra tion  level for the individual transitions, 
as they are in the experim en t, bu t the essential features of the simplified calculations 
remain.
Results from the model display the profile of [pisp (which predicts the SFM 
lineshape) as Ag is changed to  sim ulate an upper laser scan. F irst, the upper field 
streng th , ^ 2 3  is system a tically raised as the o ther param e ters are held constan t as 
shown in figure 5.7. The lower field was set to resonance so bo th  routes peak a t 
A 2 =  0. To begin with, at very low values of ^ 2 3 , the profile is a single, narrow 
resonance due to the TS rou te alone. As f%23 is increased, and the broader T P  rou te 
grows in streng th, wings appear on the edge of the peak, and sharp dips flank the 
TS feature. These are caused by the phasor flipping from the TS phase to the TP
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F igure 5.7: Full num erical solutions for including Doppler broadening p lo tted
against Ag for =  0.02GHz and ^ 2 3  =  0 .04,0.06,0.08,0 .10,0 .12,0 .14,0.16GHz 
(traces (a) to (g) respectively).
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phase and passing close to  the origin as is does so. Eventually, a t a critical poin t, 
the two routes cancel com pletely on resonance (trace (d)) and then as the T P  rou te 
continues to  grow the TS rou te appears as a dip in the Doppler broadened profile. 
Even tually when ^ 2 3  O i2 the lineshape is a pure Doppler profile.
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F igure 5.8: Full num erical solutions for |p i3 p including Doppler broadening plo tted 
against A 2 for O23 =  0.2GHz and O i2 =  0.0125,0.025,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4GHz (traces 
(a) to  (f) respectively) with A i =  0.25GHz.
The features are essentially the same in reverse order if D23 is held steady and 
Ü1 2  rises, figure 5.8. Here the lower level is ju s t to one side of resonance to show th a t 
the features are no t restric ted to  exact resonance. D istinct power broadening of the 
TS rou te is noticeable as the lower field power level rises bu t the dips surrounding 
th is rou te rem ain. Note th a t the closest cancellation poin t is on one side of the TS 
rou te in trace (d). This is because the TS rou te is offset from resonance and the 
to ta l SFM phasor swings very close to zero as it re tu rns to the T P  pa th  on one side.
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If the in term edia te level detuning, A i, is altered in isolation the changes are 
complicated. Bo th the resonances move relative to  the origin and each other and, 
more dram atically, the TS rou te s treng th  varies strongly due to the Maxwellian 
distribu tion of velocities determ ining the  atom s available for selective excitation. 
Figure 5.9 shows five such traces. To begin w ith only the T P  Doppler line is visible 
(trace (a)) as the lower laser is de tuned significantly. In trace (b) th e  TS rou te 
is seen as a small distortion on one flank, rising to  a dispersive fea tu re in (c) and 
(d). Finally, in (e) it becomes strong enough to  be a distinc t dip in the profile. 
This agrees w ith the predictions m ade above: th a t at sufficient detunings (typically, 
A i >  Doppler w id th) the two rou tes seem additive in the profile and no interference 
effects are visible in the ou tpu t, becoming similar to the upper s ta te  popula tion 
predictions.
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Figure 5.9: Full numerical solutions for jpisp including Doppler broadening plo tted 
against Ag for O12 =  0.02GHz, 023 =  0.2GHz and A i =  —2, —1.5, —1, —0.5, OGHz 
(traces (a) to (e) respectively).
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5.4. E xp er im en ta l E x c ita tio n  to  th e  3D L evels
The experim en tal work to  s tudy the interference between the two routes for exci­
ta tion  of the SFM coherence consists of two parts. A s tudy of the excitation to  
the upper (3D) levels was undertaken a t the laser powers relevant to the SFM ex­
perim en t because previous experim en ts concen trated on low laser powers to reduce 
power broadening [6]. These profiles then  provide an ideal background to  presen t 
the SFM results against and the novel features of the SFM ou tpu t are highlighted.
The m ajority  of the experim en tal work was carried ou t using the 3Pi/2 level as the 
resonant in term edia te s ta te as then selection rules only allow excitation to the 3 D3 /2  
upper state. Due to velocity-selection and the ra tio  of wavevectors involved, the 
struc tu re  of the levels are no t displayed a t their base splitting. Table 5.1 summarises 
the level struc tu res, their relevant display param eters (from [6]) and the resulting 
prediction for the observed splitting. Using the 3Pi/2 level the struc tu res of the 
3S and 3Pi/2 levels are seen in the ou tpu t. If, though, the 3 P 3 /2  level is used as 
a resonant in term edia te, the struc tu res of the 3S and 3D states are imaged as the 
3 D5 /2  level can now be excited and the in term edia te level hyperfine s truc tu re  is 
smaller and, therefore, unresolved.
Level 3P\I2
Fine/H yperfine S truc tu re 1.77GHz 188MHz 1.48GHz
Observation Factor ^2 / ^ 1 (1 +  (^2 / ^ 1 )) 1
Predic ted Observation 1.27GHz 323MHz 1.48GHz
Table 5.1: Velocity-selection observation factors for the 3S-3P-3D levels. 
5 .4 .1 . 8 1 9 n m  F lu o re sc e n c e
Excitation to the 3D levels can be probed by m onitoring the 819nm spontaneous 
decay from the 3D to the 3P levels. Unfortunately, th is fluorescence is a t the same
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wavelength as one of the exciting lasers bu t phase sensitive detection rendered rea­
sonable signal to noise ratios possible for a side detector. Bjorkholm and Liao [6] 
stud ied excitation to  the 4D levels in sodium in a similar way bu t at much reduced 
laser powers due to their emphasis on high resolution spectroscopy. The stronger 
lasers used here produced appreciable power broadening and the results are com pa­
rable to  those of Poustie [1] for fluorescence monitored during SFM using the 4D 
level.
Via 3P1/2 v ia  3P 3 /2
n  1 .0 - 1
^  D.B-
O.B-
p  0 .4-
0.2 -
0.0
1.5GHz
«3 1.0-1
0.8 -
p 0.4-
0.2 -
1.5GHz
Figure 5.10: Sideways 819nm fluorescence from the decay of the 3D level w ith 
the 3Pi/2 (left) and 3 P 3 /2  (right) level as in term edia te resonance. Laser powers 
were 90mW (dye) and lOOmW (Ti:sapph ire). A m arker de term ined by a 1.5GHz 
confocal Fabry-Pero t in terferom eter gives a horizontal frequency tuning axis scale 
for the Tirsapphire laser scan in th is, and all subsequent, experim en tal figures. No 
m agnetic field was applied.
W ith  the dye laser on resonance w ith the 3Pi/2 level the fluorescence observed 
for a Ti:sapph ire laser scan across the 3D level is shown in figure 5.10 (left hand 
trace). There are four distinct peaks which are (left to  right):
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3Si /2 3P 1/2 3D
F = 2 -4. F=1 —)• 3 D3 /2
F = 2 -> F = 2 —^ 3 D3 /2
F=1 F=1 3 D3 /2
F=1 —> F = 2 —y 3 D3 /2
w ith the smaller splitting corresponding to  the in term edia te level hyperfine s truc tu re  
and the spacing of the two pairs from the larger ground s ta te  hyperfine splitting. 
Note th a t despite the narrow homogeneous linewidth (<  lOMHz) the lines are not 
well resolved. This is due to the power broadening of the lasers which will be inves­
tiga ted in more de ta il in the nex t section. Notable also is the sub-Doppler lorentzian 
na tu re  of the lines due to  velocity-selection. W ith the Tirsapph ire laser power raised 
a couple of orders of m agnitude above the dye laser power (and even focused) no 
evidence of a Doppler profile was seen on resonance, as predic ted previously and 
confirming th a t the two rou tes have equal dependencies on the inpu t fields.
Using the 3 P 3 /2  level as the resonant in term edia te s tate, figure 5.10 (right hand 
trace), the fluorescence profile should contain four resonances bu t now, due to the 
different sources, the cen tral two are unresolved. The th ree peaks are (left to right):
3Si/2 3P 3D
F = 2 — 3 P 3 /2  —> 3 D5 /2
F=1 —^ 3P 3 /2  —^ 3 D5/2
F=2 3 P 3 /2  — 3 D3 /2
F=1 —^ 3P 3 /2  —^ 3 D3 /2
The profile shows similar power broadening and velocity-selection to the previous 
case.
5.4.2. 343nm  anti-Stokes Ram an P rocess
The second signal probing excitation to the upper level was observed a t 343nm a t 
the end of the oven. The line profile exactly m atched th a t of the 819nm fluorescence
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(checked with simultaneous recordings) bu t the signal-to-noise ra tio  was much b e tter 
and so the param e ter range could be explored more widely.
This signal is thought no t to be due to  sum frequency mixing, even though it oc­
curred a t the same ou tpu t wavelength, for three reasons. As there was no transverse 
m agnetic field applied the sum  frequency process is disallowed due to  sym m e­
try  argum en ts. N o tw ithstanding, there has been some experim en ts dem onstrating 
second order processes w ithout ex ternal sym m e try breaking [10, 11, 12]. However, 
all of these experim en ts used high peak power pulsed laser systems and the mech­
anism allowing the process is thought to require these high powers. A sensitive 
continuous-wave experim en t designed to test th is confirmed th is view, detec ting no 
param e tric ou tpu t [13]. A no ther mechanism using arb itrary  beam  profiles has been 
considered by Bethune [14] bu t the inpu t beams used here were close approxim a­
tions to  gaussians. Therefore, neither of these mechanisms is likely to  be operating 
in the vapour and the signal canno t be from a process. Furtherm ore, no phase 
m atch ing power oscillations were seen w ith increasing oven tem pera tu re  confirming 
th is. Finally, the line profiles m a tch those predic ted for excitation of popula tion to 
the upper level ie. purely velocity-selective on resonance, no interference features, 
no change in rou te streng ths w ith laser powers etc.
There are two possible rem aining sources for the UV signal. Quadrupole fluores­
cence (3D-3S) is one. However, the ou tpu t was quite strong (similar in s treng th  to 
the SFM signal a t very low m agnetic fields) and quite directional. It was detectable 
up to Im  away from the oven end and was significantly stronger when de tec ted a t 
the end of the oven or cell than when the photom ultiplier tube was situated a t a side 
port. Therefore, it is concluded to be due to a anti-Stokes Ram an process. The 
mechanism is thought to be th a t during the excitation to the 3D level the a tom  is 
dephased, probably due to a collision, and the atom ic orien tation is lost. Then the 
final excitation step by the Tirsapphire laser beam  can set up one of the quadrupole 
mom ents able to  rad ia te in the forward direction. W ithout a dephasing step for 
inpu t parallel linear polarisations, in the absence of a m agnetic field, selection rules
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do no t allow these quadrupole m om en ts to be coherently set up [15, 16]. The Ram an 
process m ust rely on a quadrupole transition  for resonant enhancem en t bu t there is 
a preceden t for th is in po tassium  vapour [17, 18]. In these experim en ts the process 
was Stokes generation by single-photon excitation on the quadrupole transition  and 
then subsequent coherent relaxation to  the  P level. The efficiency was m easured as 
being fairly high due to  the low parasitic absorption associated w ith the quadrupole 
transition.
1.0-1
Ü 0.8-
0.2 -
0.0
Ti:sapphire Laser Tuning
Figure 5.11: The lineshape of the anti-S tokes Ram an process w ith the 3Pi/2 resonan t 
in term edia te state. (Vapour tem pera tu re  ~  180°C, laser powers bo th  % 20mW .)
The basic on-resonance lineshape is shown in figure 5.11. It is very sim ilar to  
the fluorescence previously displayed bu t the be tter signal-to-noise ra tio  is obvious. 
This allowed a clearer investigation of the lineshape with different laser powers and 
in term edia te level detunings. The change in signal streng th  w ith each of the lasers 
in tu rn  is displayed in figure 5.12. The signal is linearly dependen t on the dye power 
throughout its range bu t sa tu ra tes with strong Ti:sapph ire laser powers. A possible 
m echanism for th is is based on the fact th a t for a given dye laser power there is 
only a certain num ber of atom s excited ou t of the ground s tate. Therefore, as the 
Ti:sapph ire laser power is raised it will reach a point where the m ajority  of these
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atom s are being excited on to  the 3D level and sa tu ra tion  occurs.
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Figure 5.12: Variation of the peak R am an signal streng th  w ith: (left) the dye laser 
power (Tirsapphire 190mW); and (right) the Tirsapphire laser power (dye SOmw).
The effects of raising the laser powers on the lineshape are shown in figures 5.13 
and 5.14. The lineshapes are normalised to  equal height for the broadening effects 
to  be clearly seen. As expected, the lineshapes merely power broaden and no wings 
from a repressed Doppler broadened T P  rou te come through. The line broadens 
more with the Tirsapphire laser power as the Tirsapphire laser power was relatively 
high during the results taken for different dye laser powers, and thus causes the 
dom inan t broadening on the lineshape.
As the dye laser is detuned from in term edia te level resonance the TS and T P  
rou tes can be separately seen. It is no t un til the lower laser has been tuned around 
4GHz from resonance th a t the peak of the Doppler profile shows through clearly. 
O u tpu t powers are held down on in term edia te level resonance due to the parasitic 
linear absorp tion of the the dye laser on the first transition step lowering the in terac­
tion length. This helps the de tuned traces to  be observed w ithout having dropped 
excessively in ou tpu t streng th  by comparison. Figure 5.15 shows four successive 
1.5GHz moves of the dye laser.
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Figure 5.13: Normalised R am an signal lineshapes for dye laser powers of (a) 1.9mW, 
(b) 7.5mW and (c) 29.5mW w ith a T iisapph ire laser power of 190mW.
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Figure 5.14: Normalised Ram an signal lineshapes for a dye laser power of 29mW 
and Ti:sapph ire laser powers of (a) 12.5mW, (b) 50mW and (c) 200mW.
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F igure 5.15: Four R am an signal lineshapes as the dye laser is de tuned by successive 
1.5GHz intervals, starting  with the larger trace in the left set of axes and ending 
with the smaller trace in the right set.
W hile the use of th is Ram an signal is useful in th is work, it is also quite novel. 
This is believed to  be the first continuous-wave and high-resolution observation of 
a quadrupole enhanced R am an process in vapours.
5.5. E xp er im en ta l R eson an t SFM
The SFM ou tpu t was separa ted from the Ram an ou tpu t by the application of a 
transverse m agnetic field. If the lasers were tuned abou t 8GHz to one side of the 
in term edia te resonance and the tem pera tu re  raised clear phase m a tch ing oscillations 
were seen (where none are seen w ithout the field) proving the ou tpu t to be m ainly 
sum frequency in origin. The 3Pi/2 level was used as the resonan t in term edia te s ta te 
th roughout the SFM work as the R am an signal was stronger with the larger am oun t 
of possible routes and smaller hyperfine spacings encoun tered if the 3 P 3 /2  s ta te  was 
involved. The oven tem pera tu re was raised to approxim ately 230^C (from abou t 
180^0 used to observe the R am an rou te) which also streng thened the second order 
process.
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The velocity-selected lineshapes expected for the SFM ou tpu t should be similar 
to  those observed for the fluorescence or R am an signal. However, the m agnetic field 
applied, 0.013-0.018 Tesla typically, will split the levels to some ex ten t. Th is field 
should still leave two clusters of rou tes split by about 1.3GHz due to the ground 
s ta te  hyperfine splitting which is no t yet significantly altered. By em pirically tuning 
the dye laser around resonance it is easily possible to get one cluster to  dom inate 
in the ou tpu t, leaving somewhat clearer experim en tal traces. This was used for 
several of the traces below to aid clarity (but figures 5.19 and 5.21 show all the 
routes roughly equal in m agnitude). The mechanism for th is selection of one cluster 
is a com bination of differing resonant enhancements and op tical pum ping of the 
population within the ground s ta te manifold.
A possible parasitic m odulation on the lineshapes could occur due to  phase 
matching. All scans are presen ted for the tuning of the Ti:sapph ire laser which 
should change the phase m a tch ing conditions least. Results presen ted in C hap ter J
2 show tha t an upper laser scan does pertu rb  the refractive index on bo th  inpu t ^
Iwaves to some ex tend, bu t to a far lesser ex ten t than for a lower laser scan. (Lower .|
laser scans were taken and show no clear lineshape features a t all.) Phase m a tch ing 
features are no t obvious on the lineshapes presented. The lasers were unfocused thus 
clear oscillations would be expected ra ther than blurred m odulations. However, in 
order to m inimise wrongful conclusions the results are presen ted for several upper 
laser powers. The refractive index should not be altered as th is is changed (as 
the power levels are too low for strong field effects such as Autler-Townes splitting 
to  manifest) and they help show evolution of the relative rou te streng ths aiding 
in terpre tation.
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ÎW hereas, on, or near, resonance for the fluorescence or Ram an signals purely velocity- Î
selected lines were observed, the SFM ou tpu t had an obvious Doppler broadened j
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component at higher Tirsapph ire laser powers. This is as predic ted in the theory 
earlier for the T P  rou te becoming stronger as fÎ23 is increased.
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Figure 5.16: Experim en tal SFM outpu t observed against a T irsapph ire scan a t 8mW 
dye laser power and (a) 3mW , (b) 12.5mW, (c) 50mW and (d) 200mW Tirsapphire 
laser power. Vapour tem pera tu re % 230*^0, m agnetic field of 0.013T. (A 1.5GHz 
confocal m arker is shown below th is, and all following experim en tal figures.)
Figure 5.16 shows the grow th of the T P  rou te as predic ted. In (a), a t the 
lowest T irsapphire laser power, a single, narrow, resonance is visible (w ith the much 
smaller second rou te cluster abou t 1.3GHz to the right). As the Tirsapphire power 
is progressively quadrupled (implying a doubling of the Rabi frequency) the wings 
grow due to the Dopper broadened T P  route. At the same tim e the sides of the 
velocity-selected fea ture show sharp dips as predicted by the theory for the SFM 
phasor swapping from one dom inan t rou te to the other. This figure indeed, shows 
bo th  the m ain results of this chap ter: th a t the two routes, TS and TP, for excitation 
of the SFM coherence can change in relative streng th  by altera tion  of the inpu t laser 
powers; and th a t they have different phases, as shown by the dips flanking the TS 
feature.
The same sort of progression can be seen with the dye laser tuned slightly out
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to  one side in figure 5.17. Here the dye laser power is double th a t of the previous 
figure and the TS rou te rem ains a stronger feature. Comparing these results with 
those presen ted earlier for the effect of stronger upper laser powers on the R am an 
rou te, the difference in rou te dependencies are obvious. Before, the lines merely 
power broadened with no wings coming through — in strong con trast to  these traces 
which clearly show the two rou tes changing in relative streng th.
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Figure 5.17: Experim en tal SFM outpu t observed against a T irsapph ire scan a t 
16mW dye power and (a) 3.2mW , (b) 12.5mW, (c) 50mW  and (d) 100mW 
Tirsapphire power. O ther param e ters as in the preceding figure except the  dye 
laser tuning which has been moved by less than  IGHz. The horizon tal axis markers 
are separated by a Tirsapph ire laser tuning of 1.5GHz.
5.5.2. Interference B etw een the Two R outes
Strong cancellation was observed between the routes under tight em pirically defined 
conditions. Due to the level struc tu res and available powers the best cancellations 
observed were for part of a Zeeman cluster to  one side of a strong velocity-selected 
route. If the dye laser power was lessened to try  to  bring the m ain rou te into
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cancellation the signal s treng th  was lowered such th a t detec tion was compromised 
and there was no t sufficient T i:sapph ire laser power to  com pensate.
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Figure 5.18: Experim en tal SFM outpu t w ith resonan t dye laser tuning and laser 
powers of 20mW (dye) and (a) 20mW , (b) 40mW, (c) 80mW  and (d) 160mW 
(Ti:sapph ire). Vapour tem pera tu re  as before, m agnetic field 0.018 Tesla.
W ith  the dye laser tuned such th a t all the routes are similarly visible, strong 
interference is seen in figure 5.18. At the highest T irsapph ire power (trace (d)) a 
clear interference dip is seen to  the left of the strongest velocity-selected resonance. 
This is shown to  be due to  a TS pathway as the laser power is dropped. In trace
(b) and (a) a small peak can be seen emerging where the cancellation was before 
as the TS rou te streng thens com pared to  the T P  rou te a t lower upper laser powers. 
Therefore, at low 023, w ith the TS rou te in dominance, th is peak outweights the T P  
rou te a t its maxim um  bu t as the T P  rou te rises in relative streng th , through traces
(c) and (d), the two reach a balance of near equal streng ths leading to the m inim a 
seen.
A clearer cancellation is found w ith the dye laser tuned to  select one ground 
s ta te cluster as before. In figure 5.19, trace (a), a very strong cancellation is seen to 
the right of the left-hand rou te cluster. As the Ti:sapph ire power is lowered through
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traces (b) and (c) th is dip is seen first to  flatten ou t at the base as the TS rou te jus t 
over-balances the T P  rou te and then a clear small TS resonance is seen in the base 
as it gains further rela tive streng th . As the Ti:sapph ire laser was further reduced in 
power th is peak rose to  become a clear TS resonance.
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Figure 5.19: Experim en tal SFM outpu t showing a strong cancellation for a dye laser 
power of 80mW and Tirsapphire powers of (a) IGOmW, (b) 80mW and (c) 40mW. 
Vapour tem pera tu re as before, m agnetic field 0.013 Tesla.
The maxim um  cancellation seen in the above trace corresponds to a  ra tio  of the 
signal a t the dip to  the m axim um  in the trace of 94%. The ideal of to ta l cancellation 
is no t reached due to several possible reasons. Probably m ost significant is the 
changing value of flig in the oven due to linear absorption of the dye laser. Thus the 
ou tpu t is from a set of different conditions experienced a t different points in the oven 
and to tal cancellation a t one position along the beam  is sabo taged by incomplete 
cancellation a t ano ther due to  a reduced Dig. Also the R am an signal provides a 
low background to  the SFM traces as it is dom inated ra ther than removed. As it 
is a t the same frequency, separation is no t possible here. Lastly it is possible th a t 
the op tim um  laser power for cancellation was not found, or was ou t of the possible 
range. N o tw ithstanding, figure 5.19 shows a very striking reduction in SFM power
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due to  the opposing rou te phases.
5.5.3. T he Effects of D etuning
As no ted above, during the theore tical section, detuning leads to complex changes 
in the ou tpu t lineshape. In the vapour cell the effects are even more com plicated 
due to op tical pum ping, linear absorp tion and phase m a tch ing. All of these will 
change the rela tive m agnitude of the lineshapes taken a t different dye laser tunings 
and optical pum ping will cause changes in the relative m agnitude of features w ith in 
the trace. Two experim en tal sets are presen ted here. The first, figure 5.20, shows 
the varia tion w ith 750MHz steps of the dye laser under similar vapour conditions to  
figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.19; while the second, figure 5.21, is for 375MHz detunings 
from the situation of figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.20: Experim en tal SFM outpu t profiles for successive moves of 750MHz 
towards resonance of the dye laser. (Dye laser power 8mW , Tiisapph ire laser power 
50mW , m agnetic field 0.013T)
Both of the figures clearly show the separation of the two rou tes a t larger de­
tunings. They also show their opposite movements with the in term edia te detuning 
whereby they come toge ther from opposite directions to  m eet on resonance. For
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F igure 5.21: Experim en tal SFM ou tpu t profiles for successive moves of 375MHz; to ­
wards resonance. (Dye laser power 20mW, Tiisapph ire laser power 80mW , m agnetic 
field 0.018T)
detunings of around 1.5GHz and more from resonance no in terference features are 
observed and the rou tes are essentially separate. At large detunings bo th  rou tes can 
be observed independently. As the detuning is reduced below iG H z strong in terfer­
ence features can be seen w ith the characteristic dips surrounding the TS features 
becoming clear. Small changes in the detuning around the resonan t poin t change 
the rela tive rou te streng ths by the num ber of atom s available to  be velocity selected 
and th is leads to qu ite m ajor changes in the observed spectra. Due to the combina­
tion of several effects con tribu ting to  the changes near resonance and the num ber of 
levels involved no quan titative analysis was undertaken of these lineshapes.
5.6. D iscu ssion
W hile the above experim en tal results serve to give a good dem onstra tion of how the 
T P  and TS routes combine in a resonan t SFM process, the large num bers of levels 
involved with fine, hyperhne and Zeeman splittings com plicate the experim en tal
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results. It would be desirable to conduct fu rther work in a “cleaner” three-level 
a tom  which would allow a b e tter fit between theory and experim en t. Such a system  
could be found in an a tom  w ith no nuclear spin, or where the level s truc tu re  is of such 
size th a t the levels are spaced by more than  the Doppler w id th. An approach from 
the o ther direction would be to  include the level struc tu re in to the numerical model 
and add the effects of propagation (absorp tion and phase m a tch ing). However this 
would lead to a horrific numerical problem  which, even on the com pu ters a t presen t, 
would be unwieldy and take an inordina te am oun t of tim e to  com pute.
This interference in excitation pathways should be fundam en tal to  resonant SFM. 
The theory could be generalised to include the solid and liquid phases of m a tter and 
similar results are expected. For instance, in a crystalline solid the TS rou te will 
become site-selective w ith in the inhomogeneous la ttice broadening. Very strong 
absorp tion will require the use of lightly doped or th in  samples for experim en tal 
tests bu t it is an ticipa ted th a t the general features would prevail.
As m en tioned before, th is phenom ena has some parallels w ith other quan tum  
in terference effects, such as electrom agnetically-induced transparency (FIT ) or Fano 
interference as they all rely on two routes to the end s ta te interfering. However, th is 
interference does no t require an initial threshold inpu t value to  be reached for its 
observation. F IT  requires th a t the inhomogeneous broadening be overcome before 
its benefits are apparen t, which in a solid is likely to im ply dam aging light intensities. 
Rou te interference in SFM could be dem onstra ted w ithout high in tensities as it is 
the balance of light powers th a t is im portan t and the corresponding balance in 
rou te streng ths. Therefore it could provide a pla tform  for the observation of atom ic 
coherence effects in a solid medium.
The poin t of cancellation between the two routes is no t confined to low held 
streng ths although the above analy tical theory assumed it. By solving the exact 
num erical system  over a range of held streng ths the cancellation poin t was seen 
to persist as high as the helds were taken, which was above the poin t of Autler- 
Townes splitting becoming grea ter than the Doppler w idth. F igure 5.22 shows the
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calculated value of jpial for bo th  fields resonant over a m a trix  of field streng ths. The 
cancellation poin t is seen as a valley in the produced surface and ex tends over the 
whole range of the figure. Therefore, the cancellation will have to  be considered in 
any resonan t SFM process — using pulsed or cw lasers — as the conversion efficiency 
will be lessened if the rou tes balance in anti-phase.
Figure 5.22: Calculated value of jpia] for A i =  A 2 =  0 over the range of Rabi 
frequencies as shown. Doppler in tegration included.
This SFM “dea th  valley” serves as a useful delineation of two regimes of SFM 
operation. The high f i i2 side is where the TS rou te dominates, w ith velocity-selected 
lineshapes, as described by Poustie [1 ]. The high D23 side, however, is where F IT  
can greatly increase the efficiency of the SFM process by reducing the parasitic 
absorp tion on the wave a t w% if D23 is above a certain threshold. Theory and 
predictions for th is effect and its im plications are presented in the nex t chap ter.
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Chap ter 6
Enhanced Conversion Efficiency by 
Electromagnetically-induced Transparency
6 .  E n h a n c e d  C o n v e r s i o n  E f f i c i e n c y  b y  
E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c a l l y - I n d u c e d  
T r a n s p a r e n c y
In th is chap ter I present the theore tical basis for the enhancem en t of a second-order 
sum frequency mixing process by using electrom agnetically-induced transparency to 
reduce a parasitic fundam en tal wave absorption. Simplified dressed susceptibilities 
are derived and evaluated and the enhancem en t realisable discerned by considera­
tion of M axwell’s equations. Exac t solutions of the three-level cascade a tom  by a 
numerical model confirm the conclusions of the simplified analysis. Possibilities for 
experim en tal realisation are discussed and po ten tial problem s highlighted.
6.1. In trod u ction
W ith  both  inpu t waves resonant w ith allowed transitions the sum frequency mixing ^
process is expected to  be a t its highest efficiency, if the interference effects detailed j
in the previous chap ter are avoided. Indeed in the experim en tal study in chap ter i
I4 th is was the case and efficiencies rivaling those of a conventional nonlinear crys- i
talline solid were observed. However, the conversion under those conditions was 1I
affected by two factors: linear absorp tion and phase m ism atching. Of these, the i
most problem atic is the parasitic linear absorption of the first inpu t wave, as careful j
tuning should be able to elim inate any phase m ism atch. Th is wave is resonan t w ith |
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a dipole-allowed transition  from the ground s tate, and as such, suffers considerable 
a ttenua tion. In the sodium oven tem pera tu res of around 230° C were sufficient to 
totally  absorb the 589 nm  inpu t wave in a fraction of the 10cm oven length. This 
lim ited the in terac tion leng th for the nonlinear process and capped the ou tpu t. (See 
also Poustie, reference [1], for a similar verdict.)
The use of electrom agnetically-induced transparency (EIT) [2, 3] to reduce par­
asitic absorp tion in a wave mixing process was proposed by Harris e t al. [4]. The 
au thors considered a four-wave sum  frequency process and the relevant parasitic ab­
sorption was the re-absorp tion of the generated ou tpu t wave. Th is was reduced by 
use of a strong coupling laser on the final upward transition as shown in figure 6.1. 
D em onstration of the concept followed from researchers in Toronto [5, 6, 7] using 
atom ic hydrogen and a dc electric field to create the transparency. Recently, the 
predic ted phase m a tch ing properties inheren t in the process have also been observed 
[81.
I i> ---------------
I2>
11>
Figure 6.1: The use of EIT  four-wave mixing proposed a t Stanford utilises uJc to 
create transparency on the ou tpu t wave, Wj.
All of these works used EIT to reduce absorption on an output wave. Can 
the process be ex tended to reduce absorption on input waves w ith similar results? 
W hat of energy conservation in the nonlinear process — the inpu t waves m ust be
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attenua ted  in production of the ou tpu t. Also, can EIT work advantageously using 
one of the two inpu t waves in the process as the coupling laser? The hydrogen
work [5, 6 ] used theory couched in formalism, bu t it is an ex ternal dc field th a t
produced the necessary dressing of the atom .
6.2. D en sity  M atrix  T h eory
3
2
1
CO23
CO,
F igure 6.2: The cascade three-level atom  for second-order resonan t sum frequency 
mixing
The system considered in th is chap ter is, once again, the cascade th ree level 
atom , as shown in figure 6.2. The strong absorption th a t lim its the process acts 
on the field a t Wi, which is resonant w ith the 1-2 transition. The field a t u>2 is 
taken to be the coupling field to induce transparency on the former wave, while 
still reta ining its role as the second wave in the three-wave mixing process. It is 
necessary to calculate how the linear suscep tibility on varies w ith ^ 2 3  and to find 
out how the second-order suscep tibility is correspondingly affected. To do th is a 
density m atrix  analysis is followed.
6.2.1. Inclusion of th e Sum  Frequency Wave
The generation and feedback of the sum frequency wave, wg, m ust now be incorpo­
ra ted  explicitly in to the density m atrix  system. This is necessary for derivation of
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the susceptibilities rela ting to  it and allows for the full num erical system  la ter on 
to include any feedback th a t the build up of th is field may have on the atom . The 
transition  1 - 3  is still dipole-forbidden and so the transition  m a trix  element /Z13, and 
the corresponding Rabi frequency D13 , are much smaller than  those for the o ther 
transitions.
Unfortunately, adding the th ird  wave to  the system in troduces some com plica­
tions which m ust be considered. Earlier I assumed th a t the Rabi frequencies, Dig 
and O23 were real. This leads to  no loss of generality as any phase factor between 
them  could be easily included in the definitions of the slowly-varying coherences 
(equations 2 .2 2 ). However, the Rabi frequency relating to  the sum  frequency wave,
O i3 m ust be re ta ined as complex. This allows generation a t the correct phase and 
is necessary for self-consistency. (The complex conjugate, where it appears in the 
equations will be denoted as D3 1 .) Since the wave is genera ted by the wave-mixing 
process, as opposed to  being an ex ternally sourced probe field, we may say, by def­
inition, th a t W3 = 0/1 -fo/2 - Furtherm ore, in th is analysis I shall assume near phase 
m a tch ing by the criterion:
A k  = k3 — ki — k2 (6.1)
This is justified as the enhancem en t process guarantees phase m a tch ing on res­
onance, as shall be shown la ter. If the assum p tion is no t m ade then the term s 
involving His, or its complex conjugate, incorporate a factor of the from 
This allows for conversion and back-conversion depending on the phase m ism atch 
and should be included for the general case of non-resonant fields bu t leads to  un­
necessary complications here.
W ith  the above assumptions taken in to consideration the equations for the off- 
diagonal coherence elements of the density m atrix  (equations 2.23d-f) m ay be ex­
tended to:
P1 2  — —i ^ l 2 Pl2 +  îH i2(/>22 — pil)  +  ^^ ^13^ 32 ^%2^13 (6 .2 a)
I
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P2 2  — —i^23P23 +  i'^23{P33 “  P2 2 ) +  *^21^13 “  ^1^ 13^ 21 (6 .2 b)
Pl3 =  —iA i3pi3 +  iO>is{p33 — pii) 4- i^l2P23 ~  *1^ 23^ 12 (6 .2 c)
The complex detunings, A ,j, included in these for brevity have been defined as:
Â 12 =  A i — 2712 (6.3a)
A 23 =  A 2 — 2723 (6.3b)
A i3 =  A i -f A 2 — 2713 (6.3c)
6.2.2. D erivation of th e Susceptib ilities
The linear and nonlinear susceptibilities produced in the a tom  are derived by com­
paring the macroscopic and microscopic expressions for the polarisation induced in 
the atom . In macroscopic term s the volume polarisation produced is [6 ]:
P{uji) ~  eox^^\oJi)Ei +  ^eox^^\üJi)EjEk  (6.4)
where E{ is the field of in terest and E j  and Ek are the o ther two fields. The single 
atom  polarisation, the microscopic view, is defined as:
< p >  — Tr[/?/w]
=  p 2 i h 2 e x p [ i { u j i t  -  k i z ) ]  +  / 2 3 2 ^ 2 3  e x p [ i ( w 2^ -  k 2 z ) ]
^ 31^13  exp{2[(u/i -f- iü2 )t — [kl 4- k 2 )z]} 4“ c.c. (6.5)
and the volume polarisation a t frequency u/,- may be then expressed in term s of this 
and the particle num ber density, W , as:
f(w ;)  = N" < p{tOi) > (6.6)
where <p{u>i)> consists of the term s oi < p >  oscillating a t frequency w,.
Several assumptions m ust be m ade to gain physically reasonable, bu t usefully 
simple, solutions. Firstly, steady-state conditions are assumed and the tim e deriva­
tives set to zero in the coherence equations. Next, as the field a t uj2 is the strong field
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that dresses the atom to be transparent at Wi, it is assumed tha t ^ 2 3  ^ 12, ^ 13.
Also, since /213 <C P12 as 1-3 is not a dipole-allowed transition and the generation of 
W3 is being considered, the further relation of O12 fli3 holds. These restrictions 
allow the relevant coherences to be expressed as:
Ai3Di2(P22 — Pll) — f^32^ i 3 (p33 — p u )  -f Ç2^32{p33 ~  P2 2 ) / r  7  \
À 12A 13 -  IÎÎ23P ■
_  Ai2ni3(p33 — pii) — 0 1 2 0 2 3 (^ 3 3  — Pll) +  <f3^ 23(/?33 — P22) //; \
-----------------------------------
using the definitions:
^  Â 13 O12O23Ç2 =  Sh3= ï  %-----A 23 ^23
 ^ A 12 O13O32Ç3 =  S412-»--------  ^ —AA23 A23
A further assumption of low population transfer is made, reasonable as O12 is 
assumed weak in comparison to O23. This is tested later in the numerical work, 
but previous analysis that does not assume a small probe frequency for EIT [9] 
shows that the main features survive when O12 is non-vanishing. In doing this 
we say that pu  ~  1 and P22 ~  P33 ~  0. Substituting this into equations 6.7 and
then comparing the resulting microscopic and macroscopic polarisations leads to
the following dressed susceptibilities:
1 (6 .8 a)
%W(W3) =  (6 .8 b)
60%" Â 12A 13 — IO2 3 I"
A/* P3 1 P1 3 Â 12
€q% Â 12A 13 — IO2 3I"
A/" P2lP>\2 Â 13
These susceptibilities show the effects of EIT and Aut 1er-Townes splitting. The 
IO23P term in the denominator leads to two resonances split by 2 0 2 3  which are the 
two Autler-Townes, or ac Stark, components. However, the numerator in both the 
linear susceptibilities describes the effects of EIT that manifest between these com­
ponents. For resonant fields the linear absorption on w% is proportional to 7 1 3 /IO23P.
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Therefore, if 713 is low then a high transparency is seen. In contrast the second-order 
susceptibility has no such numerator term  and the effect of Autler-Townes spitting 
is observed unaffected by EIT. Figure 6.3 shows the susceptibilities a t several val­
ues of the upper field strength for a scan of the lower, probe, laser frequency. The 
sharp transparency between the dressed components in the linear absorption case is 
clear, while the second-order susceptibility retains a significant fraction of its doubly 
resonantly enhanced value.
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Figure 6.3: Left, and right, calculated from the simplified
susceptibility expressions under homogeneously broadened conditions. 0 2 3  and A i 
are scaled against the 1 - 2  dephasing rate, 712 and 713 =  712 /IO.
This marked difference between absorption and emission is the basis on which 
EIT is able to enhance nonlinear processes [4]. It arises due to the difference in paths 
for the two processes. The absorption process has two main paths. Firstly, direct 
absorption on the transition 1-2 and, secondly, two-photon absorption to 3 and then 
back to 2 via stimulated emission. These two paths interfere, creating the trans­
parency [10]. (An alternative but equivalent, view is that of coherent population 
trapping [2, 11, 12].) However, the emission is unburdened with alternative paths 
and therefore sees no interference between the dressed components. It is important
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to note that the efficacy of the transparency mechanism on the 1 - 2  transition is 
controlled by the dephasing rate 713 — ie. the coherence decay on the return, 1-3, 
transition and not the dephasing ra te of either input transition. This is due to the
feedback of the p\^ coherence which is vital for the EIT process.
6.2.3. Energy C onservation
It may seem at first that if the linear absorption of uji drops to zero then there is 
no removal of energy from this wave for the nonlinear process. This is not so as 
there is a nonlinear absorption term  in the p u  coherence tha t ensures input wave 
depletion and it is unaffected by EIT. To illustrate this, the expression for pi2 can
be simplified by the removal of higher order terms to:
- _ Ai3fii2(/)22 — Pll) — ^32^l3{p33 ~  Pll)
-------------------
The two terms in the numerator are, respectively, the linear absorption and the 
depletion of the input wave for the nonlinear process. The former is affected by 
EIT but the la tter splits by the ac Stark effect in the same way the nonlinear 
susceptibility does and has no interference between the components. Due to the low 
value of Hi3 this term is usually dominated by the linear absorption term  which the 
EIT combats.
Having made this distinction between the parasitic linear and energy conserving 
nonlinear absorption it should be noted that in reality reduction of the linear ab­
sorption will not be absolute. Some linear absorption will remain as 713 ^  0 in any 
laboratory system. However, as this term  is the dephasing ra te on a quadrupole- 
allowed transition it should be fairly low in reality, and lead to good transparency.
6.2.4. Inhom ogeneous Broadening
To predict the conditions in the vapour cell Doppler broadening must be taken 
into account. The susceptibility expressions, equations 6 .8 , were integrated over the 
Maxwellian velocity distribution numerically and the results are shown in figure 6.4.
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The inhomogeneous broadening tends to smear out the response of the atom to the 
field until Hag is raised to a level rivalling the Doppler width. At this point very 
similar phenomena are seen to the homogeneously broadened situation. The linear 
susceptibility shows transparency between the Autler-Townes components, while the 
nonlinear susceptibility is additive between them.
O.B-1 0 .10-1
' [ j  0 .7 - ^  0 .14-
0.6-
0.4- 0.06-
3 0 .04-C  0 .2-
0 .1- -r  0 .0 2 -
0.0 0.0-rIB—IB —10 -B —IB —100 B 10 -B 0 6 10 IB
A, (GHz) Ai (GHz)
Figure 6.4: Left, and right, integrated for Doppler broadening
at 400K with 712 =  O.OlGHz and 713 =  0.005GHz. (The transition wavelengths used 
were those for the 3S-3P-3D level scheme in sodium vapour with co-propagating 
lasers.)
Figure 6.5 shows the real part of the linear susceptibility, This shows
that on single and two-photon resonance perfect phase matching will be achieved. 
(The plot of %( )^(w3 ) is equivalent.) This justifies the assumption made earlier of 
near phase matching as long as the fields are taken as resonant. This crossing of the 
atom ic dispersion has been used experimentally to phase match a nonlinear process
[8 ] but it should be noted that the steep slope of the refractive index leads to very 
strong dispersion. This dispersion can mean at high vapour densities the process 
will phase match only over a very narrow frequency bandwidth. Furthermore, the 
group velocity of pulses introduced into the medium can be strongly reduced [13].
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Figure 6,5: The real part of for the same parameters as the previous figure
including Doppler broadening.
In order to show that the effects described above are not a feature of the sim­
plification of the system the lower laser absorption, ^ [^ 12]) and the SFM ou tput, 
IpisI, were calculated from the full numerical system including Doppler broadening. 
Their dependence on the upper laser strength, D23, is shown in figure 6.6 for reso­
nant fields. At high upper field strengths (greater than about 3GHz) the lower laser 
absorption has dropped almost to zero, while the SFM ou tpu t retains a significant 
proportion of its maximum value. The sharp features seen for D23 < 0.5GHz are 
from route interference as discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 6.6: The SFM ou tpu t (from jpisl and the lower laser absorption (from Q"[pi2]) 
for resonant fields against increasing O23) the upper laser strength, calculated from 
the full numerical model.
6.3. E n h an cem en t o f th e  N on lin ear P rocess
In order to show how these dressed susceptibilities affect the conversion efficiency 
of the nonlinear process the evolution of the sum frequency field, Ez{z)^ must be 
calculated including propagational effects. This is done using Maxwell’s equations. 
The starting point is the generalised wave equation:
(6.10)
where
D  =  eoE +  P  (6.11)
Restricting the analysis to one dimension, propagation in the z direction, we can 
express the sum frequency polarisation as:
p ^ { z )  =  +  P n l  (6 .1 2 )
with the nonlinear polarisation, Pn l  defined as before:
P n l  =  ^ 6 o X < ''( w 3 ) E i ( z ) % ( z )  (6 .1 3 )
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Therefore, substituting these and keeping in one dimensional space we gain:
To solve this a sinusoidal trial solution for E 3 (z, t) is used and by invoking the slowly 
varying amplitude approximation [14] to remove the second-order differential with 
respect to z this expression may be simplified to:
— (6. 15)
At this point the specific conditions the solution is being sought under have to be 
considered. Absorption on is of importance and so E\{z)  is taken to be of the 
form:
E i(z) =  E l  exp 3^[%(^)(wi)]zj (6.16)
while wg is assumed not be be attenuated by a significant amount ( ^ 2 (z) =  E°). 
Further, due to the nature of the real part of the linear susceptibility for resonant 
fields phase matching is assumed. Lastly, the sum frequency field will build up from 
zero so the boundary condition E^{z  =  0) =  0 is appropriate. Including all this the 
evolution of the sum frequency field amplitude can solved for, giving:
4 {W3@ [x(^)((^i)]}
X {exp [x^^^(wi)] ^  -  exp ^  } (6.17)
In the limit of 3= [x^^K^i)] 0 this reduces to equation (10) of reference [6 ] showing
the enhancement achievable from reduction of the output wave absorption. However, 
as /ii3 <C ^ 1 2  the absorption of the ou tpu t wave is unim portant here and the limit, 
^  [x^^^(^3 )] 0, is relevant. This gives:
{' " ")}
Therefore, as H23 is increased the generation of Ez  is effected in two ways. Firstly, 
the efficiency ratio X^^H^3 )/^[x^^K^i)] increases since the reduction in absorption
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is greater than the reduction in the nonlinear susceptibility. Secondly, the use­
ful interaction length increases as the exponential term  decreases. The maximum 
enhancement achievable is found if the vapour length, z, is kept longer than the 
absorption length of Wi under all values of f%23. If this is the case then:
P3 oc 1^ 3 (2  oo)|^ oc (6.19)
Thus the ratio gives the enhancement in the nonlinear process
and is displayed in figure 6.7.
10000-1
2 8 0 0 0 -
6 0 0 0 -
O 4 0 0 0 -
S  2000-
Q ,3  (GHz)
Figure 6.7; The enhancement ratio, ; calculated for resonant
fields with Doppler broadening at 400K and 712 == O.OlGHz and 713 =  0.005GHz.
This graph shows a clear step occurring when the upper laser Rabi strength be­
comes greater than the Doppler width (about 2 GHz here) and saturating at about 
three times the Doppler width. Therefore, the enhancement of the nonlinear process 
does not occur until the inhomogeneous broadening is overcome by the upper, cou­
pling laser. This step is not m irrored for the homogeneous case as the EIT process 
has no threshold for a purely homogeneously broadened system. The shape of the 
step is the same as that for enhancement of the nonlinear process through reduction 
of the output laser absorption [4, 6 , 8 ] — which is unsurprising as so much of the 
mathematics and physics is unchanged. Experimentally the realisation of the en-
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hancement of the conversion efficiency is produced by applying the relevant power 
to the upper transition and then increasing the M z  product of the vapour. This 
la tter adjustment stems from taking the limit of z —» oo in the above expression 
so as to maintain complete absorption of the probe laser. The adjustment in par­
ticle density that is required mirrors closely the enhancement ratio curve. As the 
easiest way to realise this in the laboratory will be simply to increase the vapour 
temperature, a careful check on the Doppler width (which scales with the square 
root of the temperature) will have to be kept and O23 may have to be slightly fur­
ther increased to overcome a significant increase in this. It is worth noting that 
second-order nonlinear processes that are near-resonant with the intermediate level, 
but not close enough to be significantly absorbed, will benefit from the phase match- 
ing induced by the strong upper laser in the same way as for the four-wave mixing 
process demonstrated at Stanford [8].
The maximum enhancement in the ou tpu t power, shown by the height of the 
step, is under these conditions, about four orders of magnitude. This is a huge, and 
potentially very useful, increase. This factor is governed by the same parameters 
noted by Harris, Field and Imamoglu [4]: the square of the ratio of the Doppler width 
to the dephasing 7 1 3 . (This was checked by numerical studies.) The dephasing rate 
7 i3 controls the efficacy of EIT on the lower laser and, therefore, has this direct 
effect on the possible enhancement. Both the nonlinear medium and any buffer gas 
will have to be chosen so as to minimise any increase in this dephasing rate at the 
higher M z  products. It may be that because of this it will be more effective to 
increase the interaction length (by multiple passing of the interacting waves) than 
to merely increase the particle density.
While this analysis has been undertaken using parameters relevant to sodium, 
the enhancement will occur in a similar way for equivalent atom ic systems. If, 
however, the Doppler width is less than the homogeneous broadening in the system 
the enhancement in the conversion efficiency will require a larger D23 to combat this “^1
than just the value required to overcome the Doppler width [4]. 1
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6.4 . N u m erica l M od els
Since the analy tical theory makes several assumptions, including a vanishingly small 
lower laser intensity, a numerical model was developed as a check of the predictions. 
The full density m atrix  system  was solved, and in tegra ted over the Doppler wid th 
at each poin t. Once the solution was gained the absorp tion or gain for each field was 
calculated for a small vapour pa th  length and the values corrected. The system  was 
re-solved and th is repea ted for propagation over a specified vapour length. The loss 
or gain on each field was calculated from the differential expression 2.37 which was 
derived via M axwell’s equations and the slowly-varying am plitude approxim ation.
0 .1-1
“ 2.0
0.00
-1 .5  ^
“  1.0
o
“ 0.5
0.0
0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.1
Propagation Distance (m)
Figure 6 .8 : Numerical calculations of the evolution of Dig (solid line, left vertical 
axis) and the sum frequency wave am plitude (dashed line, right vertical axis) for 
initial inpu ts of D12 =  0.1 GHz and O23 =  IGHz. (For resonan t fields w ith vapour 
tem pera tu re 450K, 712  =  25MHz and 7 13  =  7.5MHz.)
W ith  th is model the evolution of the fields could be traced for propagation 
through the vapour cell. The conventional, low field case is shown in figure 6 .8  
with an upper field laser power of Ü2 3  =  IGHz. Under the vapour conditions 
chosen the lower laser is completely absorbed in abou t 6 cm and the SFM frequency
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outpu t am plitude sa tu ra ted  as no further conversion can take place. This situation 
is similar to th a t which the m axim um  conversion on the 3S-3P-4D [1] and the 3S- 
3P-3D (C hap ter 4) schemes in sodium encountered. However, if the upper laser 
streng th  is increased to  Dgs =  8GHz the induced Autler-Townes splitting exceeds 
the Doppler wid th and enhancem en t is possible. Both the vapour pa th  leng th and 
particle density were increased to  realise the increase in conversion efficiency and 
the result is shown in figure 6.9. Now the lower laser reta ins abou t a th ird  of its 
original value even after 2m of propagation clearly dem onstra ting the significant 
increase in transparency. The sum frequency field am plitude rises to over 200 tim es 
the value previously and is still rising. Allowing for the increase in the upper laser 
streng th  of a factor of 8 there is still a factor of around 28 increase in conversion 
in troduced by the EIT here. Th is will correspond to  an ou tpu t power of nearly 
three orders of m agnitude more than for the low field case, again allowing for the 
upper laser power increase. This is achieved even though the lower laser streng th  is 
non-vanishing, indeed it is significantly grea ter than the sa tu ra tion  in tensity for the 
lower transition [1]. This is in agreement w ith other work indicating th a t a strong 
lower, or probe, laser does no t destroy the transparency effect [9].
The num erical model also allows the evolution of the upper field am plitude to  be 
traced to see if there is significant absorp tion on it, especially in light of the stronger 
lower field. Figure 6.10 shows th a t for neither case is reduction of the upper laser a 
significant feature.
6.5. Towards E xp er im en ta l R ea lisa tion
To evaluate the possibility of experim en tal realisation of the enhancem en t on the 
3S-3P-3D  level scheme in sodium vapour an estim a te of the required coupling laser 
power is required. W ith  reference to the earlier calculation of the link between Rabi 
frequency and laser in tensity in section 3.4.5 and the param e ters for the 3 P 3/ 2- 3 D5/2  
transition the required laser in tensity for a Rabi frequency of 4GHz, sufficient to see
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F igure 6.9: Numerical calculations of the evolution of Cti2 (solid line, left vertical 
axis) and the sum frequency wave am plitude (dashed line, right vertical axis) for 
initial inpu ts of Ü12 =  0.1 GHz and Hgs =  8 GHz. (For resonan t fields w ith vapour 
tem pera tu re 500K, 712  =  25MHz and 7 13  =  7.5MHz.)
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Figure 6.10: Evolution of H23 corresponding to the calculations of (left) figure 6 .8 , 
the low field case, and (right) figure 6.9, the high field case.
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the enhancem en t, is 18.6MWm"^. W ith  continuous-wave lasers of ou tpu t power 
approxim ately IW  a focal spo t of radius 130/^m is required to  crea te th is intensity. 
This is w ithin experim en tal possibility and several a ttem p ts were m ade, w ithout suc­
cess, to  observe EIT  in the sodium system. W hile the calcula ted in tensity to  Rabi 
frequency conversion was accura te for experim en ts in sodium beams using clean 
three-level systems [15, 16], and also w ith in the correct realm  for the rubidium  work 
in chap ter 8, it was no t accurate here. An experim en t using pulsed dye lasers of 
linewid th about 2GHz [17], thereby coupling several hyperhne and finq s truc tu re  lev­
els, required in tensities of the order of 10^°Wm~^ to observe a few GHz of splitting, 
a figure very much in excess of th a t predic ted by calculations. It is thought, th a t 
if using a broad linewidth source w ith very little inhomogeneous broadening can be 
likened to  using a narrow linew id th source with strong inhomogeneous broadening, 
then the intensities required in th is experim en t may be similar. The m echanism  for 
th is low splitting is unclear. It may be due to the large am oun t of s truc tu re  in the 
a tom  helping to  dephase coherences or se tting up in terfering ones, bu t what is clear 
is th a t an increase in coupling laser field intensity, possibly by 2 or more orders of 
m agnitude, is required.
There are, therefore, two possible ways to  proceed in the sodium vapour system. 
Keeping with continuous-wave lasers a resonant enhancem en t cavity could provide 
a much stronger circulating field. The cavity could be an ex ternal ring, frequency 
locked to the laser inpu t, or the laser cavity itself with a secondary waist introduced. 
In tra-cavity powers in the Tiisapph ire laser can exceed 20W and a t th is power level 
a waist radius of 29^m would give 7.5GW m “ .^ However, th is m e thod would require 
a very low loss sodium vapour cell, the lower laser to be coupled in to the cavity, 
and the sum frequency coupled out. Confocal param eters would be fairly short 
and the experim en t would take careful design to  be successful. A second possibility 
is to  consider pulsed laser systems and utilise the high peak power available in a 
short pulse. If a peak power of lOOW was available the waist could be increased to 
65/im for the same intensity, a much more a ttrac tive value for a reasonable vapour
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pa th  length. P roduc tion of th is power could be a tta ined  a t the required frequency 
through amplifying a single-frequency Ti:sapph ire ring laser [18]. Alternatively, gain 
switching a Ti:sapph ire laser [19], possibly injection seeded to  hold single-frequency 
operation [20], is feasible. Pulse lengths would not need to  be very short for this 
sort of power, 50-lOOns being reasonable. Injection-seeded, Q-switched lasers have 
been utilised successfully in EIT  experim en ts to date [2, 3, 7, 8] and the power 
requirem en ts in sodium suggest the use of similar sources in th is system.
6.5.1. C onsideration of Level Structure
One problem th a t realisation in a sodium system m ust address is the problem of 
the fine and hyperhne level s truc tu re. This could disturb the experim en t due to  the 
different m atrix  elements between the sub-levels and, more seriously, could distu rb  
the coherences in the atom . A very brief discussion of these is given below.
(M J -5/2 -3/2 - 1/2 1/2 3/2 5/2
0.32 0.55 0.77
0.77 0.89 0.77
3/2(H )  -3/2 3/2- 1/2 1/2
3 D ^
3D3/2
Figure 6.11: The relative streng ths of the m a trix  elements coupling the m j sublevels 
of the sodium 3 P 3 /2  to  3D transition for cr-f- polarisation. The values have been 
normalised to  the strongest.
The calculation of the Rabi frequency above used the form ula for the rms Rabi 
frequency for a degenerate transition. In reality each degenerate sub-level will in­
terac t w ith a different Rabi frequency and complicate the outcome. The relative 
streng ths of the various sub-levels can be calculated by a 3-j symbol, as indicated
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in section 3.4.4. As an exam ple the relative streng ths of the m j sublevel transi­
tions of the 3 P 3/ 2- 3 D transition, assuming a selection rule of A m j =  - f l ,  have been 
calcula ted and are shown in figure 6.11. These show th a t the Rabi frequency can 
vary significantly w ith in the sublevels of one transition. Shore [21, 22] considers 
the effect of m agnetic sublevel degeneracy on Rabi oscillations and concludes th a t 
some combinations of polarisations and A J  transitions give very poor observation of 
splitting effects while o thers give good observation. The recom m ended transitions 
are J  —> J  w ith circular polarisation and J  —> J  ±  1 with linear pplarisation (in 
the absence of a  m agnetic field). Figure 6.11 clearly shows th is as the selection rule 
applied was applicable to circular polarisation and the transitions to  the 3 D3 /2  end 
s ta te  have a much smaller spread of Rabi frequencies than  those to the 3 D5 /2  end 
state.
A second possible, and m ore sub tle, problem concerns the possibility of coher­
ences set up between the sublevels and their possible effect on the EIT  process. One 
view is th a t no im portan t coherences will be set up and th a t once the Rabi frequency 
exceeds the sub-level splitting the s truc tu re  will be broken down. This is term ed the 
op tical Back-Goudsmit regime [23] and is equivalent to the Paschen-Back effect in 
Zeeman struc tu re. However, w ithout detailed multi-level modelling involving coher­
en t in teractions the effect of the s truc tu re  is uncertain and it m ay tend to dam pen 
or destroy the im portan t op tical coherences.
A fu rther problem  could be caused by optical pumping. This may be very 
com plicated to calculate in detail as sudden reversals are possible in a short frequency 
range [24]. Most optical pum ping studies are concerned w ith the effects of a single 
laser. A second laser could cause strong pertu rba tions on the expected op tical 
pum ping behaviour and lead to a reduction in the num ber of atom s available for the 
nonlinear process.
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6.5.2, Future Suggested  System s
The ideal system  for observing the enhancem en t of the nonlinear process would be a 
clean th ree level a tom . The absence of nuclear spin would be desirable to  remove the 
complications of hyperhne s truc tu re  and hne struc tu re ou tw ith  the Doppler width. 
Recent studies in atom ic lead a t Stanford [3 ,8 , 25] have shown it to  be am enable 
to  s tudy and very high transparency windows have been dem onstra ted.
However, a recent dem onstra tion of continuous-wave E IT  using coun ter-propagating 
lasers in a cell containing rubidium  vapour has opened up ano ther p'ossibility [26]. 
This experim en t used the 5S-5P-5D  level scheme in rubidium  th a t has the advan­
tage th a t the two inpu t wavelengths required are very similar: 780nm and 776nm. 
Therefore, in a coun ter-propagating experim en tal arrangem en t the residual Doppler 
w id th for in teractions between these waves is very small. The researchers were able 
to dem onstra te a transparency on the order of 60% using a  25mW  diode laser for 
coupling the upper transition.
Using two T i:sapph ire lasers th is experim en t has recen tly been repea ted in our 
labora tory and is discussed in detail in chap ter 8. Using a continuous-wave coupling 
laser of 300mW, focused to a 135//m radius spo t, in excess of 70% transparency has 
been seen. W ith  th is prelim inary result an experim en t m ay be proposed to  enhance 
sum frequency mixing on this cascade scheme in rubidium . The EIT  coupling laser 
m ust be in troduced in a coun ter-propagating manner to keep the power requirem en ts 
low, in an experim en tal scheme shown in the schem atic figure 6.12. It is envisaged 
th a t th is experim en t could dem onstra te the concept by increasing transparency on 
the 780nm laser and allowing a longer in teraction length.
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EIT Coupling Field 
776nm776nm Rb Cell Sum
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InputWaves
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1/2
Figure 6.12: Left, the cascade system  in rubidium  for coun ter-propagating
continuous-wave EIT and the proposed SFM experim en tal scheme.
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Chap ter 7
The Local Field Effect in Coherent 
Three-Level Atom Processes
7 . T h e  L o c a l  F ie l d  E f f e c t  in  C o h e r e n t  
T h r e e - L e v e l  A t o m  P r o c e s s e s
The optical Bloch equations for a three-level cascade a tom  are generalised for high 
particle densities by inclusion of the local field correction. This leads to  two new 
sets of term s: a dynam ic Lorentz shift, as seen in the two-level atom; and coherence 
cross-couplings, unique to the three-level atom. The effect of the correction is stud ied 
numerically with reference to two case studies: a self-broadened EIT  scheme; and 
SFM a t very high densities w ithout self-broadening.
7.1. T h e L ocal F ie ld  C orrection
A s tandard approxim ation m ade when rela ting the macroscopic properties of a 
gaseous medium  to the microscopic response of the individual particles is th a t the 
electric field experienced by the atom  is equal to the injected macroscopic electric 
field. This is no t s tric tly  accurate as each atom  will in terac t w ith the surrounding 
atom s and, therefore, its response will be altered by the polarisation of these atom s 
feeding back. This problem is m ost commonly associated w ith solids where the prox­
im ity of a large num ber of close atom s significantly alters the individual response. 
However, in dense gases there may be sufficient feedback from the surrounding atom s 
to render the approxim ation invalid in th is situation as well.
In order to gain a be tter description of the system the concept of the local field, 
E l , experienced by the atom  is in troduced. To calculate the value of this a test
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charge is considered within a macroscopic, bu t small, spherical surface. The atom s 
ou tside th is surface act as a homogeneous distribu tion and their response can be 
shown to  be P/3co [1, 2]. The con tribu tion from the atom s inside the surface cancel 
ou t for a cubic la ttice and hence the local field can be rela ted to  the macroscopic 
electric field, E ,  by:
EL = E  + f -  (7.1)OÊ0
This is the classical Lorentz-Lorenz relation* and is assumed approxim ately correct 
for homogeneous gaseous or liquid m edia, as well as the cubic la ttice of the formal 
calculation. Hence, calculations of the atom ic response th a t assume E l E ,  which 
include all the work previously carried ou t and stated in th is thesis, are in ternally 
inconsistent at high densities. In th is con tex t high densities implies 10-100 or more 
atom s with in a cubic wavelength of the considered atom  [3]. Under these condi­
tions the absorption leng th of a resonance transition is less than one wavelength of 
the incident radia tion and such densities have been rarely used in the laboratory, 
explaining the lack of consideration of the local field correction in previous works. 
However, if E IT is used to greatly increase the pene tra tion dep th  at high densities 
the po ten tial now exists for high vapour densities to be used for nonlinear optics 
and o ther studies. For th is reason the inclusion of the local field correction in the 
general theore tical system used, the three level atom, is im portan t, and its feedback 
on EIT  especially pressing to evaluate.
In conventional low-density calculations the volume polarisation can be s tated  
with regards to  the macroscopic susceptibility, %(P), as:
P  =  6o%(P)P (7.2)
This can also be w ritten in term s of the microscopic polarisability of the atom , Oi{E),
"Th is statem en t of the Lorentz-Lorenz equation is in SI units, in keeping with the rest of this 
thesis. It is common to see it s tated in CGS e.s.u. units as El =  E +  {4Tr/Z)P, due to the conversion 
fo  —*■ 1/47T.
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and num ber density, VV as:
P  =  M a [ E ) E  (7.3)
Therefore, the rela tion between the microscopic and macroscopic quan tities can be 
discerned by equating these as:
X { E )  = (7.4)eo
However, under h igh-density conditions the polarisation equations become:
P  =  €.qXn d d E  (7.5)
P  =  V V a(P i,)P i, (7.6)
and using the Lorentz-Lorenz expression (7.1) the Clausius-M ossotti rela tion is de-
^  x (E l ) , .
X N D D  -  _  Af a i E, . )  -  ,  _  x W l )3co - ^ 3
This expression indicates th a t under high-density conditions the atom ic response, 
via the atom ic polarisability, is nonlinearly rela ted to the volume susceptibility. A 
ple tho ra of novel effects result from th is including: linear and nonlinear resonance
line shifts [4, 5]; in trinsic op tical bistab ility  [6, 7]; and u ltrafast op tical switching
[8]. Recently, of most relevance for atom ic coherence effects, inversionless lasing was
predic ted to be enhanced by up to two orders of m agnitude a t critical densities [3].
This theory trea ted  a three-level atom  bu t was simplified by linearising the system, 
w ith respect to a very weak probe and injecting the atom s in to the in terac tion 
region with coherences already established. Therefore, it did no t include the intrinsic 
nonlinearity of the response and the coherence cross-couplings th a t arise from the 
full trea tm en t given here.
7.2. T h e T w o-L evel A tom
The local field correction has been incorpora ted in to the Bloch equations for a two- 
level atom  by several au thors [4, 5, 7, 9, 10]. However, only in the last of these
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references was a formal derivation presen ted proving the validity of the Lorentz- 
Lorenz equation for arb itrary  tim e-dependen t fields in a nonlinear medium. Con­
verting the work presen ted in these publications to the no ta tion  used in th is thesis 
the generalised op tical Bloch equations for a two-level atom , including the local field 
correction, can be s ta ted  as:
Pii = *^1 2 (^2 1  “  ^12) +  L21P22 (7.8a)
P 22  = i L l i 2 { p i 2 — P 2 1 )  “  T 2 1 P 22 (7.8b)
^12  =  —^ (A i — C\{p2 2  — P i \ )  — 7^ 1 2 )^ 1 2  +  iTt\2 {p2 2  — pi\)  (7.8c)
The only difference in these equations from the low-density approxim ation is the un­
derlined term  in equation 7.8c w ith the local field correction param e ter, C\, defined 
as:
-  #  P»)
This term  manifests as an ex tra  detuning con tribu tion causing a spectral red-shift, 
term ed the Lorentz shift. Due to the dependence on the popula tion inversion it is 
sometimes called the dynam ic Lorentz shift and leads to the proposals of in trinsic 
op tical bistab ility cited above. In general it leads to a frequency shift of C\ in 
the wings of the line w ith less shift in the centre due to popula tion transfer and, 
therefore, overall a general distortion rela ted to the probe field streng th. If the 
resonance is only weakly probed and population transfer is low then we may say Î
th a t pii «  1 and P22 ~  0 and approxim ate the shift to a constan t value of C i. This 
is, in tu rn , dubbed the static  Lorentz shift [4].
7.3, T h e T h ree-L evel A to m
The process for including the local field effect into the Bloch equations for the three- 
level atom  is analogous to th a t for the two-level atom  but the results are somewhat 
m ore complex. The system tha t will be considered here is the cascade th ree level
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atom  but similar results can be straightforwardly discerned for the o ther three-level 
atom  configurations, the Lam bda (A) and Vee (V) configurations.
Derivation proceeds from the Liouville equation, as in section 2.1.2, w ith the 
same definitions un til im m ediately preceeding the substitu tion of the slowly varying 
coherences p,j. At th is poin t, as an example, the equation for p \ 2  is:
,  ^ .f^3 2 E 2 ( z , t )  i n \Pl2 — t(^12pl2 — l l 2 P \2  +  Î ^ ------- \P22 ~  P l l )  ” -%-------^ -------PlS ( <-lO)
Now the local field correction can be included by the substitution:
t) —> Ei[z, t) P /3co 
w ith the volume polarisation expressed as:
P  =  A f { p i 2 p l 2  +  P23P23  +  P l 3 P l 3  +  C.C.) ( 7 . 1 1 )
in keeping with equation 2.24. In substitu ting this, cross-couplings between the 
coherences will arise due to the polarisation con tribu tion. To simplify the expression 
the slowly varying coherence elements pij are substitu ted  for using equations 2.22 
and, invoking the ro tating  wave approxim ation, all rem aining term s oscillating a t 
op tical frequencies are removed. This includes term s a t the sum  or difference of the 
injected frequencies. (These frequencies are in the op tical range as the fields were 
assumed sufficiently different to couple to only one transition.) Once th is is worked 
through the generalised equations are gained, and are:
P l l  =  i O i 2 { p 21 — P 1 2 )  +  ^ 2 l p 22  ( 7 . 1 2 a )
P 22  =  i D , i 2 { p i 2 ~  P 2 1 ) F  i Ll 2 3 { p 3 2  ~  P 2 3 ) ~  ^ 2 1 p 22 L s 2 P 3 3  ( 7 . 1 2 b )
f>33 — i D, 23 {p 23  ~  P3 2 ) — ^ 32 P33  ( 7 . 1 2 c )
P l 2  — “ ^(Ai — C i { p 2 2  — />ll) — 7^12)^12 T  i 0 . i 2 { p 2 2  ~  p l l )  ~~ I0, 23f>13 ~~ I C 2 P 3 2 P 13
(7.12d)
P23 — —^ (A2 — C2{P33 ~  P22) ~  ^723)^23 +  iTl23{P33 ~  P22) +  *f 2^1^ 13 +  iCiP2lPl3
(7.12e)
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Pl3 ~  —%(Ai +  A 2 — Cz{pz3 — P l l )  — ill3)pi3  +  iDi2P23 ~  ^^23^12 +  i{Cl —  C2)pl2p23
(7.12f)
w ith the th ree local field param eters:
6^£oCl =  (7.13a)
In comparison to the s tandard low-density system, equations 2.23, two new sets of 
term s can be seen to have arisen. Firstly, as per the two-level a tom  [4, 9] the dynam ic 
Lorentz shift term  appears in each of the three coherence equations. Secondly, 
each coherence equation also contains a nonlinear term  containing a produc t of the 
o ther two coherences. These cross-coupling term s are no t m irrored in the two-level 
system  and are a consequence of the more complex three-level atom . The equations 
presen ted here are now valid for all particle densities because a t low densities Ci — 0, 
and the original system is recovered.
7.4. D iscu ssion
These equations open the way for m any nonlinear phenom ena to  be ex tended into 
the high density regime. Close analysis of the system may lead to the proposal of 
novel phenomena, as was the case for the two-level atom , and the effect of the local 
field on curren t research topics can be evaluated. Two exam ple systems will be 
exam ined briefly below bu t the opportunities provided by these equations are wider 
ranging than ju s t these. Already the enhancem en t of inversionless gain has been 
predic ted [3] under a simplified three-level atom  system  and o ther novel effects may 
emerge.
Very recently, after this analysis was carried out, the au thor received word tha t 
research carried ou t in parallel by Manka, Dowling, Bowden and Fleischhauer [II]
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had uncovered a novel density dependen t, or piezophotonic, switching between ab­
sorption and amplification in a three-level inversionless laser system. This work 
incorporates in full the inclusion of the local field correction in to a Lam bda three- 
level a tom  but, interestingly, adopts a different approach to th a t detailed above. 
The approach used by these workers was developed to  allow for analy tical solutions, 
as the nonlinear system  of equations, presented above, preclude them . In their work 
the low-density equations for the system were derived and presen ted in term s of 
the unknown local field and an expression for the low-density susceptibility, 
derived. The local field was then substitu ted  for via the expression:
"  1 -
which is derived from the Lorentz-Lorenz equation and the microscopic susceptibil­
ity. In a self-consistent m anner this was then used in the Clausius-M ossotti relation, 
equation 7.7, to gain the corrected suscep tibility and the solution was checked for 
uniqueness and stability. This work indicates some of the po ten tial for novel ef­
fects in the high density situation and provides an in teresting coun terpoin t to the 
numerical approach used here.
The densities required for the local field correction to be im portan t are generally 
larger than those used for most labora tory experiments on the in terac tion of coherent 
radia tion and atom ic systems bu t are by no means unfeasible. As an example, the 
particle density such th a t =  100 for A =  589nm, appropria te for the 3S-3P 
transition in sodium, is vV % 5 x 10^°m"^. This would be achieved a t a vapour 
tem pera tu re of abou t 322°C (595K) and implies a s tatic  Lorentz shift of about 
40MHz on this transition. Inhomogeneous broadening would tend to wash th is effect 
out and for an static  Lorentz shift of about IGHz, on the order of this broadening, 
a tem pera tu re of 450°C would be needed, a density of 1.7 x 10^^m“°. N either of 
these densities or tem pera tu res are experim en tally difficult to achieve, indeed much 
higher ones are possible using hea t pipes, high tem pera tu re ovens or possibly soon, 
a tom  traps.
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7.4.1. Self-Broadening
The traditional enemy of the observation of local field effects in gaseous m edia is 
self-broadening. Also called resonance-broadening, this collisional broadening mech­
anism acts on dipole-allowed transitions to the ground s ta te and arises from im pacts 
w ith ground s ta te atom s of the same element. The theory is reviewed by Lewis
[12] and tested in various experim en ts (eg. see [13] and references therein). The 
self-broadening linewid th is proportional to the particle density and the oscillator 
s treng th  of the transition and, as the oscillator streng th  is proportional to the tran ­
sition m a trix  element squared, therefore, scales in the same way as the local field 
param e ter. Their relative m agnitudes depend on the degeneracies involved and the 
exact theore tical trea tm en t used, bu t a good approxim ation for the ra tio  of the 
self-broadened collisional linewid th, jsb, and the local field param e ter is [5]:
^ = 3 , / ^  (7.15)Ci y
where gi and gj are the degeneracies of the initial and final levels, respectively. 
Therefore, for most transitions self-broadening is in excess of the s ta tic  Lorentz shift 
and can obscure local field effects [6 ].
This, though, does no t m ean th a t the local field correction should be ignored. 
For EIT experim ents in a cascade system  where level 1 is the ground s ta te, the 
transition  1-2 will be strongly self-broadened. However, the transparency produced 
depends for its dep th  on the dephasing ra te 713  which, due to  the dipole-forbidden 
na tu re  of transition 1-3, will no t be significantly affected [14]. Therefore, the effect 
of the local field correction on the narrow transparency region can come through 
unim peded and is im portan t to assess. A homogeneously self-broadened EIT  system  
of th is na tu re will be considered numerically below.
Furtherm ore, the link between self-broadening and the local field param e ter can 
be broken through design of the experim en tal system. One way to do th is is to 
consider a high tem pera tu re beam  system capable of rapid injection of atom s into 
the in teraction region. Due to the collim ated atom ic velocities the collision ra te will
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be low and the effect of the local field correction could be observed easily [3]. The 
second numerical exam ple presen ted in th is chap ter will consider th is situation.
7.4.2. N um erical Solutions
Due to  the in troduc tion of the coherence cross-coupling term s and the dynam ic 
Lorentz shift the density m atrix  system is now nonlinear. A steady-sta te is no 
longer certa in  and the system  canno t be solved by a single-step m e thod. A simple 
numerical itera tion  was derived to solve for the steady-state of the system  and proved 
remarkably effective.
This m e thod was based on the Euler, or Euler-Cauchy, m e thod [15] for solving 
first-order differential equations. If p^- denotes the num erical value calculated for 
the density m atrix  elem ent pij after n steps, then the nex t approxim ation, , is 
calculated from;
P ÎP  =  Pfj + (7.16)djA dt
where 6t is a small step factor. The value of is th a t of the right-hand side of 
the appropria te equation from 7.12a —> f w ith the previous itera tive solutions 
inserted. (It should be no ted th a t to avoid complex algebra the program  actually 
worked with the nine real equations ra ther than  the six complex ones.) As a m e thod 
of calculating the tim e dependence of the system th is would be fairly crude, bu t for 
finding the s teady-state it proved very effective. As long as the step factor St was 
sufficiently small the system  converged to a stable solution. The values used to 
in itia te the itera tion, p9., were the steady-state solutions of the system  with the 
local field correction removed. Thus the initial values were no t arbitrary.
For each numerical solution presented the itera tion convergence was checked. 
Figure 7.1 shows the convergence of the rou tine for an exam ple given la ter in figure
7.2. The evolution was of the form of a dam ped oscillation whose period changed 
with the param e ters of the problem, no tably the streng th  of the local field correction 
and the detunings. For small local field corrections the itera tion  converged smoothly
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w ithout oscillation, bu t even for strong corrections w ith m any oscillations the steady 
s ta te  would be found by the m e thod eventually. There is scope for the im provement 
of th is m e thod in order to  ensue swift convergence using a refined num erical m e thod, 
possibly of second or fourth  order, eg. improved Euler or R unge-K u tta m e thods [15].
Ai=-0.02 Ai=-0.004
0.08 0.8 ~
0.0 - >  0.8 -
k  0 .2 -
3  0.0-- 0.00 -
Q  -0 .1 P  -0.2
1000200 400 800 800 200 400 600 800 1000
Iteration Index Iteration Index
Figure 7.1: Convergence of two A i detuning points from the Ci = 0.4F curve in 
figure 7.2.
7.5. A p p lica tio n  1: H om ogen eou sly  B roadened  E IT
The application of the local field correction to EIT is an im portan t s tudy as sev­
eral experim en tal studies in EIT are being undertaken a t various laboratories. The 
hallm ark of EIT is the ability take a  strong resonance line absorp tion and produce 
a highly transparen t window in it. In this way experim en tal studies a t high vapour 
densities can be m ade — indeed are encouraged — as the enhancem en t in nonlin­
ear processes, as discussed in the previous chapter, require high densities for the 
realisation of the higher conversion efficiency.
For study here the cascade system was solved for param e ters displaying EIT 
under homogeneously broadened conditions. The linewidth of the 1-2 transition,
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resonan t w ith the probe laser frequency, was taken as being dom inan tly set by self­
broadening. This was approxim ated in the numerical system by setting:
7i2 =  ri2 /2 -j-3 .2 C i (7.17)
where the 3.2Ci term  allows for a broadening of ju s t over th ree tim es the local field 
correction. This broadening ra tio  was chosen as being relevant for a J  =  | - - > J ' = : |  
transition^  The EIT fea ture is unaffected by th is broad linewid th as its efficacy 
is controlled by the quadrupole re tu rn  transition, 1-3, which is no t strongly self­
broadened. Therefore, a useful EIT  window will be seen, as was the case experim en­
tally in reference [14] under strongly self-broadened conditions. Furtherm ore, the 
approxim ation, C3 % 0 is m ade due to  the low m a trix  elem ent on the 1-3 transition, 
com pared to  the two dipole transitions.
Four sets of lineshape curves are shown in figure 7.2 as the particle density 
is increased giving rise to  an increasing local field correction param e ter and self­
broadened linewidth. It is im m ediately obvious th a t the EIT feature rem ains rel­
atively unaffected by the local field correction. Its position, governed by the two- 
photon detuning, is no t changed due to  C3 being insignificant, and im portan tly  
the dep th is unaltered. The residual absorption on an incom plete transparency a t 
low densities will scale linearly with increasing M .  W hat does change is the 1-2 
linewidth, via self-broadening, and the position of the absorp tion maximum . This 
shifts to lower frequencies via the Lorentz shift, as expected.
Therefore, the effect of the local field correction a t these levels appears to  reduce 
to a mere Lorentz shift on the absorption profile. Confirmation of th is can be sought 
in two ways. Firstly, the system was solved with changing upper field detunings with 
no local field correction. Figure 7.3 shows these results and it can be clearly seen
^The use of 3.2, as opposed to 3.0 which would be implied from equation 7.15, is somewhat 
historical in this work. It is retained as it merely additionally broadens the lineshapes slightly and 
the results with either value are highly similar. As noted in section 7.4.1 there is a range of values 
for th is constan t and 3.2 is within this range.
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1.0-1
X
.2 0 .4 -
0.0
- 2 - 1 0 1 2(A./r)
F igure 7.2: Numerical solutions for the probe absorption, from with the
field streng th  param e ters flig =  0.02F and 0 , 2 3  =  0.2F and upper field detuning A 2 =  
0. The rise in particle density is indicated by the increasing local field param eters 
in the legend, while the (7i =  0  trace is shown artificially large for the shape to 
be evident. (O ther param eters are: F i2 =  F, F23 =  0.6F, 71 2  =  F 1 2 / 2  +  3.2Ci, 
7 2 3  =  F 2 3 / 2  and 713  =  0 .)
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th a t the shape of the curves are iden tical to those in the figure 7.2 apart from 
a displacement. Thus the local field correction is no t changing the shape of the 
curves. The second, more quan titative, check was m ade by solving the numerical
^ 2 -
 0 o.ar—  o.4r—  o.er
1 .0-1
.2 0.4
« 0.2
0.0
- 2 -1 0 1 2(A./r)
Figure 7.3: The probe absorp tion, from with the same param e ters as
figure 7.2 except th a t C i ,2 =  0 and the upper field detunings are varied as shown in 
the legend.
system w ith  the coherence cross-coupling term s removed, bu t the dynam ic Lorentz 
shift term s retained. The difference between this result and the com plete system 
with all the term s is shown in figure 7.4. The low deviation between the two curves 
is quantified and is a t least 2 orders of m agnitude below the m axim um  m agnitude 
of the absorption. Taking the approxim ations one step further we may replace the 
dynam ic Lorentz shift term  with the s tatic  Lorentz shift by setting:
G i {P22 — P l l )  ~  —Cl (7.18)
W ith  this, the system is once again linear in the density m atrix  elements and can be 
solved for its steady-state w ithout the need for an itera tive approach. The deviation 
of this linear approxim ation from the full solution is also shown in figure 7.4. As can
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Pull Solution and;
Crosa Couplings Neglected 
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F igure 7.4: The difference between the full solution for the absorp tion and th a t 
w ithout the coherence cross-coupling term s (solid line); and th a t of the linear ap­
proxim ation via the s ta tic  Lorentz shift (dashed line). The curve is for C\ — 0.4F 
and o ther param eters are as for figure 7.2.
be seen it is very close to the solution w ithout the coherence cross-coupling term s 
deviating only where some popula tion transfer occurs.
Thus a t these sort of densities, ie. where the local field correction param e ter is less 
than , or on the order of, the homogeneous linewidth, the local field correction effect 
is merely th a t of the dynam ic Lorentz shift. If the probe laser is sufficiently weak 
for there to be negligible popula tion transfer this can be approxim ated in tu rn  by 
the s tatic  Lorentz shift. Therefore experim en ts in E IT  under these conditions of not 
excessive particle densities, which are reasonable, will not be troubled by the local 
field correction. If the experim en t utilises tunable laser sources the experim en ter 
will be able to coun teract the shift of the transparency window from line centre 
via the upper field detuning and indeed, unless an absolu te frequency reference is 
checked, may never notice it.
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7.6. A p p lica tio n  2: H igh  D en sity  SFM
Once the local field correction param e ters become much grea ter than the homoge­
neous linewidth there is the po ten tial for the coherence cross-coupling term s to have 
a significant effect on the atom ic response. This is the region considered in references 
[3, 11] bu t requires th a t the link between self-broadening and the local field shift is 
severed. This could be done by careful experim en tal design avoiding the use of a 
vapour cell. Specifically, a high tem pera tu re beam  giving rapid injection of atom s 
in to the in teraction region could reduce collisional effects due to the collim ation of 
atom ic velocities and allow observation of local field correction phenom ena, if they 
prove useful, w ithout strong self-broadening.
The com bination of the coherence cross-coupling and dynam ic Lorentz shift 
term s will, I believe, give rise to m any effects in the various three-level a tom  geome­
tries. S trong line distortions [16] and even line reversal [11] may be con tem plated. 
Due to the wide range of possible applications only a flavour of possible effects will 
be discussed below with reference to sum frequency mixing. However, a m ore gen­
eral study could be undertaken using the generalised equations as a starting  poin t 
under various sets of param eters. Doppler shifts and broadening can be numerically 
included, if required, to  the system. (This was done bu t as self-broadening is on a 
par w ith, or even dominates, Doppler broadening at high enough densities for a shift 
to  be significant w ith respect to the Doppler wid th no results are presen ted here.)
The choice of looking a t a sum frequency mixing system  is not arbitrary. It 
provides a scheme whereby it is possible to probe the very dense vapour situations 
th a t would be encountered under these high particle densities. This is because the 
sum frequency radia tion is generated on a dipole-forbidden bu t quadrupole-allowed 
transition with low associated re-absorp tion and it would, therefore, be able to 
escape the in teraction zone. The laser resonant w ith the lower transition would 
be heavily absorbed, lim iting the in teraction length, but the high vapour densities 
would give efficient conversion w ith in th a t length, supplying a detec table ou tpu t.
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Phase m a tch ing effects would have to be taken in to account in a full trea tm en t either 
by trying to  avoid them , eg. by tuning the upper laser with its low associated atom ic 
dispersion, or by including them  in the calculation of the predic ted response.
In th is study we neglect self-broadening, invoking an experim en tal design as 
detailed in reference [3]. However, we do allow for some dephasing on the 1 - 3  
transition  to  block EIT  effects a t the field streng ths used. This is reasonable as the 
field streng ths are fairly low and a system  for good SFM ou tpu t would no t have a 
m e tastable top level (as the m a trix  elem ent //1 3  m ust be non-zero) thus leading to 
some dephasing even w ithout strong collisional effects.
1.0-1
0 .6 -
.2 0.4  Full Solution
X No Cross-Couplings 
- -  Linear Approx.
N 0 .2 -
0.0
- 2 0 - 1 0 05(A./r)
Figure 7.5: The lower field absorp tion, from —V\7 9 =(pi2 ), calculated as indicated in 
the legend for C\ — lOF with 0x2 =  0.2F. O ther param e ters as in the previous 
figures except self-broadening is neglected, 713  =  F and DI23 =  0 -
As an initial example it is noted th a t the absorption profile experienced by the 
laser resonant w ith the lower transition is heavily altered by the local field correction. 
In figure 7.5 the lineshape of th is absorption is displayed for C\ =  lOF, calcula ted by 
the full numerical solution and the two approxim ations discussed above. It is now 
no table th a t the s tatic  Lorentz shift approxim ation (labelled the “Linear A pprox.” ) 
is invalid in this regime. The line has moved so th a t the resonance is close to
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A i =  — lO r bu t the shape is now highly asym etrical. The very sharp high frequency 
edge of th is curve is m irrored in the curves for p n  and P2 2  and is en tirely due to the 
dynam ic Lorentz shift term  {C\{p2 2  — P \\)p i2 in equation 7.12). The cross-coupling 
term s are essentially removed by having no upper laser field in th is calculation bu t 
even w ith th is added, as for the nex t graph below, they have little  effect. The sharp 
high-frequency edge to  the absorption suggests the bistab ility  th a t is discussed in 
connection with the dynam ic Lorentz shift [6 , 7], and th is result implies th a t the 
coherence cross-coupling term s will no t remove the possibility of b istab ility  in these 
systems.
1.0 - ,
 Full Solution
X No Cross—Couplings 
—  Linear Approx.
0.8-I
g  
^  0.6-
U
0 .4 -
0.0
10- 5 0 5-1 5 - 1 0-20 (A./r)
Figure 7.6: The SFM ou tpu t power, from |p i3 p, calculated as indicated in the legend 
for f2i 2 =  ^ 2 3  =  0.2F, C\ — lOF, A 2 =  0 and o ther param e ters as before.
However, it is no t the case th a t the coherence cross-coupling term s can always 
be ignored. The nex t result, figure 7.6, adds an equal streng th  field on the upper 
transition, 2-3, to the lower one and displays the square modulus of the 1-3 tran ­
sition coherence, which is proportional to  the SFM ou tpu t. The two peaks in the 
prohle originate from the two routes of generation of the upper state coherence, 
as discussed in chap ter 5. At A i =  — lOF is the two-step rou te via the middle 
level. It displays the line asym m e try seen above for the absorp tion, which is mainly
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dependen t on the dynam ic Lorentz shift term  and is a little depressed by the co­
herence cross-coupings. However the two-photon rou te, a t A% =  0, is enhanced by 
th e  coherence cross-couplings. Reference to equation 7.12 shows why the two react 
differently. In steady-state we can write:
^12^23 — ^23^12 -|- (Q  — C2)pi2p23 /-yinN
= ------------- a ; +  A , -
Again recalling from section 5.3.1 th a t the first term  in the num era to r is the end 
link of the two-step rou te and th a t the second term  is the end link for the two- 
photon rou te, the sign difference between these two term s explains their difference 
reactions to the local field correction of the last num era tor term . The local field term  
will be significant when either p \ 2  or p23 are large, as they will be separately when 
each of the two routes come through. Thus the local field correction cross-coupling 
term  in terac ts w ith both, but here constructively with the two-photon rou te. This 
constructive in terac tion is due to the choice of C2 =  1.25Ci which was m ade via 
the ra tio  of the m a trix  elements on the 3S-3P and 3P-3D  transitions in sodium as 
stud ied for sum frequency mixing in th is work. If o ther transitions were chosen this 
term  could change in phase if Ci >  Cg, or be removed if equal m a trix  elements were 
appropria te.
Further study on the three-level atom  is left for la ter analysis of a particular 
scheme when likely experim en tal conditions are known or when the removal of self­
broadening has been accomplished by some experim en tal means allowing the local 
field correction to be observed relatively unhindered. Such a s tudy could then pro­
ceed from the generalised equations in a straightforward m anner. It is an ticipa ted 
th a t several novel and in teresting optical features in the response of a three-level 
a tom  in a dense gas will be uncovered by such studies.
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Chap ter 8
Sub-Doppler Electromagnetically-Induced 
Transparency and Lensing
8 .  S u b - D o p p l e r  
E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c a l l y - I n d u c e d  
T r a n s p a r e n c y  a n d  L e n s i n g
In th is chap ter experim en ts on E IT  using a cascade level scheme in rubidium  vapour 
are described. A coun ter-propagating experim en tal geom etry is used to  lower the 
power requirem en ts on the coupling laser. Spatial consequences of the E IT  situation 
are highlighted in theory and observation with the discovery of induced lensing on 
the probe laser. Th is, and its im plications, are discussed in detail.
8.1 . S u b -D op p ler B IT
8.1.1. Introduction
As no ted in previous chap ters, in order to observe electrom agnetically-induced trans­
parency in an inhomogeneously broadened medium  the coupling laser m ust induce 
Autler-Townes splitting in excess of the inhomogeneous linewidth. W ith  continuous- 
wave lasers, optical wavelength transitions and gas tem pera tu res in excess of room 
tem pera tu re, this criterion is difficult to satisfy. However, the linewidth th a t m ust 
be overcome is not the Doppler w id th  of the probe transition bu t the linew id th of 
two-photon transitions from one end of the atom ic system  to the o ther ie. in the 
cascade scheme, two-photon transitions from the ground to  the upperm ost state. 
The reason for th is is th a t the transparency occurs a t the poin t of two-photon res-
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onance. So if the coupling laser is de tuned by some Doppler shift, and, if the probe 
laser is detuned to  track w ith it, then the probe field will always see low absorp tion 
and a  well defined BIT fea ture is observed. In practise th is requires, firstly, th a t 
the two transitions have similar wavelength so th a t the Doppler shifts are of the I
similar size. Fu therm ore, it requires th a t the experim en tal geom etry will constrain I1the shifts to track in the appropria te direction. Therefore, in a cascade system  the 
lasers m ust be coun ter-propagated so th a t a shift up in the coupling laser frequency |
is m a tched by an equal shift down in the probe laser frequency to m a in ta in  th a t j
im portan t two-photon resonance condition. On the o ther hand, in the lam bda (A) j
or vee (V) schemes the lasers m ust be co-propagated so th a t the shifts are in the |
same sense. I
' iThis principle was used to great effect by Li, Jin  and Xiao [1 ] to observe EIT  |
in a cell of rubidium , via bo th  cascade and lam bda schemes, using continuous-wave -1diode lasers. The were able to  achieve a 60% reduction in absorp tion with only |
25mW of power in the coupling laser beam . Earlier work by Buell and Fink [2] |
showed sub-Doppler features in a vee-type scheme, again using cw diode lasers, bu t I
the laser powers were only capable of inducing marginal Autler-Townes splitting.
8.1.2. C ontinuous-wave EIT in Rb Vapour
This work extends these earlier experim en ts in two ways. F irstly  by using a Tirsapphire 
laser to provide the coupling radia tion, stronger Autler-Townes splitting may be in­
duced with powers of up to 1 W att available in this work. Secondly, results are 
presen ted on the observation of induced lensing of the probe beam  within the EIT 
feature. This lensing is caused by the spa tial variation of the coupling laser beam  
giving rise to  a refractive index profile in the vapour which is then experienced by the 
weak probe laser. We have dubbed this phenom ena “electrom agnetically-induced 
focusing” (EIF), and it will be discussed in detail la ter in th is chap ter. At this stage 
the experim en tal application of EIT to sum frequency mixing is no t discussed bu t
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left for further work.
776nm
780nm
Figure 8.1: A partial energy level diagram  of rubidium , showing the levels used in 
th is chap ter.
The cascade scheme used for these E IT  experim en ts in rubidium  vapour is shown 
in figure 8.1. It was chosen due to the close coincidence between the lower and upper 
transition wavelengths, 780 and 776nm, in order to lower the power requirem en ts 
on the coupling laser by cancellation of Doppler shifts, as described above. This 
cancellation of shifts via a coun ter-propagating geom etry in th is scheme is rem ark­
ably effective. Figure 8.2 shows two numerical calculations from  the density m atrix  
for the im aginary part of the off-diagonal element pi2 , which is proportional to the 
probe laser absorption. They bo th  use the same field streng ths bu t one is for co- 
propagating lasers and the o ther for coun ter-propagating lasers. Only in the la tter 
is the sharp E IT  window seen with in the Doppler broadened absorp tion curve, as 
the Rabi frequency is much less th a t th is Doppler linewidth.
8.2. EIT: E xp erim en ta l R esu lts
The experim en tal setup for the observation of EIT in rubidium  vapour is given in 
chap ter 3. The probe radia tion was supplied by the Microlase MBR-110 laser due
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C o u n ter—p r o p a g a t in g Co—p r o p a g a t in g
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F igure 8.2: Numerical solutions for the im aginary part of p i2 , including Doppler 
broadening with the wavevectors aligned as indicated. (D12 =  O.OOlMHz and O23 =  
0.05MHz, Vapour Tem pera ture 3I0K, 71 3  =  0.)
to the built-in scanning capability of th is laser. To avoid sa tu ra tion  of the lower 
transition, and effects such as self-focusing, the probe laser was a ttenua ted  by ND 
filters of factor a t least 3. This lim ited the probe power to the sub-m illiw att level. 
This was then focused into the cell by a 40cm lens giving a waist size of approxim ately 
80//m. The coupling radia tion was in troduced from the opposite end of the cell and 
focused by a 50cm lens giving around a 130//m waist. Absorp tion of the probe 
radia tion could be de tec ted a t room tem pera tu re and com plete a ttenua tion  of the 
probe radia tion, w ithout the coupling field, was achieved for tem pera tu res in excess 
of approxim ately 50°C.
Due to  the two isotopes in na tu ra l rubidium  vapour, and the hyperfine s truc tu re  
therein, there are 4 m ain Doppler broadened features in the probe absorption curve. 
From low to high frequency they are:
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^^Rb
«^Rb
®^Rb
s^Rb
5S i/2 (F = 2 ) - ,  5P3/2(F '=3 ,2 ,1 )
5S i/2 (F = 3 ) -> 5P3/2(F '=4 ,3 ,2)
5 S i/2 (F = 2 ) - ,  5P3/2(F '=3 ,2 ,1 )
5 S i / 2 ( F = l )  - 4  5 P 3 / 2 ( F ' = 2 , 1 , 0 )
These four lines are clearly shown, Doppler broadened, in figure 8.3, which shows 
bo th  co-propagating and coun ter-propagating absorption traces w ith the EIT cou­
pling field presen t. The co-propagating lines are essentially identical to the ab­
sorption features seen with the coupling field blocked. The difference in streng th  
between the sub-level transitions is traceable to the different m atrix  elements, iso­
tope abundances involved and op tical pumping. None of the lines are free from 
optical pumping, under the linear polarisations used here, or w ith circular polar­
isation due to the effects of Doppler broadening. Varying the laser polarisations 
between linear and circular produced no m ajor differences in the observations. (In 
a beam  of rubidium  atom s, th is would no t be the case and a non-optical-pum ping 
three-level atom  could be probed by circular polarisation as: 5 Si/2  (F = 3 , m /= 3 ) —+ 
5 P 3 /2  (F=4, my=4) 5 D5 /2  (F = 5 , m /= 5 ). )
In the counter-propagating geom etry the sub-Doppler EIT  features are obvious 
on each line. The upper laser tuning was selected for near resonance on the two 
left-hand transitions. Therefore, as the upper transition resonance frequency shifts 
for the two right-hand transition lines the EIT features are seen off to one side. It 
is im m ediately obvious th a t the transparency is not complete: 60 to 70% in these 
traces. This was the m axim um  achieved in this work, although the transparency 
continued to rise up to  the m axim um  available in tensity from the coupling laser so 
there is reason to believe it is not the m axim um  possible in th is level scheme. There 
are three principle reasons for the incomplete transparency observed here:
1. 7 1 3 : In th is system the dephasing ra te of the coherence controlling the EIT  will 
not be zero. It should be low, however, being a dipole-forbidden transition. 
Possible con tribu tions to it come from the spontaneous decay of the 5D level
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F igure 8.3: Traces of the cell transm ission as seen by the probe laser beam  as it is 
tuned  across the 5Si/2 —+ 5 P 3 /2  transition  in rubidium . (Oven tem pera tu re  for bo th  
% 45®C; upper laser power 300mW; lower laser power <  ImVV, bu t not identical in 
the two traces)
(with a linewidth of about IM Hz) and collisions in the hea ted vapour. Again, 
however, as there is no added buffer gas this should no t be excessive. Therefore, 
while th is is undoub tedly a con tribu tion, it is unlikely to be the principle 
lim iting factor.
2. Hyperfine structure: In th is system there is significant s truc tu re  from the split 
hyperfine sublevels w ith splittings in the upperm ost level of up to  29MHz. 
W ith  the induced Autler-Townes splitting being on the order of 300MHz th is 
s truc tu re  is no t dom inated, especially in the ®^Rb atom s, and indeed distinct 
struc tu re can be seen w ith in the EIT feature in the ^^Rb, 5Si/2 (F=2) sublevel 
transition (eg. see figure 8.5). Furtherm ore, each m agnetic sublevel (charac­
terised by the quan tum  num ber, m j)  will have a different Rabi frequency via 
the appropria te angular m om en tum  coupling coefficients, or 3-j symbols (see 
sections 3.4.5 and 6.5.1). Thus each sub-level will split by a different am oun t 
and the con tribu tions, weighted by their popula tion and individual absorption
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coefficient, will tend to  reduce the clarity of the E IT  window. It is thought 
th a t th is is the largest con tribu tion to the non-ideal na tu re  of the observations.
3. Spatial Effects: In order to  see EIT it is im portan t th a t the probe radia tion 
be kept w ith in the coupling radia tion a t all times w ith in the cell. Th is was 
a ttem p ted  via the focusing lenses adopted. However, if the two beam s were not 
ideally overlapped some absorp tion would occur on the unpro tec ted p art of the 
probe beam. Also towards the edges of the coupling beam  the Gaussian profile 
of the in tensity d istribu tion means tha t the Rabi splitting will be somewhat 
less than  a t the centre and some absorption would also take place here. This 
is com plicated by the electrom agnetically-induced focusing, and especially, 
defocusing th a t will be discussed la ter. Due to th is, mode m a tch ing of the two 
beams canno t be guaran teed throughout the frequencies scanned.
0 .9 -
'3  0 .7 -
h 0.6 -
0.5
2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6
Probe Detuning (GHz)
Figure 8.4: Two probe absorption traces for scans across the ®^Rb, 5Si/2 (F=3) 
—> 5 P 3 /2  transition with coupling laser powers of 780mW (solid line) and ITOmVV 
(dashed line). (Vapour tem pera tu re 43°C.)
Changing the coupling laser power altered the splitting observed, as expected. 
This is shown in the two traces of figure 8.4. The splitting a t the higher power is
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obvious, no t only a t the EIT feature itself, bu t also on the ou ter edges of the ab­
sorp tion feature. The splittings, measured from th is trace are 366MHz and 252MHz 
for the two curves presen ted and if zero detuning is assumed the induced Rabi fre­
quencies are ju s t these values. These are no t dissimilar to  the es tim a te of the rms 
Rabi frequency via the calculated in tensity  and m a trix  elem en t, see section 3.4.5, of 
230MHz and 107MHz. The discrepancy m ay be due to the focal waist being smaller 
than  expected or in th e  m ultiple Rabi frequencies induced on the transition.
(a) (b)
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Figure 8.5: Two probe absorption curves for different coupling laser detunings. A 
300MHz confocal m arker trace is shown below the figures for an accurate frequency 
reference. (Oven tem pera tu re 43°C, 780mW coupling laser power, <  Im W  probe 
laser power.)
As the upper laser frequency was changed slightly, the EIT feature moved across 
the Doppler broadened absorp tion lines as would be expected. Two traces, one with 
the tuning on each side of the op tim um , are given in figure 8.5 of this behaviour. 
Note th a t when the EIT  window is tuned away from the line cen tre the outside 
edge of the feature becomes much sharper than the inner edge. This is m irrored 
in numerical predictions. Also the s truc tu re  in the ®^Rb, 5Si/2 (F = 2) line is visible
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in trace (a). This appeared to  consist of 3 to 4 individual lines and is thought to 
be due to  the larger hyperfine s truc tu re  splitting for th is isotope, and the m ultiple 
Rabi frequencies between the near-degenerate levels.
k, 60
4 0 —
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Probe D etuning (GHz)
Figure 8.6: Cell transm ission as experienced by the probe laser w ith  to tal absorption 
of the probe ou tside of the EIT  window. (Oven tem pera tu re 45°C, probe laser power 
% 25/iW, coupling laser power fiOOmW)
At higher tem pera tu res, or lower probe powers, the cell could be m ade opaque to 
the probe radia tion on the absorp tion features, w ithout the coupling laser present. 
F igure 8.6 shows the effect of E IT  in th is case. The EIT window is clearly seen 
w ith in the “flat-top” of the absorp tion trace due to com plete a ttenua tion  of the 
probe beam . This result is im portan t for the enhancem en t of nonlinear processes, 
in th a t it is a clear dem onstration th a t the in teraction length can be increased by 
the effect of EIT. During the work, presented below, on electrom agnetically-induced 
focusing, th is is the sort of transm ission characteristic th a t was encoun tered with 
the probe laser beam  being completely absorbed outside the E IT  window.
Various safeguarding experim en ts were conducted to verify th a t the process ob­
served was EIT as expected. The counter-propagating results, shown in figure 8.3, 
checked th a t the reduction in absorption was no t due to some velocity-selecting op ti­
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cal pum ping process bu t was due to a coherent effect. Furtherm ore, the probe power 
was varied and the EIT  fea ture was seen to  be unchanged by th is, a t the lower lim it 
of probe powers. At higher probe powers, >  Im W , self-focusing and defocusing were 
seen surrounding the probe absorp tion features. The low threshold for th is is on a 
par w ith results in sodium vapour [3]. It is possible th a t the self-focusing threshold 
w ith in the E IT  profile is anomalously low [4] bu t by reducing the probe power un til 
no further changes were seen should avoid th is region.
There are two fu rther experim en tal poin ts worthy of note. F irstly it was noted 
when using the CCD array th a t the probe beam initially con tained a dark spot 
which was pum p power dependen t but insensitive to both  laser frequencies. This 
was traced to a therm al effect in the probe laser ND filter which was absorbing 
the m ajority  of the power from bo th beams. The solution was to use reflective ND 
filters and move the position of these a ttenua to rs to near the probe laser ou tpu t 
port so th a t the coupling laser beam  had diverged further and the beam  overlap 
was not necessarily so close. Secondly, due to the induced lensing in the m edium  it 
was im portan t to use a large-area photod iode to detect the probe transm ission or 
misleading results could be a tta ined  due to the probe beam  expanding beyond the 
edge of the photod iode or being distorted in its pa th  by the coupling laser beam  
position and the associated lensing.
8.3. E lectro m a g n etica lly -in d u ced  F ocusing
W hen the photodiode was replaced by a CCD camera, strong changes in the probe 
laser beam  spo t size were seen by th is as the probe laser was tuned through the 
narrow EIT region. These changes in spot size were quite dram a tic and two beam 
profiles are shown in figure 8.7 to show the range of spot sizes seen. Both focusing 
and defocusing were observed a t separate probe laser frequencies, as well as rapid 
variations between the two regimes. After considering the possibility of self-focusing, 
which was ruled ou t by the lack of dépendance on the probe laser power, a novel
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mechanism for th is lensing is proposed and is detailed below in th is section.
Probe Power
Figure 8.7: Two false colour projections of the probe laser beam  as received on the 
CCD array during the E IT  window. The left one shows clear focusing, while the 
right hand one is defocused rela tive to the unpertu rbed waist size.
8.3.1. E xplanation of th e  Lensing M echanism
The mechanism for th is observed lensing is believed to be a form of cross-focusing 
in na tu re. The coupling laser beam  has a radial in tensity profile, assumed to  be 
Gaussian-like in na ture. Therefore, a t different points across th is profile the cou­
pling laser beam  will induce different Autler-Townes splitting on the rubidium  sys­
tem , corresponding to  the beam  in tensity at th a t particular poin t. This leads to a 
spa tial variation in refractive index, via the different Rabi frequencies, which is then 
experienced by the probe laser beam . Thus as the probe laser is tuned through the 
transparency the spa tial properties of the beam  propagation will be altered and a 
range of spot sizes is observed on a detector placed after the oven.
In order to predic t the properties of the induced lens the refractive index variation 
with different coupling laser in tensities m ust be estim ated. This was done by solving 
the density m atrix  equations for a cascade three-level system  with the appropria te 
atom ic param e ters for the rubidium  atom. The upper laser Rabi frequency was 
taken to  be 300MHz a t the beam  centre, a value close to the experim en tal one, and, 
therefore, the Rabi frequency induced a t the 1/e^ point at the edge of the coupling
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laser beam  is 120MHz. The real part of the probe laser susceptibility, proportional 
to  the refractive index, constitutes the two curves shown in figure 8.8. The difference
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F igure 8.8: The real part of the susceptibility, proportional to the refractive in­
dex, experienced by the probe laser for an upper laser Rabi frequency of 300MHz 
(solid line) and 120MHz (dashed line). (Probe laser Rabi frequency 2MHz, Doppler 
in tegra ted for a tem pera tu re of 40°C.)
in Autler-Townes splitting is obvious around the centre, as are the areas where the 
two curves deviate from one ano ther. This graph does no t show probe detunings 
outside of one half a GHz of line centre, as the two curves do no t deviate significantly 
from each other ou tside th is frequency range. Therefore, the induced focusing effect 
will only occur with in th is region, which is th a t im m ediately surrounding the EIT 
feature.
To show the changes in the lensing as the probe laser tunes, the two curves 
in figure 8.8 were sub trac ted from one another. This curve is shown in figure 8.9, 
overlaid w ith the absorption prediction from the im aginary part of the probe laser 
susceptibility. It is normalised by the m axim um  deviation of the real part of the 
suscep tibility induced by the centre of the coupling laser beam . W here the curve is 
positive the refractive index experienced by the probe a t the edge of the coupling 
laser beam  is in excess of th a t experienced a t the centre. Therefore, the lens is a
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diverging one with a negative focal length. On the o ther hand, a t tunings where the 
curve becomes negative the probe beam  will see a converging lens.
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Figure 8.9: The lensing action produced calculated as the difference between the 
refractive index seen by the probe at the edge of the coupling laser beam  and th a t 
seen a t the centre (from figure 8.7). The curve is norm alised to the m axim um  
refractive index deviation from unity  seen a t the centre of the coupling laser beam . 
Overlaid is the calculated absorp tion of the probe for the cen tre of the laser beams 
from the im aginary part of the suscep tibility (dashed line).
Figure 8.9 shows th a t there are four distinc t lensing regions. As the probe laser 
is tuned up in frequency through the EIT feature it will initially be defocused, bu t 
will become progressively less diverged and subsequently focused as the absorption 
reduces. Across the point of m ax im um  transparency the probe laser will then defocus 
again before becoming focused as the transparency drops off again. Thus around the 
transparency the probe laser sees rapidly changing lensing characteristics controlled 
by its detuning. Note th a t the resonance poin t of m ax im um  transparency is a point 
of neu tral lensing behaviour. Also it is worthwhile noting th a t during the “fla t-top” 
of m axim um  transparency, as shown by the dashed line in figure 8.9, the lensing 
behaviour swings from one ex trem e to the other. Therefore, the whole range of
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lensing can be induced during a non-dissipative region — for bo th  the probe and 
coupling lasers.
The plo t also allows a check th a t the refractive index variations will be sufficient 
to produce a lens w ith a m easurable streng th . From the plo t a t the points of 
m axim um  lensing action, the refractive index variation between the cen tre and the 
edge of the coupling beam  is approxim ately the same as the m axim um  deviation 
of the refractive index from unity shown in figure 8.8 (which the figure 8.9 curve 
is normalised to). Since the cell is essentially opaque ou tside the EIT  window the 
m axim um  value of the im aginary part of the linear susceptibility, is such tha t:
This is im plied from equation 2.29 for the am plitude a ttenua tion  caused by the linear 
susceptibility. For a general absorp tion feature the m axim um  value of the real part 
of the susceptibility, is half th a t of the im aginary part [5] so we may say:
The quan tity  /S.kz is the phase delay caused by the linear suscep tibility and since 
it is greater than 1 we may say th a t there is a significant phase advantage a t the 
centre or edge, depending which is favoured. Therefore, a reasonable quan tity  of 
lensing is expected.
It would be preferable to calculate in detail the lensing action expected in the 
medium. However, th is calculation m ust take into account several elements and is, 
therefore, left for further work. Among the points th a t m ust be addressed are:
• The exact beam waist sizes. Since the beam waists are no t m atched the probe 
laser beam  does not experience the full available lens induced in the medium. 
However, as it is 80/im (compared to the 130/zm coupling beam ) it will expe­
rience a reasonable lens. Further work would have to  accurately measure the 
two beam  sizes if a quan titative agreement was being sought.
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:  : i# The longitudinal coupling laser beam profile. As the coupling laser is focused |
in to the cell the beam  waist varies along the cell leng th, and thus so will 4
Ithe induced lens. Also as the probe laser is similarly focused a plane wave |
trea tm en t of th is will yield inaccura te results. iI• The induced lens profile. The lens profile may be expected to  be Gaussian, fol- |
lowing the coupling laser profile. At the lensing ex trem es it is thought, indeed, 
to be th is bu t around the probe frequency points where the lens changes from 
being converging to diverging (and vice versa, except the cen tral crossover) it 
is not. A round these areas due to the changing splitting a t the various points 
on the coupling beam  radius, the lens may be converging from the cen tre to 
some radius and, thereafter, diverging (and vice versa). Thus the lens profile 
is not straightforward and m ay lead to unusual, non-G aussi an, ou tpu ts.
• The refractive index in the experiment. Since the absorp tion does no t re tu rn  
completely to zero in the rubidium  experim en ts, as it does in the model, the 
refractive index variations canno t be assumed to be iden tical to  the num erical 
model. A closer approxim ation m ust be made, either by including something 
of the rubidium  s truc tu re  or m aybe by including a high 7 1 3  dephasing ra te to 
fit the experim en tal transm ission results be tter.
8.3.2. E xperim ental O bservation of E lectrom agnetically-induced  Lensing
The lensing action on the probe beam  was observed by use of a CCD cam era placed 
55cm from middle of the cell. The probe beam  was split from the coupling laser via 
a pellicule m em brane to avoid distortions from the beam splitter and imaged directly 
on to  the CCD array w ithout intervening optics (except flat ND filters to reduce the 
in tensity to avoid damaging the array). The images from the cam era were recorded 
onto standard VHS video cassette for la ter analysis. This allowed the experim en tal 
scans to be performed a t a ra te of 2G H z/m in giving around one hundred frames of 
the EIT feature recorded for la ter system a tic study.
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Q uan titative results were taken by connecting a PC w ith a Frame G rabber board 
to the video player and digitising selected frames. In order to reference the frames 
back to  the probe laser scan, the selected frames were num erically in tegra ted over 
their whole area to  give the probe transm ission a t th a t tim e. The ten frames digitised 
cover a probe frequency range of abou t llOM Hz, each video fram e corresponding to 
about 1.4MHz tuning.
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Figure 8.10: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) cross-sections through two of the 
frames digitised of the probe laser — frames 20 and 50 — as marked.
Cross sections of two digitised images are shown in figure 8.10. These frames 
show the m axim um  difference in probe radius observed, a factor of ju s t over 2. The 
focused beam , fram e 20, has a particularly clean monotonie profile, in common with 
the o ther focused spots observed. The diverged spot is less clean, especially in the 
vertical plane, bu t does not have strong struc tu re either.
For more quan titative results all the digitised images were analysed for their waist 
sizes a t the 1/e^ in tensity point. (This assumes a Gaussian profile which was a close 
approxim ation except for frames 30 and 40, which showed a double peaked profile in 
the vertical plane, bu t which were still Gaussian-like in the horizon tal plane.) These 
waist sizes, w ith an appropria te error estim a te, are presen ted in figure 8.11 below
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the numerically in tegra ted in tensity values for each analysed frame.
I t should be no ted initially th a t the coupling laser was no t exac tly on resonance 
for th is set of readings, as evidenced by the somewhat asym m etrical transparency 
fea ture in figure 8.11 (a), cf. figure 8.5. However, as the  probe laser is tuned 
the variation in spot sizes is regular, and m a tched between horizon tal and vertical 
dimensions. Initially focused, although th is is not at the s ta r t of the transparency 
window bu t about a th ird  of the way up it, the probe beam  then defocuses before re­
focusing with the digitised frame showing m axim um  transparency (frame 55) being 
very close to a poin t of neu tral lensing. The defocusing action is measured to be 
slightly less strong than the focusing action and the induced lens appears to be 
slightly astigm atic, assumedly m irroring the coupling laser beam  profile. However, 
the lensing effect is clear and these results contain the m ain th ru s t of the work in this 
chapter: th a t the probe laser undergoes clear lensing action during the transparency. 
It is in teresting th a t the m axim um  transparency occurs a t a poin t of neu tral lensing, 
as predicted, bu t no t on the converging-to-diverging crossing, as predic ted in figure 
8.9, bu t on the la ter diverging-to-converging crossing. A possible explanation of this 
is the detuning of the upper laser, which is slightly to the high frequency side of 
resonance, evidenced by the shape of the window shown by the in tegra ted in tensity 
points.
8.4. D iscu ssion  o f EIF
The control of one laser beam  by ano ther has been dem onstra ted previously by Tam 
and Happer [6]. However, th is experim en t was concerned with the deflection of the 
pa th  of one beam  by ano ther, non-intersecting, beam  and was underpinned by an 
op tical pum ping mechanism. This work is fundam en tally different as the process 
is not governed by op tical pumping, bu t ra ther by coherent effects in a three-level 
atom , and the m ain effect is one of lensing ra ther than beam  poin ting modification. 
Furtherm ore, in the process described by Tam and H apper bo th  beams suffered
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Figure 8.11: For selected images of the probe on the CCD cam era during the EIT 
feature: (a) in tegrated intensity; (b) horizontal waist and (c) vertical waist sizes. 
The waist sizes are normalised to  the off-resonance probe waist. The fram e num ber 
is proportional to the upward scan of the probe laser w ith 1 fram e corresponding to 
about 1.4MHz. (Vapour tem pera tu re 68°C, ®^Rb, 5Si/2 (F=3) —> 5 P 3 /2  transition.)
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significant absorp tion, which is no t the case for beams participa ting  in EIF.
It is im portan t to  stress th a t EIF is not a self-induced effect. The possibility 
of self-focusing in EIT  has been advanced with unusually low thresholds [4] and 
th is would be a self-induced process, catalysed by the coupling laser. E IF however, 
depends fundam en tally on th e  spa tial properties of th e  coupling laser and in no 
way on the probe laser power. It will occur for arbitrarily  small probe laser powers 
as long as the probe beam  in terac ts w ith a significant proportion of the changing 
coupling laser radial beam  profile. Furtherm ore, while self-focusing effects rely on 
some absorp tion of the probe laser (to sa tu ra te the refractive index) to prom o te 
the mechanism, E IF  is conceptually non-dissipative on bo th  probe and coupling 
lasers. A future experim en tal priority is to dem onstra te the focusing mechanism 
w ith negligible probe absorp tion as predic ted in the numerical work above. If th is is 
successful there is the possibility of beam  trapping on the probe, in a similar m anner 
to self-trapped filaments [3], under circumstances where the probe should propagate 
w ithout absorption or diffraction.
8.4.1. Im plications and A pplications
Electrom agnetically-induced focusing, as described above, has im portan t im plica­
tions for experim en tal and device design in the areas of EIT, inversionless lasing, 
phasonium and the enhancem en t of nonlinear processes by EIT. All of these consider 
the use of a coupling laser and Autler-Townes splitting to  some ex ten t or another. 
The only exception are some inversionless lasing concepts where the coherent dress­
ing is done prior to injection with in the lasing cavity, eg. the degenerate quan tum  
bea t laser [7]. The optical design of affected experiments m ust take into account the 
EIF effect in the dressed m edium  and design the m ode-m atch ing of the probe and 
coupling laser beams with th is in mind. It may be th a t EIF in inversionless lasers 
becomes the analogue of therm al lensing in con tem porary solid-state laser sources.
The phasonium concept [8] is particularly  susceptible to EIF. At the poin t of
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m ax im um  refractive index, and m inim um  absorption, the E IF  lens is likely to  be 
abou t its strongest. There is scope for theore tical and experim en tal work to dis­
cern which, if any, of the various atom ic schemes for phasonium  generation is least 
vulnerable to  EIF.
There are, however, two ways to  avoid, or minimise the effects of EIF if they are 
no t desired. Firstly, the coupling laser radial profile can be m ade as invarian t as 
possible, possibly by crea ting a beam  profile of the “top-hat” k ind often associated 
with excimer laser ou tpu ts. Secondly, the probe beam  can be confined to a small 
area relative to the overall coupling laser profile. If the area is small enough there 
will no t be a significant refractive index m odulation w ith in it as the coupling laser 
in tensity will be essentially constan t over the area.
It is in teresting to speculate on applications for the lensing in its own right. Since 
the control of lensing is exerted by one laser on the o ther, some control signal on 
the coupling laser can be converted to  the probe laser. M odulation of the coupling 
laser, in in tensity or frequency, will give a rapidly varying lens on the probe laser 
and if aligned to give beam  deflections, a switching application may be envisaged. 
The shortest tim e scale for such processes are likely to be on the order of the atom ic 
decay ra tes, probably tens of nanoseconds. W here a smoothly varying lensing action 
is required on one beam , E IF  can deliver th a t by smooth scanning of either beam  
frequency. O ther speculations could include the effect of different coupling laser 
modes, eg. doughnut modes etc, and their lensing, or possibly guiding, properties. 
In ideal EIT  conditions all of these applications would be essentially non-absorbtive 
on either beam . W hatever the application or im plication, EIF is an in trinsic property 
of EIT  and is likely to  receive further a tten tion  in many forthcom ing works in this 
area of atom ic coherence processes in vapours.
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Chap ter 9
Conclusions
9 .  C o n c l u s i o n s
Set in the context of the curren t w idespread in terest in quan tum  interference and 
nonlinear optics, th is work provides a significant con tribu tion in the worldwide re­
search effort. W hile various individual conclusions were drawn w ith in the preceding 
chap ters a t appropria te poin ts, a collected sum m ary of these is presen ted here in 
conclusion.
Numerical models of the density m atrix  equations for th ree and four level atom ic 
systems were im plem en ted and used bo th  to predic t, and explain, coherent ex­
citation effects, with the emphasis on the m anifestation of quan tum  interference. 
S teady-state conditions were assumed throughout, in keeping with the use of the 
continuous-wave lasers th a t were employed in the experim en tal tests of these predic­
tions. Inhomogeneous Doppler broadening was added to  the systems, as appropria te, 
and the calculations proved efficient and accurate. Em pirical rules for the genera­
tion of the m ain system  m a trix  of the simultaneous equations for the density m atrix  
were discerned for near-arbitrary level numbers and field linkages.
An experim en tal study of near-resonan t, magnetic-field-induced sum frequency 
mixing on the 3S-3P-3D  system  of levels in sodium vapour was undertaken to  take 
advantage of the particularly strong transition m a trix  elements between these levels. 
Continuous-wave lasers were used for th is, and throughout the work presen ted in 
th is thesis, in order to  have high spectroscopic resolution and to avoid tem poral 
effects. Conversion efficiencies implying a nonlinearity of around 0.5pmV"^ were 
observed, on a par w ith some nonlinear crystals bu t no t as high as had been predic ted
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by Poustie [1 ]. The high parasitic absorp tion on the 3S-3P transition  lim ited the 
conversion efficiency and tunability  was low. Therefore, the m ain application for 
such wave mixing is in fundam en tal studies of laser-atom  in teractions and in the 
generation of deep UV and VUV light where no convenient laser source exists and 
conventional nonlinear crystals are absorbtive.
This system, however, did allow a detailed exploration of the phase m a tch ing 
properties of the param e tric process. Focal streng th  and position were varied and 
the results m a tched predictions in a qualitative m anner. An unexpec ted effect, 
th a t of a radial phase mism atch ing variation, was observed and isolated as the 
principle cause of deviations between theory and experim en t. A second atom ic 
level scheme, th a t of 3S-3P-4P  was stud ied in con trast to the o ther rou te. The 
placing of the quadrupole-allowed transition changed between the two routes and in 
the la tter there were two m ajor sources of refractive index from  atom ic resonance 
lines, one of which changed rapidly across the line profile. In com bination with the 
o ther, static, con tribu tion various distortions on the lineshapes were observed and 
explained, including the dominance of one Zeeman component over the other.
This research was then ex tended to  doubly-resonant sum frequency mixing. Two 
m ain excitation pa ths for the ou tpu t coherence were identified and the param e ters 
for their relative control were isolated. These were: the detuning from the in term e­
dia te level (also the control param e ter for the two pa ths for popula tion excitation); 
and the rela tive inpu t field streng ths (which did no t affect the popula tion excitation 
rou tes). Interference between the two excitation pathways was predic ted with can­
cellation of the sum frequency ou tpu t possible a t various field streng th  and detuning 
param eters. Experim en tal studies on the 3 S i/2~3 P i/2“ 3 D3 /2  level scheme in sodium 
led to the observation of the two routes, their relative control and interference as 
predicted. A cancellation of 94% in the ou tpu t due to this in terference was observed. 
A Ram an process a t the same ou tpu t frequency was separa ted from the SFM signal 
and provided a useful m onitor of the popula tion excitation routes along with the 
fluorescence from the upperm ost level.
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The theory for doubly-resonant SFM was ex tended into the strong field NLO 
regime with the consideration of the effects of F IT  produced by a strong upper 
laser in the sum frequency mixing process. The theore tical trea tm en t showed th a t 
an interference in absorp tion pathways could significantly reduce the fundam en tal 
wave absorp tion on the lower inpu t transition, while the sum frequency process 
re ta ined a useful conversion efficiency. An increase in the J\fL  produc t of the vapour, 
allied with the reduction in parasitic absorption, could combine to give a predicted 
enhancem en t in the wave mixing process of 3-4 orders of m agnitude. Possibilities 
for the observation of th is enhancem en t were discussed.
A fu rther theore tical extension concerned the high particle density regime, with 
the inclusion of the local-held correction in to the density m atrix  equations for a 
three-level atom . This generalisation of the equations led to two new sets of term s, 
one the dynam ic Lorentz shift (present in the generalised two-level atom  equations) 
and the o ther set, nonlinear coherence cross-couplings. Two case studies were pre­
sented: F IT  a t m odera te densities and SFM a t very high densities.
Finally, an experim en tal study of F IT  in rubidium  vapour was conducted using 
two cw T i:sapph ire laser sources. A coun ter-propagating experim en tal geom etry 
minimised the power requirem en ts for the coupling laser source and a reduction 
of up to 70% in the resonance absorp tion was realised. Focusing and de-focusing 
of the probe laser beam  was observed as it was tuned through the transparency 
window and the mechanism for th is was traced to the radial beam  profile of the 
coupling laser. This effect th a t we nam e “electrom agnetically-induced focusing” , 
is believed to be a novel and significant observation, of im portance in the field of 
F IT , phasonium and inversionless lasing. Specific applications for this continuously 
variable lens, controlled by one laser and experienced by ano ther w ithout associated 
absorp tion on either beam, may also arise.
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9.1. S u ggestion s for Further W ork
Once again, suggestions for relevant fu rther work were indica ted in earlier chapters. 
However, a collected sum m ary of them  is presented below.
W ith  the observation of hysteresis in the mode-hopping behaviour of the ring 
Ti:sapph ire laser, further work could be conducted on th is and the mechanisms 
beh ind the bistability. Possibly a simpler cavity could be adop ted easing conceptual 
difficulties in the theore tical trea tm en t.
W ith in  the SFM experim en ts, further work could be conducted in two main 
areas. Firstly, the radial effect observed in the phase m a tch ing behav iour could be 
stud ied and the causes illum inated. This may require careful control of the vapour 
conditions and laser beam  quality to ensure th a t these were no t the root causes. 
Secondly, the resonant SFM experim en ts could be repea ted using a clean three-level 
atom ic system. This would suggest an atom  w ithout nuclear spin so th a t hyperffne 
s truc tu re  could be avoided and would allow a quan titative comparison of theory 
and experim en t, th a t was no t possible in sodium due to the m any com plicating 
sub-levels.
Both of the theore tical chap ters ( 6  and 7) invite experim en tal dem onstra tion of 
their predictions. The use of F IT  to  enhance SFM processes requires a powerful cou­
pling laser source and is perhaps not appropria te to cw lasers. However, Q-switched 
or amplified single-frequency lasers should have ample power and sufficient coher­
ence to  provide the appropria te coupling radiation. The study of the local-held effect 
on F IT , however, could be conducted in any experim en t w ithin which a high level 
of transparency is achieved. If a tighter focusing geom etry is adop ted in rubidium  
and the transparency level signihcantly ex tended then a study at higher tem per­
atures may be possible. Returning to theore tical work, the generalised equations 
themselves require further analysis of the effects of the new term s and further high 
density optical phenom ena, such as the enhancem en t of inversionless lasing already 
predic ted [2 ], may be predicted.
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Perhaps it is w ith in the EIT  experim en ts th a t the prospects of further work are 
most fertile. Due to the lack of experim en ts in this area there are m any theore tical 
predictions yet to be tested  and m any experim en tal schemes to be studied. Some 
possible ideas for further study are listed below:
•  A three-level scheme w ithout hyperfine struc tu re could be probed by cw radi­
ation. This would provide a  high-resolution test of the theore tical curves. An 
atom  w ithout nuclear spin and w ith transitions am enable to  the chosen laser 
sources (and available powers) m ust be identified.
• Experim en ts in an atom ic beam  could allow a high-resolution test of the the­
oretical predictions. Pure three-level atom  systems can be probed via circular 
polarisation and the power requirem en ts on the lasers are much reduced. How­
ever, high stab ility specifications are imposed on these lasers.
• O ther level schemes in rubidium  can be probed with the available laser sources. 
These are shown in figure 9.1 and would allow a s tudy of all th ree of the 
cascade, lam bda and vee configurations. To re ta in  the cancellation of Doppler 
broadening a tta ined via a counter-propagating scheme in the cascade atom , 
the lam bda and vee schemes m ust be probed in a co-propagating m anner.
5D
5P
5S,
776 or 
762nm 3/2
JSOnra780nm780 or 795nm
780nm 795nm
1/2
5P.
Figure 9.1: Three schemes for EIT  in rubidium  using the two T i:sapph ire laser 
sources.
• Using a Mach-Zender in terferom eter arrangem en t the refractive index changes
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associated with EIT  could be measured. This could allow a proof-of-principle 
experim en t on the m agne tom e ter application proposed [3] for such a scheme.
• The addition of incoherent pum ping, via a discharge or radio frequency coils, 
to  an EIT  experim en t could allow the observation of inversionless gain, under 
appropria te atom ic param e ters [4].
•  Electrom agnetically-induced focusing deserves further s tudy both  theore tically 
and experimentally. A detailed theore tical trea tm en t, capable of quan titative 
predictions, should be derived and tested against experim en tal evidence. This 
may predic t novel lensing effects due to the lens profiles in the media. An 
in teresting experim en tal proposal is the idea of using non-Gaussian coupling 
laser modes, eg. doughnut modes, to possibly give stable trapping of the probe 
beam. The observation of a stable filament of trapped  probe light, free from 
absorption would be of significance.
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Appendix A
Rules for N Level Density M atrix Models
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A .  R u l e s  f o r  N  L e v e l  D e n s i t y  M a t r i x  
M o d e l s
A .I . In trod u ction
This appendix contains a set of rules and general guidance on how to construct the 
rP — \  real simultaneous equations to  describe the s teady-state of an arb itrary  n  level 
atom  subjected to  a num ber of coherent electrom agnetic fields (m axim um  n — 1 ) 
using the ro tating  wave approxim ation under the density m atrix  formalism. They 
have been em pirically derived following the derivation and definitions in C hap ter 
2. Specifically, the system and solution m a trix  are crea ted here and may then be 
incorpora ted in a numerical solution algorithm  to probe the system s response.
The rules expounded herein are fairly general bu t should only be used along with 
a working knowledge of the derivation th a t they are sho rt-cutting. They are very 
useful in speeding the process of im plem enting a model on a new atom ic system  bu t 
care should be taken th a t they are not applied w ithout reference to the physical 
system  so th a t conceptual anomalies are not introduced. If in doub t, check by the 
full derivation. Several assumptions are implicit in th is Appendix, of which the 
strongest governs the num ber and location of the inciden t fields. The fields are 
considered sufficiently different in frequency so th a t only one may in terac t strongly 
with any transition. (However, one field may in terac t w ith more than one transition, 
as long as ano ther one does no t impinge on either transition.) Furtherm ore, the 
m a trix  elements and Rabi frequencies are assumed real which is valid as long as a
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m ax im um  of n — 1 fields impinge on the n  level atom . This also removes the need for 
considering phase m atching. N either of these restric tions rule ou t the m ajority  of 
systems th a t are likely to  be considered and the rules could be ex tended by further 
work to remove them .
A .2. N o ta tio n
Figure A .l: Two sample atom ic systems. On the left a cascade three-level system 
and on the right a 4 level one corresponding loosely to the laser scheme for Nd:YAG.
Throughout th is appendix reference will be m ade to the two model examples, as 
shown in figure A .I. The four-level one would require the derivation longhand of 
16 equations and dem onstrates the power of th is technique. The atom ic levels are 
always num bered in the order of energy, from the lowest to  the highest. If the order 
is broken the convention used to define the signs of some elements will be inaccurate.
In order to  crea te the system  an altered ham iltonian m a trix , J ,  will be defined 
to formalise the optical held connections. J  is dehned as an n x n m a trix  where the 
diagonal elements are zero and the off-diagonal elements the half Rabi frequency of 
the optical held connecting the corresponding levels, ie.:
J. 0
2 %
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The field connecting levels i and j  has been defined as:
E9.E ij{z, t) =  ~^{exp{i[iAjt — kz]) +  c.c.) (A.2)
and the dipole m a trix  elem ent controlling the streng th  of in terac tion is Hij. Hence 
for the three-level system  J  would be:
0 a 0
J = a 0 p (A.3)
0 /? 0
where a  and ^  are the respective half Rabi frequencies. (The four-level system  also 
has th ird  field w ith half Rabi frequency 7 , no t to be confused w ith  the coherence 
decay rates 7 ,^.)
A  3. M atrix  E q u ation  C on stru ction
1 n2. n ( ^
1
2_ n(ndL) 2
n
n-f 1
n + n(n-l)
1 nn+1  n + l A i D  j
Figure A.2: The subdivisions of A  used in creating the system.
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The full system , in steady-state, is described by rP real sim ultaneous equations. In 
m a trix  form:
A x  ~  b (A.4)
where
A  = system  m a trix  
b =  equation right hand sides 
X — density m atrix  elements 
The convention for ordering of the density m atrix  elements I shall use is:
P i i
> Occupation ProbabilitiesP22
Pnn
Pl2
P\s
> Real P art of Coherences
P23
P{n—l)n ^
P\2
P\3
Pin
P2 3
Imaginary Part of Coherences
P{n—l)n
W hen the equations are w ritten in the order dic tated by th is convention the 
m a trix  A  of the coefficients displays a certain sym m e try and allows for partitioning
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in to three submatrices. The position of these subsets is defined in figure A.2. A ny  
element falling outside these parts is zero.
The first part is the diagonal elements, An. They con tain decay ra tes for the 
populations and coherences. Nex t are the two rectangular m a trices Ti and T2 . They 
are rela ted as follows:
r ,  =  - 2 r ’ (A.5)
ctnd deal w ith the transfer of popula tion (where the superscrip t T  denotes transpose).
The C  matrices are square, of size n (n  — l) /2 ,  deal w ith coherence creation and 
feedback and rela ted by:
Cl =  - C f  (A.6 )
The writing down of each of these shall be now explained in the following subsections.
A .3.1. Aii, the D ecay R ates
For the open atom ic system where the atom ic levels decay to unspecified locations 
a t ra tes Tn th is system is particularly  simple (see [1 ]). On row i goes the decay ra te 
for th a t level/ coherence. Due to conventions used la ter and to ensure con tinuity 
these are positive quan tities. For a 3x3 open system we obtain:
Til
L2 2
712
7I3
723
712
713
723
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where Tn is the popula tion decay ra te  and 7 ,j the coherence decay rate. This is 
usually approxim ated by:
l i j  =  Y" +  (A.7)
w ith deph,j being the dephasing ra te on the i-j transition eg. by collisions.
If, instead, the system is a closed one with level-to-level decay rates being known 
then  these are simple pu t in the first N rows connecting the relevant popula tion 
term s, remembering decays are positive under th is convention. For exam ple, the 
three-level system  would be:
0 —F2i —Fsi 0
Q P 21 “ F32 0
0  0  F a i  - f  F 3 2  0
0  0  0  712
It is quite straightforward to construc t this by reference to the Li ou ville equation 
for each element.
A .3 .2 . T , th e  T ra n s fe r  M a tr ic e s
The m atrices Ti and Tg govern the transfer of population between the levels. Con­
struc tion for Ti will be given in detail below.
Ti is a {n(n — l) /2 )  x n  m a trix. Num ber the horizontal and vertical axes by the 
population or coherence, respectively, th a t the row /colum n refers to, ie. the density 
m atrix  component pij th a t the element is the coefficient for in the m ultiplication 
A x. For the four-level system th is is:
11
22
33
44
Ti
12 13 14 23 24 34
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The individual elements can then be filled in. If levels 1 and 3 are connected by 
the field w ith Rabi frequency a  then —2 a would go in the 11 row and 2 a  in the 33 
row, bo th in the 13 column. More generally for column i j  the element in row ii is 
—2Jij and row j j  is 2 J,j, the o thers being zero. Thus for the four-level system  the 
Ti m a trix  is:
1 1  0  - 2 a  - 2 7  0  0  0
22 0 0 0 - 2 p  0 0
33 0 2 a  0 2/9 0 0
44 [ 0 0 2 7  0 0 0
12 13 14 23 24 34
The signs th a t have been used were decided by the convention adop ted with the 
decay rates. Once th is is done T 2 follows by equation A.5.
A .3.3. C, the Coherence M atrices
T he C  m atrices are square, of dimension n (n  — l) /2 ,  and are rela ted by equation 
A.6 . They split into two for composition, the diagonal — containing the detunings 
— and the oE-diagonals, for the coherence creating fields. To ease the task of writing 
in the elements it is convenient to label the rows and columns with the coherence 
th a t it relates to, in the same way th a t the horizontal elements were labelled for Ti 
above. More formally:
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row /colum n connected levels, |zi >  and |z2 >
1 1 ,2
2 1,3
i V - 1 1 ,A
N 2,3
A -t - 1 2,4
N { N ~ l )
2 N  - I , N
The following rules refer to C 2 and once this is laid ou t C\ follows by equation 
A.6 . F irst, the leading diagonal which contains the detuning term s. If there is a 
field connecting levels |U > and |z2 > with a frequency then the detuning
for the element on the diagonal in row labelled zi«2 is where:
A qq =  wqq — w °q (A. 8 )
and Wqq is the energy gap between levels |zi >  and |z2 >  If there is no field directly 
connecting the two levels then a sum of fields is used. For exam ple, between levels 
|2 >  and |4 >  in the four-level scheme the detuning term  is A 24 =  A 14 +  A 23 — A 13 . 
One way to th ink  of this is as trying to  make the energy gap using wjg, 
a>i4 &s there are fields bridging these gaps. Thus the additions and sub trac tions are 
defined. Therefore, for the four-level system:
12
13
14
23
24 
34
A 13 A 23
U3
A 14
A 23
A i 4  -f- A 23 — A i 3
A i 4 — A 13
(Note tha t the horizontal axis is num bered in the same way as the vertical axis for 
the C  m atrices.)
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The off-diagonal element i , j  contains the Rabi frequency connecting the coher­
ences referred to by that element, if they exist. If element refers to coherence 
ziZ2 on the vertical side and j i j 2 on the horizontal side then:
If *1 =  i l  element i,j contains Ji
Ji
J.
H  =  J2  
il =  ia 
*2 =  i l
otherwise element i,j contains zero.
»2Jl
J i
where Jkm is defined as above. Hence, for the four-level system C 2 is:
A i3 — A 23 P 0 —a 7 0
p A i3 0 0 0 - 7
0 0 A i4 0 0 —a
a 0 0 A 23 0 0
7 0 0 0 Ai4 -f A 23 — Ai3 - P
0 7 —a 0 ~ P A i4 — A 13
A .3.4. 6, the Solution V ector
The solution vector b is straightforward, containing all zeros initially, unless Fq- 
general level decays are in use. In which case 6,- =  TnPn where is the thermal 
equilibrium population of level i. If spontaneous decay chains Fq are used to move 
population in a cascade manner then there is no need for the specific equilibrium 
populations to be included.
A .4 . G eneral N o te s
• Remember each row is an equation!
• While it is an tP system matrix created above, using conservation of population 
as embodied in the trace normalisation of the density matrix, p n  -f P22 +
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• • - Pnn — I, one degree of freedom is removed. Hence only n — 1 of the n 
populations are independent and so row 1 can be removed. Column 1 is also 
removed using the substitution pu =  1 — Z)î=2 Pa (which will add elements to 
the solution vector b, as well as altering terms in the first few columns of A). 
This leads to a — 1 system with savings in computer time as the time taken 
to solve the matrix will be an operation of the order of the matrix size of A 
squared.
• The Doppler shift can be included in the detunings by changing the field 
frequency wq to its Doppler shifted value wq — kijV^ where kij is the wavevec- 
tor of the field and K  the atomic speed. Thus numerical integrations over 
the Maxwellian velocity distribution can be performed using the algorithm in 
Chapter 2.
• If may seem at first sight that the decays of Fq and the movements of T\ 
contradict each other, eg. that the decay out of level 2 is positive and the 2a  
term which brings in population by excitation. However, if p\ - is an absorption 
it is negative, so both terms will be in anti-sense when multiplied by their 
appropriate density matrix element and the movements are indeed physical.
• If no chain of fields connects two levels the C2 diagonal element is merely — Wq. 
This is normally only used for the case of two hyperfine split levels where the 
coherence oscillations are much lower in frequency than optical oscillations.
• If three or more fields combine in the atom to give a parametric interaction 
phase mismatches should be introduced (giving rise to cos and sin AA:z 
terms) and complex Rabi frequencies are necessary. The whole system is more 
complex and these rules must be extended to deal with the system.
• Always keep in mind where the element is coming from. Derive a row from 
the Liouville equation if there is an uncertainty about an element within it!
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